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Abstract: Control and the therapeutic trial 1918 – 1948
This thesis examines the rhetoric employed in the debate over the proper means to assess
therapeutic efficacy during the first half of the twentieth century. I explore a number of therapeutic
investigations including the debate in 1925 over the consumption of raw pancreas as a treatment
for diabetes, the MRC’s investigation of ultraviolet light therapy in 1928, the MRC trial of serum
therapy in pneumonia during the early 1930s, and the MRC’s wartime influenza vaccination trials
during the 1940s.
The MRC’s streptomycin trial, published in 1948, provided a model for future work in studies of
therapeutic efficacy. Prior to this, therapeutic trials were idiosyncratic affairs and the methodology
of a proper clinical trial was neither unified nor codified. But the MRC nevertheless referred
consistently to its own trials as ‘controlled’ throughout the first half of the twentieth century. The
term ‘controlled’ encompassed an eclectic assortment of methodologies, and conveyed a number
of different meanings, sometimes simultaneously. Much of my thesis is devoted to exploring these
various meanings and the contexts in which they were used. The unifying characteristic which
bound the divers uses of the term ‘controlled,’ was its use as a rhetorical device at a time when the
authority to determine the proper means of testing a remedy was very much up for grabs. The
MRC, by describing its own therapeutic experiments as ‘controlled,’ was exploiting the powerful
rhetorical connotations of the term. Ultimately, the MRC’s ‘controlled trial’ became a construct –
prior to 1948 there was no single methodology which could describe it, no published trial which
could exemplify it, yet it existed as a rhetorical device which could be used to enhance the
authority of a trial performed under the auspices of the MRC. The implications of this insight for
current understanding of ‘controlled trials’ are discussed.
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Introduction and synopsis of chapters
No word – as my next chapter proclaims – is innocent. Words carry implications, connotations,
metaphorical associations, which are inherent and inescapable. And embedded within the phrase
‘randomised controlled trial’ (also in ‘controlled trial,’ the Medical Research Council’s preferred
term up to the 1970s) is a word far from innocent; a powerful, dynamic, sexy, authoritative
stormtrooper of a word. This is why I have chosen to write this history of rhetoric in the
randomised controlled trial (RCT); existing histories of the RCT might be few in number, but
some are nevertheless highly effective, as the following chapter will make clear. None, however,
have chosen to examine the circumstances in which the term ‘controlled’ was employed in relation
to therapeutic trials during the first half of the twentieth century, and the powerful rhetorical
associations of the term – which, I shall argue, were exploited by the Medical Research Council
(MRC) in its attempts to establish itself as the proper arbiter of therapeutic efficacy through
experiment.
These arguments are developed in my next chapter, Chapter 1, No word is innocent: The rhetoric
of controlled trials prior to 1948. Here I briefly summarise existing histories of therapeutic trials,
and the recent trend away from earlier, frequently present-centred and triumphalist, narratives
towards more critical analysis of therapeutic assessment within its social and historical context. I
describe the variety of techniques to assess therapeutic efficacy which were available to a
practitioner in early twentieth-century Britain, and the MRC’s attempts to establish itself, and its
own laboratory-orientated philosophy, as the proper channel for such investigation. I examine
existing scholarship regarding the place of rhetoric in scientific discourse, and attempt broadly to
place the rhetoric of the MRC’s use of the term ‘controlled’ within the context of therapeutic
assessment.
This theme is examined in more detail in Chapter 2, Good, bad or offal? The rhetoric of control in
the evaluation of raw pancreas therapy. In 1925 a debate erupted in the correspondence columns of
the British Medical Journal concerning the effectiveness of eating raw pancreas as a treatment for
diabetes. Enthusiasts were predominantly general practitioners, who claimed success for the
therapy on the basis of their clinical impressions. Their detractors were laboratory-orientated
‘biochemist-physicians,’ who considered that their own experiments demonstrated that raw
pancreas therapy was ineffective. The biochemist-physicians consistently dismissed the GPs’
observations as inadequately ‘controlled’. They did not define the meaning of ‘controlled’ in this
context, although the physician-biochemists’ ‘properly controlled’ experiments involved careful
regulation of their patients’ diet and other environmental factors, and evaluation of the therapy’s
success through biochemical, rather than just clinical, criteria. However, I suggest that these
factors alone are inadequate to account for the biochemist-physicians’ dismissal of the GPs’ work
as ‘uncontrolled’. The biochemist-physicians were deliberately exploiting the powerful rhetorical
connotations of the term ‘control’. Ultimately, they implied that only a trial which they themselves
had conducted, could be deemed ‘adequately controlled’.
I undertake a similar analysis in Chapter 3, Bright lights, smoky cities: light therapy in 1920s
Britain. MRC investigators found themselves on the back foot when their investigation of
ultraviolet light therapy failed to establish the benefits of the technique for healing leg ulcers, or
for improving the health of weedy children. These negative findings attracted incredulity and
opposition from medical professionals, whose consensus view almost universally supported the
use of light therapy in the treatment of a wide variety of conditions. This was a broader and more
public debate than that concerning the use of raw pancreas, and saw MRC members on the
defensive against general medical opinion – rather than on the offensive against a treatment
favoured by a minority of (relatively low-status) practitioners, as in the raw pancreas debate.
Nevertheless, the MRC again adopted the rhetoric of control in defence of its findings, arguing that
they were valid because they were the product of ‘controlled’ work. The meaning of ‘controlled’
5

was, again, not defined, but did not appear to refer solely to the presence of comparison subjects;
its further rhetorical functions are discussed.
A different issue of control arose when the MRC’s newly-formed Therapeutic Trials Committee
(TTC) inherited an ongoing MRC trial investigating the effectiveness of serum treatment for lobar
pneumonia. In Chapter 4: Control and the MRC’s evaluation of serum therapy for pneumonia,
1929 – 1934 I examine the serum therapy trial, and the TTC’s criticisms when it assumed
responsibility for the trial in 1931. The TTC deemed the trial’s conduct, up to that point,
unsatisfactory; the trial was even in danger of becoming an embarrassing source of humiliation for
the MRC. The TTC imposed a number of new requirements on its researchers, including a unified
plan of activity within the trial in future. Essentially the TTC attempted to impose centralised
control over a set of investigators some of whom it considered idiosyncratic, if not maverick, in
their behaviour. The TTC was created expressly to undertake ‘properly controlled clinical tests’ of
remedies; by bringing the serum trial under its central control, it rendered this trial ‘controlled.’
The notion of a ‘controlled’ trial, at this time, as one subject to centralised regulation is not new,
and a number of historians have described it. My analysis concerns the rhetorical function of the
term ‘controlled’ and its implication of proper scrutiny and regulation.
By the 1940s, the ostensible meaning of the term ‘controlled’ had largely coalesced into a
reference to the presence of a group of untreated comparison subjects within a therapeutic trial.
However, the circumstances and contexts in which investigators chose actually to employ the term,
exploited and emphasised its powerful rhetorical associations. In Chapter 5, Keeping it controlled:
The MRC’s trials of immunisation against influenza I examine a series of large-scale trials of
influenza vaccine undertaken by the MRC immediately before, during, and immediately after the
Second World War. The war rendered the search for an effective vaccine imperative, in view of
the potentially devastating impact of any flu epidemic upon the combat capability of troops. The
war and its aftermath also imposed particular difficulties upon the effective organisation of largescale vaccine trials, notably due to scarce supplies of vaccine – which had, for the most part, to be
imported from the United States or Commonwealth countries – and the mobility of populations,
particularly fighting men and refugees. MRC workers frequently juxtaposed their use of the term
‘controlled’ alongside these difficulties. The MRC justified its monopoly over vaccine distribution
by reference to the scarcity of supplies and the consequent need for vaccine distribution under the
auspices of ‘controlled trials.’ With regard to unstable or mobile populations, the MRC again
responded with reference to the need for ‘controlled trials,’ meaning trials which were organised
and regulated by the MRC.
In Chapter 6, Whose words are they anyway? The contrasting strategies of Almroth Wright and
Bradford Hill to attempt to capture the nomenclature of controlled trials, I examine the
fundamental importance of nomenclature in forming notions of what a therapeutic trial was, the
uses to which it could be put, and the questions that it was capable of answering. Austin Bradford
Hill, commonly regarded as the chief originator of current RCT methodology, chose to employ
words already in common use to explain trial methodology to a medical audience which
possessed, on the whole, little statistical knowledge or interest. Almroth Wright, on the other hand,
was a steadfast opponent of the ‘statistical method’ to ascertain therapeutic efficacy, preferring the
certainty of laboratory experimentation followed by the judicious clinical impressions of an
experienced physician. He considered ‘statistical trials’ to be useful only in a few particular
circumstances. In common with his approach to other areas of scientific activity, he invented a
series of new words to describe components of the statistical trial. By comparing Wright’s
invented words with those that Bradford Hill chose to describe equivalent concepts I demonstrate
that employing Wright’s terminology results in a very different notion of the therapeutic trial, far
more restricted in its scope and constrained in the uses to which it can be put, than a trial
conceived under Hill’s nomenclature.
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In my conclusion Chapter 7 I examine some implications of this understanding of the rhetorical
background to the development of the RCT, to current understanding and criticisms of therapeutic
trials. The rhetorical power of the term ‘controlled’ is still, I argue, very much a part of
contemporary discourse concerning the persons and methods who should properly be charged with
the assessment of therapeutic efficacy.
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Chapter 1: No Word is Innocent: The History and Rhetoric of
Controlled Trials prior to 1948
Walter Morley Fletcher had only been in post as Secretary to the recently-formed Medical
Research Committee for two years when, in 1916, he fell seriously ill with double pneumonia. He
was dismayed to discover that his own physician’s treatment, which included the application of
leeches, was ‘more worthy of the physicians of Charles the Second.’ 2 Preferring a scientific
remedy which was the product of recent research in a modern laboratory, he persuaded his friend
Henry Dakin to let him have a supply of the new antiseptic Chloramine. With the aid of a length of
rubber tube from his dolls’ house bath and the filling mechanism from a fountain pen, Fletcher
administered the compound directly into his chest wound until he eventually recovered.
This experience can only have served to strengthen Fletcher’s conviction it was the laboratory,
rather than the practising doctor, to which one should turn for the development and testing of new
remedies, a conviction which profoundly influenced the philosophy of the Medical Research
Committee and its successor the Medical Research Council (MRC) in the first half of the twentieth
century. This chapter examines the role of the MRC in the early-twentieth century debate over the
proper means to evaluate the effectiveness of a remedy, and in particular its use of the term
‘controlled’ as a rhetorical device to enhance its authority. This analysis is conducted against the
background of existing historiography of the therapeutic trial, the state of therapeutic assessment
during the first half of the twentieth century, and the relevance of rhetoric to scientific debate.
The MRC’s streptomycin trial, published in 1948, provided a model for future work in studies of
therapeutic efficacy. Prior to this, therapeutic trials were idiosyncratic affairs and the methodology
of a proper clinical trial was neither unified nor codified. But the MRC nevertheless referred
consistently to its own trials as ‘controlled’ throughout the first half of the twentieth century. The
term encompassed an eclectic assortment of methodologies, and a number of different meanings
were associated with it, sometimes simultaneously. Much of this volume is devoted to exploring
these various meanings and the contexts in which they were used. The unifying characteristic
which bound the divers uses of the term ‘controlled,’ was its use as a rhetorical device at a time
when the authority to determine the proper means of testing a remedy was very much up for grabs.
The MRC, by describing its own therapeutic experiments as ‘controlled,’ was exploiting the
powerful rhetorical connotations of the term. Ultimately, the MRC’s ‘controlled trial’ became a
construct – prior to 1948 there was no single methodology which could define the term, no
published trial which could exemplify it, yet the ‘controlled trial’ was exploited as a rhetorical
device to enhance the authority of a therapeutic experiment performed under the auspices of the
MRC.
The randomised controlled trial in history
Nowadays, the proper means to assess the effectiveness of a new (or established) remedy is
uncontroversial; the gold standard is the Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT.) This involves
comparing the clinical outcome of group of patients who receive the therapy under test, with an
untreated control group. Frequently the control group will receive a pharmacologically inert
placebo (placebo control,) and neither patients nor their physicians will be aware whether they are
receiving active drug or placebo (double-blinding.) Patients are allocated to receive active
treatment or placebo strictly at random (randomisation.) According to Richard Smith, until
recently editor of the British Medical Journal, the RCT could represent ‘the most important
development in medicine this [the twentieth] century…. as important a change as that in the
renaissance, when medicine began to base itself on experimental evidence rather than on
reinterpreting the teachings of the ancients.’ 3 By general consensus, the first published RCT was
. M. Fletcher, The Bright Countenance: A Personal Biography of Walter Morley Fletcher (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1957), 130.
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the MRC’s trial of streptomycin in pulmonary tuberculosis in 1948. Its priority as the first RCT
has been disputed; Sir Richard Doll4 noted that the MRC designed and initiated its RCT of
whooping cough vaccine before the streptomycin trial, although the whooping cough trial was
published later. Others have accorded priority to earlier studies, for example Theobald’s 1936 trial
of vitamin supplementation in pregnancy toxaemia, 5 or Amberson’s 1931 study of gold in the
treatment of tuberculosis. 6 Nevertheless, the MRC presented its 1948 streptomycin trial as a new
development at the time, 7 and the trial subsequently represented a model – according to one
commentator, a ‘paradigm’ 8 – for future therapeutic trials.
A number of historians have investigated the development of the RCT out of the eclectic collection
of methodologies for drug evaluation available to an investigator during the early twentieth
century; others have chosen specifically to trace the course of one specific component of RCT
methodology, such as randomisation, blinding, or comparison groups. Some earlier histories of the
controlled trial tend to be rather triumphalist narratives, implying a direct lineage for the RCT
from Lind’s naval trial of various scurvy remedies in 1747, or even earlier – Abraham Lilienfeld
dates the use of comparison subjects in therapeutic assessment back to the biblical Book of
Daniel, 9 and goes on to document sporadic use of comparisons including by Petrarch in the
fourteenth century. Other authors who assume this continuity narrative document a number of
early clinical trials performed by those they consider forward-thinking pioneers, who adopted
systematic methods of therapeutic research while their contemporaries were ignorant of the
benefits. These pioneers variously include Avicenna, Celsus, Ambroise Paré’s sixteenth-century
comparison of battlefield wound treatments, Maitland’s 1721 trial of smallpox inoculation on six
convicts in Newgate prison, James Jurin’s trial of smallpox inoculation in the 1720s, Lind’s
scurvy trial, William Withering’s 1785 publication of his investigations into foxglove, John
Haygarth’s use of placebo devices to denounce Perkin’s skin tractors in 1801, Pierre Louis’ 1837
trial of bloodletting in pneumonia, and Johannes Fibiger who in 1898 described the first use of
allocation by alternation. 10
These authors represent the failure of physicians en masse to adopt controlled trial methodology
before the twentieth century as generally due to ignorance, the majority of practitioners choosing
to disregard the example of their more enlightened colleagues who were attempting to pioneer the
technique. Pocock 11 dismisses the ‘subjective and extravagant claims’ of eighteenth and
nineteenth-century researchers who he considers were insufficiently aware of the need for

. Sir R. Doll, ‘Controlled Trials: The 1948 Watershed’, British Medical Journal, 317 (1998), 1217 – 20.
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objective and statistically valid trials; John Prince Bull, 12 a physician working with the MRC burns
unit during the 1940s and 1950s, dismisses ancient systems of medicine as irrational, ritualistic or
over-simplified; Shapiro and Shapiro 13 consider ancient therapeutic assessment represented
‘confusion and chaos’. Some commentators describe the increasing application of statistical
methods to therapeutic research through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, until the
development of the Chi-squared test by Pearson in 1900 and of the t-test by Gosset (under the
pseudonym ‘Student’) in 1908 equipped investigators with probabilistic tools for statistical
analysis. 14 The use of comparison controls increased through the 1920s and 1930s; randomisation
is frequently attributed to the statistician Ronald Fisher, who first proposed it in 1923 as a
statistical technique for investigating the yield of agricultural plots. 15 Austin Bradford Hill,
apparently influenced by Fisher’s work, applied randomisation to therapeutic investigation,
culminating in the 1948 MRC streptomycin trial.
Aspects of this narrative have recently been questioned – particularly the reasons why pretwentieth century investigators did not adopt controlled trials, and the relevance of Fisher’s
statistical theory to Bradford Hill’s incorporation of randomisation into therapeutic trials.
Commentators have questioned the assumption that seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
physicians ignored large-scale comparative trial methodology simply through ignorance, or
missing the point. Trohler, 16 Meldrum, 17 and Maehle 18 point out that such methodology was
inappropriate to humoral medicine, whose remedies were uniquely tailored to an individual.
‘Specifics’ – remedies intended to treat a defined condition irrespective of the idiosyncrasies of the
recipient – were regarded with suspicion by most mainstream physicians, as the preserve of
charlatans and quacks. Nineteenth- and twentieth-century physicians had their own reasons to be
suspicious of numerical controlled trial methodology; in an influential account, Rosser Matthews 19
surveys the application of statistics to therapeutic assessment, and describes the scepticism
expressed by clinicians, laboratory physiologists and bacteriologists towards statistical
methodology during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Statistical techniques represented
an attempt to codify and quantify the making of medical knowledge, and were resisted by
physicians who valued their professional autonomy and expertise. A number of other authors have
described similar tensions between statistical methodology and clinicians’ cherished bedside
acumen. 20
12

Bull, op.cit. (note 10).
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Matthews also credits Bradford Hill, the ‘father of the modern clinical trial,’ 21 with applying
statistics to therapeutic evaluation. However the origins of randomisation, and Bradford Hill’s
reasons for adopting it, remain contentious. Ian Hacking 22 traces the origins of randomisation to
experiments in psychology and psychic research during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, some decades before its widespread adoption in therapeutic studies from the 1930s.
Early experimenters in telepathy discovered that subjects would try to guess the next number, or
next card, in a sequence that they were intended to receive telepathically from another subject.
Presenting the numbers, or cards, in a random order prevented any such guessing strategies.
Hacking suggests that these experiments could have influenced Fisher, who published a paper on
card guessing in 1924, in his description of randomisation. Trudy Dehue 23 has extended this
analysis, proposing that early twentieth century psychic research also promoted the use of
randomly-allocated groups of comparison subjects, rather than simply randomisation of the order
in which a subject received stimuli. She considers Fisher influential in the adoption of
experimental randomisation, but points out that the technique was well established in these
psychological circles before Fisher’s advocacy. Many commentators agree that Bradford Hill was
influenced by Fisher’s statistical reasoning; Stephen Lock 24 credits Bradford Hill as the prime
originator of the RCT, and Fisher as the influence which led him to consider randomisation. The
RCT was responsible for putting medicine on a rational scientific footing, he argues, and Bradford
Hill was unfairly denied a Nobel prize for establishing it.
Ted Kaptchuk 25 also attributes randomisation to Fisher, in an examination of the origins of
blinding in therapeutic assessment. Blinding means that the patient (single-blind) or both patient
and physician (double-blind) are unaware which preparation represents the therapy under test, and
which the control. Kaptchuk traces a continuous 200-year lineage for the use of blinding.
Conventional physicians employed blinded assessment late in the eighteenth century to distinguish
their remedies from those of unorthodox quacks, and the technique again came to prominence as a
means to avoid fraud and the newly-described concept of ‘suggestion’ in psychological and
psychic experiments during the late nineteenth century. Experimenters employed placebos as an
aid to blinding as early as 1834, when Trousseau tested a homeopathic remedy against inert bread
pills, and was used in testing a mainstream remedy by Brown-Sequard in his 1889 comparison of
injections of water and testicular extract. Kaptchuk argues that randomisation provided the impetus
for blinding to become widely accepted in clinical trials from the 1930s onwards, despite initial
resistance from many clinicians who considered that random allocation of subjects denied them
their professional autonomy.
Recent scholarship has however questioned the relevance of Fisher’s description of randomisation
to its adoption in RCT methodology. Sir Iain Chalmers 26 questions notions of the RCT as a device
invented by statisticians; he argues that statistical theory – including Fisher’s advocacy of
randomisation – had little influence on its development. Instead he represents the history of
clinical trials as a history of attempts to reduce bias, culminating in the mid twentieth century
21

Matthews, op.cit. (note 19), 145.
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26
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when converging ‘clinical’ and ‘statistical’ reasons for adopting random allocation led to the
development of the RCT. Chalmers regards Bradford Hill’s experiences with the MRC’s trial of
serum therapy for pneumonia in the early 1930s as particularly formative, Hill realising that
allocation of subjects by alternation 27 had allowed the introduction of bias which could be
prevented by employing random allocation instead. My own analysis of the same trial, which
follows in chapter four of this volume, supports Chalmers’ conclusions. Benjamin Toth 28 also
questions the influence of statisticians in general, and Bradford Hill in particular, on RCT design,
instead presenting the use of statistics largely as a rhetorical device which enabled the MRC to
represent its work as scientifically valid. He points out that randomised therapeutic trials were
methodologically possible throughout the early twentieth century, but considers that they were
adopted only when randomisation suited the MRC’s purposes by enabling it to exert a degree of
control over the supply and use of streptomycin in the 1940s.
Recent investigations have also attempted to place twentieth-century therapeutic experimentation
in social and historical context, situating the development of the RCT against a background of
negotiations between physicians, laboratory scientists, government, the pharmaceutical industry
and the public. Toth 29 considers that the clinical trials organised by the MRC during the 1930s
(some of which are explored later in this work) were ‘historically inconsequential’ as the MRC
then prioritised laboratory methodology; the importance of these trials, he argues, was rather to
consolidate the position of the MRC in relation to government, pharmaceutical companies and the
public. Alan Yoshioka 30 presents a similar argument with regard to the MRC’s 1948 streptomycin
trial, and considers that the MRC adopted various strategies including emphasising the drug’s
toxicity, its scarcity, and the uncertainty over its efficacy, in order to establish its own control over
supplies of the drug, and over clinical trials in general.
Desiree Cox, 31 in her examination of the making of the clinical trial in Britain during the first half
of the twentieth century, examines the MRC’s attempts to establish itself as the arbiter of
therapeutic efficacy and of drug standardisation. She describes Walter Fletcher’s recruitment of
‘noble scientists’ – scientifically orientated physicians who he considered to be trustworthy and of
good character, and who could reliably undertake therapeutic evaluation. The MRC established its
Therapeutic Trials Committee (TTC) in 1931, intending it to run as a ‘human machine,’ a model of
efficiency in drug evaluation; when the TTC was disbanded at the start of the Second World War,
Cox argues, the clinical trial became mechanised into a mass event co-ordinated by statisticians.
She presents the clinical trial as arising during the first four decades of the twentieth century as a
co-ordinated system devised and performed by trustworthy characters, and points out that the
procedural elements of the RCT were in place well before 1946. In the context of therapeutic
reform in the United States, Harry Marks 32 similarly notes that RCT methodology had been
available for years – indeed centuries – but only became generalised once the social and
27
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organisational means to pursue it, were in place. Early twentieth-century investigators had little
infrastructure to support novel therapeutic research, and no exemplars of technique to follow.
Marks charts the rise of laboratory-based ‘rational therapeutics’ late in the nineteenth century, 33
the transition of therapeutic investigation from a solitary to a co-operative venture, and twentiethcentury calls for ‘well controlled’ therapeutic experiments which implied laboratory or quasilaboratory hospital control of potentially confounding factors. Tragedies such as deaths from
contaminated sulfanilamide, and moral obligations highlighted by the Second World War,
stimulated tighter central co-ordination of physicians’ behaviour during therapeutic
experimentation; Marks analyses the resultant negotiation of proper behaviour between physicians,
drug companies, and government agencies. Randomisation and statistical analysis began to
dominate trial methodology after 1950, he argues, largely as the result of Bradford Hill’s influence
in Britain.
These recent analyses present the MRC as one party to a series of negotiations – with government,
the pharmaceutical industry, the medical profession, and the public – over the proper means, and
the proper organisation or individuals, to conduct therapeutic research. I shall now turn to the
environment in which a therapeutic investigator would work during the first half of the twentieth
century, and the MRC’s vigorous attempts – largely through the efforts of Walter Fletcher – to
establish itself as the sole voice for medical research during this time.
Does it work? The validation of therapeutic efficacy in the early twentieth century
A physician practising in late nineteenth or early twentieth century Britain was spoiled for choice
from a large, and rapidly expanding, selection of new and promising therapeutic options. During
this ‘golden age of medicine,’ 34 British physicians developed a renewed confidence regarding their
understanding of disease and their ability effectively to treat it, and an optimism that further
spectacular advances were imminent. Generally attributed to the application of laboratory science
in general, and germ theory in particular, the period saw the development of many new and
powerful drugs. It also saw the appearance of a large number of therapies subsequently discredited
as ineffective. Some were discredited shortly after their appearance; others not until they had been
employed as remedies, sometimes extensively, for years or decades.
Some historians have chosen to document the appearance during this time, solely of those
remedies which we would still regard as effective today. Ackerknecht 35 relates the discovery of
vitamins, antibiotics and later of steroid compounds, while Goodman chronicles therapeutic
developments from the manufacture of the first synthetic antipyretic in 1883 through aspirin,
diphtheria and tetanus antitoxins, salvarsan, Prontosil, vitamins and hormones, and concludes that
‘Vitamins, hormones, insulin and the sulfa drugs were the great therapeutic successes of the interwar period.’ 36 Brandt and Gardner 37 point to the development of the antibacterial ‘magic bullets’
salvarsan, prontosil (sulfanilamide), penicillin, and streptomycin during the first half of the
twentieth century. However, there is an internalist approach implicit in ignoring the considerable
number of treatments which were subsequently abandoned as ineffective, which also appeared
H.M. Marks, The Progress of Experiment: Science and Therapeutic Reform in the United States, 1900 – 1990
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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during this time. Guenter Risse 38 has surveyed the ‘Whiggish’ nature of many histories of
therapeutics, which he claims tend to dismiss as inexplicable ‘fads,’ practitioners’ use of remedies
which we would now deem ineffective. Risse concludes with a plea that therapies should be
analysed with a view to the social context in which they were employed. Certainly many
‘ineffective’ remedies were enthusiastically adopted in the first half of the twentieth century, for
years or decades, by a large proportion – even a majority – of practitioners, who were convinced of
their effectiveness and who saw a great and sustained future ahead for them. Later in this work I
shall explore some examples – raw pancreas therapy for diabetes in 1925, ultra-violet light therapy
in the late 1920s, and serum treatment for pneumonia in the 1930s. Lawrence 39 points to further
instances – therapeutic vaccines, tuberculin treatment for tuberculosis, and the myriad varieties of
glandular therapy popular in the 1920s and 1930s. Any retrospective attempt to examine
‘effective’ therapies in isolation from those we now deem ‘ineffective’ misses the point, that our
current notions of a treatment’s merits or otherwise were not apparent to physicians at the time.
Whether a treatment ‘works’ is a socially and culturally bound conclusion, 40 and can be fiendishly
difficult for a practising clinician to assess. New therapies were widespread during the first half of
the twentieth century, each held its own promise and had its own advocates, and each required
some form of verification. How was a practitioner to assess the effectiveness of a remedy? In fact,
our practitioner was spoiled for choice – together with the rise in the number of available
therapies, a variety of methodologies, both novel and established, was available with which to
judge their efficacy.
Prior to the First World War, therapeutic research in the UK was largely an individual affair,
practised by ‘enthusiastic clinicians in their spare time’. 41 Medical reformers sought to increase the
influence of science in therapeutics, particularly through the formation of university departments
of medicine. The Haldane Commission, which reported on the workings of the London teaching
Hospitals in 1913, provided a major impetus to the establishment of such professorial units. 42 Six
units were established in the UK by 1921, and 13 by 1944, largely as the result of benefactions
from the Rockefeller Foundation in the US which provided direct capital funding for a number of
units, freeing UK government spending for recurrent costs. 43 These units largely promoted a
laboratory-orientated concept of science in their clinical investigations. Christopher Lawrence 44
describes how clinical researchers during the inter-war years, influenced by these professorial
units, adopted an increasing division of labour. As clinicians attempted to co-ordinate large scale
co-operative studies, their therapeutic investigations became typified by teamwork, rather than
G. Risse, ‘The History of Therapeutics’, in W.F. Bynum and V. Nutton (eds.), Essays in the History of Therapeutics
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1991), 3 – 11.
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individual endeavour. Harold Marks 45 provides a similar analysis in his description of US
therapeutic reform. He describes the transition from therapeutic research conducted by individuals,
early in the twentieth century, through larger co-operative studies intended to pool the experience
of many physicians, to the establishment of the Randomised Controlled Trial in the second half of
the century.
The first half of the twentieth century therefore offered a variety of methods to a practitioner
attempting to ascertain the efficacy of a new therapeutic agent, and accounts of therapeutic
investigations in contemporary medical journals reflected this diversity. Traditional case reports
detailing a single practitioner’s experience with a therapy given to one, or a few, patients had been
the standard vehicle for transmitting conclusions regarding a therapy’s worth since the
Renaissance, and remained commonplace. Laboratory studies involving animals, humans, or invitro pathology specimens, were frequently reported. Larger therapeutic trials, in which a clinician
(or a team of clinicians and scientists) administered treatment to a group of patients, frequently
aggregating the results by some means such as a table or by calculating an average, became more
prevalent during the 1920s and 1930s. A minority of such studies employed an untreated
comparison group.
Notions of the therapeutic trial reflected this spectrum of opinion. To some, a properly conducted
trial represented a quantitative study of the physiological effects of a drug upon animals or human
volunteers in a laboratory. 46 To others it represented careful scrutiny of the clinical effects of a
therapy administered in the environmentally regulated conditions of a teaching hospital, frequently
to selected groups of patients. 47 To the remainder, the observation of individual patients treated in
private, hospital or domestic practice was superior, backed up as it was by the physician’s
experience and expertise; 48 these findings would generally be presented as case reports, from
which the clinician would derive his conclusions. Not infrequently, different methodologies for
assessing a treatment’s worth would produce conflicting results, and two particular examples –
concerning the therapeutic value of raw pancreas, and of ultra-violet light – are explored in this
work. As will become apparent from these later chapters, clinicians often argued vehemently for
the value of their own chosen methodology, and of the conclusions they drew from it regarding a
therapy’s value. The stakes in the debate were high, involving no less than the moral authority to
adjudicate on the effectiveness of medical therapy. Unsurprisingly, the protagonists employed a
variety of debating strategies to promote their own cause.
The MRC and therapeutic efficacy
The Medical Research Council was a major player in this arena, and much of my argument
concerns the rhetorical strategies which it employed, during the first half of the twentieth century,
to establish itself and its methodologies as the proper arbiters of therapeutic efficacy. The MRC
arose as a continuation of the Medical Research Committee, created by the government in 1913,
and re-established as the Medical Research Council in 1920 in order to avoid its subjugation to the
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newly-created Ministry of Health. 49 Walter Morley Fletcher (1873 – 1933) was its secretary from
1914 until his death in 1933, and exerted an immense influence on the MRC’s philosophy and
activity. 50 Until Fletcher’s appointment, the Committee had operated along the lines of a
gentleman’s dining club, meeting in the home of its chairman, Lord Moulton, and seemingly
‘running around in circles for a year, enjoying Lord Moulton’s excellent dinners and wit’51 until
Fletcher took it in hand.
Fletcher was working in Michael Foster’s school of physiology in Cambridge when he was offered
the post of secretary to the Medical Research Committee. A keen athlete during his undergraduate
years at Trinity College Cambridge, he took his BA in Natural Sciences in 1894 and proceeded to
work in physiological studies, becoming a Fellow of Trinity in 1897. Choosing to add a medical
degree to his qualifications he won a scholarship to St Bartholomew’s Hospital and gained his MB
in 1900, returning again to Cambridge where he was a Fellow and lecturer, and from 1904 to 1914
a tutor, at Trinity College. He gained his MD in 1908 and was elected FRS in 1915 as a result of
his work with Gowland Hopkins on muscle metabolism. He was knighted in 1918. His influence
on the philosophy of the MRC, and indeed on the direction of medical research in Britain, was
immense. Quick-tempered at times, and not given to suffering fools gladly, he nevertheless gained
the reputation of a fierce ally once a worker had gained his confidence. 52
From his appointment as secretary to the Medical Research Committee in 1914, Fletcher
consistently prioritised basic biomedical science and a laboratory-based epistemology. He
repeatedly affirmed his conviction that medicine and therapeutics could only progress through
fundamental scientific research, frequently performed by non-clinical scientists rather than
clinicians. In particular, he apparently did not consider that GPs had a great deal, or indeed
anything, to contribute to this endeavour. 53 He was equally fervent in his belief that medical
research in Britain should be controlled exclusively by the MRC. Joan Austoker 54 documents his
efforts to discourage, right from the outset, any attempts to organise medical research outside his
own sphere of influence, including his conflict with the Imperial Cancer Research Fund (ICRF) in
1918, and competition with the Ministry of Health over the right to perform clinical research.
Fletcher fought vigorously and successfully to prevent the MRC becoming incorporated within the
newly-formed Ministry of Health following the First World War, arguing forcibly for the
This account of the MRC, and the details which follow, are derived from A. Landsborough Thomson, Half a
Century of Medical Research. Volume One: Origins and Policy of the Medical Research Council (UK) (London:
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‘scientific independence of medical research.’ 55 Several years of spats with the Ministry ensued
until Fletcher finally agreed a ‘concordat’ with George Newman, the Minister of Health with
whom Fletcher rarely saw eye-to-eye, in 1924. This agreement defined the respective activities of
the MRC and Ministry of Health, and allowed the MRC a wide reign over biomedical research, 56
besides forming a principal conduit for research income from the Rockefeller and Dunn research
funds.
Fletcher’s relationship with the British Empire Cancer Campaign (BECC), formed in 1923 to help
fund and organise cancer research, was also acrimonious 57 – his response, upon hearing of the new
organisation, was ‘to remind you that the Medical Research Council is the body specially charged
by the Government and Parliament with the duty of supporting and encouraging work in all
branches of medicine.’ 58 His opposition to the BECC bought him into direct conflict with some of
the most eminent physicians and surgeons of the day, including Sir John Bland-Sutton, Sir Charles
Gordon Watson, Sir Bernard Spilsbury, and J. P. Lockhart-Mummery, who were among the
BECC’s founder members. Lord Horder, another founder, bitterly criticised Fletcher for his
‘activities in the direction of monopolising and controlling medical research.’ 59 Fletcher argued
that clinicians were essentially useless in co-ordinating cancer research, 60 which he said should be
under the control of MRC scientists. He continued to clash with the clinical elite throughout the
subsequent decade, when he opposed attempts by the Royal Colleges to exert control over clinical
and therapeutic research. Austoker 61 and Rosemary Stevens 62 both describe how the MRC, with
its support for a new breed of scientifically-orientated, specialist clinical practitioner, was viewed
with suspicion by the Colleges which sought to maintain their own autonomy and control over a
profession which they preferred to view as unified, not divided by specialisation. Fletcher was
equally unimpressed by the Colleges; David Cantor, 63 in an examination of the conflict between
the Colleges and the MRC over access to and use of radium in the inter-war years, concludes that
Fletcher adopted three specific strategies – controlling the membership of the BECC committee,
moving research away from elite London hospitals, and encouraging co-operation between
clinicians and scientists – to fend off ‘practitioner control of scientific research.’
Claiming in 1930 to speak on behalf of the Royal Colleges, Sir Berkeley (later Lord) Moynihan,
president of the Royal College of Surgeons, expressed resentment of the MRC’s ‘disdain’ for
clinicians and their clinical activity. 64 Fletcher’s response was characteristically robust,
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emphasising the importance of fundamental biomedical investigation and pointing out clinicians’
inability to manage research in a competent fashion. 65 In 1932, the availability of Leverhulme
funds enabled the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) to contemplate the creation of its own
programme of clinical research; Fletcher, in declining health during what was to be the last year of
his life, vigorously opposed what he perceived as a threat to the MRC’s control. Lord Dawson, the
RCP president, criticised the MRC for adopting a superior, ‘highbrow,’ stance over ‘lowbrow’
clinicians and enquired whether medicine was really so inefficient that it needed the MRC to do its
research; Fletcher’s blunt response was in the affirmative. 66 The argument even became the
subject of lay criticism, the Daily Herald complaining that research funds were being wasted
through jealousy between ‘doctors and scientists’ as the debate raged on. 67
In their spat with the MRC, the Royal Colleges were defending their members’ clinical autonomy
and the virtues of incommunicable wisdom and clinical expertise in assessing clinical outcomes,
against the MRC’s laboratory-orientated epistemology. This represented one of a number of
disputes between ‘doctors and scientists’ in the early twentieth century, some of which have
formed the subject of recent scholarship. Christopher Lawrence has characterised the tensions
between elite ‘patrician’ practitioners and the newer breed of laboratory-orientated physicians
during the early twentieth century. 68 Describing the increasing application of laboratory science to
clinical medicine, Lawrence argues that enthusiasts for laboratory techniques were countered by
‘patrician’ clinicians who valued individual bedside clinical acumen which, they said, could only
arise from broad learning, proper upbringing, and extensive clinical experience. Individual
practitioners frequently occupied positions along a spectrum of views between these two extremes,
such as the clinician and MRC investigator John Ryle, whose contribution to one MRC study is
documented in a later chapter concerning the MRC’s trial of serum therapy. In an analysis of
parallel tensions between clinicians and scientists in the United States, Gerald Geison documents
the development of physiology as an independent discipline by the beginning of the twentieth
century, and its mutually-dependent relationship with clinical medicine – physiologists were
dependent on clinical medicine for their funding and validity, but clinical medicine relied upon
physiology to verify its credentials as a scientific discipline. 69 Clinicians remained sceptical of the
value of physiology; Steve Sturdy describes the MRC’s less than entirely successful attempts to
promote the results of oxygen therapy as a triumph for the physiological method during the First
World War. 70 Russell Maulitz similarly examines tensions between American bacteriologists and
clinicians, whose attempts to assimilate the scientific legitimacy of bacteriology led to
redefinitions of the meaning of ‘science’ within clinical medicine. 71 Laboratory pharmacologists,
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too, clashed with their clinical colleagues over the value and proper place of their discipline. John
Parascandola describes the debate between pharmacologists, notably Henry Dale, and clinicians
over the value of ergot in obstetric practice; ultimately a resolution was only achieved by cooperative investigation involving both disciplines. 72 Laboratory science’s ultimate success in
incorporating itself within the fabric of clinical medicine was not due to its self-evident superiority
– indeed, Geison acknowledges that its opponents were largely correct in discounting it as
irrelevant to clinical practice. 73 Rather, Steve Sturdy and Roger Cooter suggest that laboratorybased science partly owed its ascendancy to the nature of its organisation, featuring salaried
clinicians in a large administrative structure employing teamwork, which accorded with the
increasingly corporate nature of mass health care in the first half of the twentieth century. 74
Fletcher, then, numbered himself firmly with the scientists in this dispute, and remained tireless in
his advocacy of the MRC as the only proper authority to co-ordinate and control clinical research
in Britain. Much of the remainder of this volume examines some of the rhetorical strategies which
he and his MRC allies adopted to defend this claim. Fletcher definitely included the proper means
to determine therapeutic efficacy, as being within this sphere of MRC control; from its inception
the MRC was involved in assessing the worth of remedies, portraying itself as an authoritative and
independent arbiter of therapeutic effectiveness and drug quality. Jonathan Liebenau 75 and Desiree
Cox 76 describe the MRC’s involvement in the standardisation and regulation of new drugs, from
its role in testing the quality of British-manufactured Salvarsan in 1916 – German supplies having
been interrupted by the war – to its petitioning the government the following year to be allowed to
regulate all manner of other new preparations including sera and vaccines. The MRC obtained
unique control of scarce supplies of insulin for clinical trials in 1922, streptomycin in 1946, and
attempted to exert similar control over supplies of radium between 1920 and 1939. 77 The Council
provided financial and moral support for a number of other therapeutic trials performed by
individuals it regarded as trustworthy – the ‘noble scientists’ of Cox’s analysis. 78 So important did
the evaluation of therapeutic efficacy become to the MRC that in 1931 it established its own
Therapeutic Trials Committee (TTC) specifically to assess the merits of new remedies. The
demand for therapeutic trials had expanded, party due to the increasing number of new
preparations which were appearing, and largely created by British drug manufacturers who sought
a means of validating their remedies comparable to the system which existed in Germany. There,
individual physicians would assess and personally endorse a new remedy; British doctors,
however, were generally reluctant to associate themselves with the verification of a drug’s efficacy
for fear of being accused of having an inappropriate pecuniary interest. 79 The MRC therefore
72
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decided to create ‘a more regular machinery for the organization of clinical trials’ 80 and announced
the creation of the TTC, which would arrange ‘properly controlled clinical tests of new
products.’ 81
Cox 82 points out that prior to the establishment of the TTC, the MRC would generally send
samples of a new drug to investigators at different centres, each of whom would test it in his own
idiosyncratic way. Insulin, for example, was variously tested by administering it to normal and
diabetic subjects and measuring their blood glucose and weight gain; by administering it to
diabetics and observing the clinical effects; or by attempting to standardise the insulin
requirements of different individuals – all at the whim of the investigator, although the MRC did
require the investigating team invariably to include a biochemist. These insulin trials served as a
paradigm for subsequent investigations, for example of liver extract in pernicious anaemia,
sanocrysin, and ‘diaplyte vaccine,’ all tested according to the personal inclinations of individual
physicians. Cox 83 suggests that the ongoing trial of serum therapy for pneumonia which the TTC
inherited at its inception (and which I discuss later in this work) established a model, and a set of
methodological guidelines, for future trials, including the use of untreated comparison subjects and
allocation of subjects to the treated or untreated group by alternation. Landsborough Thomson
makes a similar claim, arguing that by the time it was disbanded the TTC had ‘set a standard for
the methods of trial…’ 84 Other historians appear to have reproduced this claim rather uncritically;
for example Meldrum follows Landsborough Thomson, and credits the TTC with codifying
techniques such as randomisation and blinding into a methodology. 85 However, I would argue that
the MRC’s attempts to present the output of the TTC as representative of a unified therapeutic
trial methodology were essentially rhetorical. Examination of the trials published by the TTC until
its winding-up at the start of the Second World War, rather belies any suggestion that a unified
methodology was in place. 86 A minority of studies employed untreated or placebo-treated 87
comparison subjects, sometimes referred to as ‘controls.’ 88 Subjects in these studies were allocated
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to receive active or inactive therapy either by alternation, 89 or at the discretion of the investigator –
who frequently allotted most of his patients to receive the new drug, reserving just a few as
‘controls.’ 90 A few compared the effect of two or more different drugs without any untreated
subjects, 91 or administered both active and inactive drugs to all patients at different times – the
inactive preparation, rather than the subject, forming the ‘control.’ 92 Many more trials were simply
case reports, describing the effects of drug therapy on any number of patients from one 93 to a
handful, 94 or a series of a hundred or more. 95 Most authors simply described these case reports in
some narrative detail; 96 others presented additional animal experiments, 97 or employed detailed
quantification and tabulation of findings such as blood pressure, blood chemistry, weight,
temperature, signs and symptoms. 98
The extent to which the TTC even could have imposed a unified methodology upon its workers,
had it possessed one, is also questionable. Many of the investigators cherished their autonomy and
disliked being dictated to (see chapter 4 in this volume on serum therapy) and Toth 99 points out
that the TTC, with no clinical facilities of its own, was entirely dependent on its investigators’
goodwill for access to patients. Toth 100 also describes the rise in British drug companies’
confidence and assertiveness during the life of the TTC, and their increasing ability to dictate
terms to the committee. He concludes that as a result, the TTC did not introduce any
methodological innovation during its existence. 101 Nonetheless, as Cox 102 has effectively argued,
the MRC did represent its TTC as an efficient – and uniquely British – machine for evaluating
89
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new drugs. I suggest that this presentation was largely a rhetorical device to help establish the
authority of the MRC in the arena of therapeutic evaluation.
No word is innocent: Rhetoric and the therapeutic evaluation debate
Recently, some historians have chosen to highlight the importance to the MRC of presentation and
rhetoric during its attempts, throughout the first half of the twentieth century, to establish itself as
the sole proper arbiter of therapeutic efficacy. Toth, in playing down the importance of statistical
theory in the creation of the RCT, represents the MRC’s claims to employ statistics as a rhetorical
device, ‘Statistics [in this context] are rhetoric; they are verbal tactics deployed to create
epistemological and practical advantage.’ 103 Yoshioka 104 also examines the importance of
presentation and emphasis in the MRC’s 1948 streptomycin trial, arguing that the MRC
exaggerated the scarcity and toxicity of the drug and the uncertainty over its effectiveness in order
to secure control over its distribution. Cox describes the importance of presentation to Fletcher
himself, suggesting that the clinical trial under his direction was a deliberately ‘invented
tradition’ 105 and that Fletcher chose to present himself in a particular light, playing up his
associations with Trinity College Cambridge, and inventing a Cambridge history. 106 Cantor
highlights the importance to protagonists in the 1920s debate between surgeons and the MRC over
access to supplies of radium for research, of establishing the right to adopt the rhetoric of science
as their own. 107 Meldrum represents the RCT itself as a social construct, one important function of
which is essentially rhetorical, in validating researchers’ claims for scientific objectivity. 108
The notion that rhetoric is inherent in even the most technical scientific or medical accounts, is
well established. This view regards rhetoric as a fundamental, inseparable component of discourse,
and not as an empty or devious device with the adverse connotations which John Schuster and
Richard Yeo describe as ‘…mere rhetoric, in the traditional pejorative sense of rhetoric as a mere
art of persuasion.’ 109 Rather, they argue, rhetoric is an inherent part of the complex process of
producing and ratifying scientific knowledge. 110 Yeo 111 regards scientific activity as essentially a
process of negotiation, to which rhetoric is fundamental. Marcello Pera defines scientific rhetoric
as ‘...the art of making use of persuasive arguments in order to change or reinforce opinions in a
scientific community...’ 112 and discusses its implicit use in the writings of scientists including
Galileo and Darwin. Scientific language, these authors argue, cannot be considered ‘objective’ or
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be stripped of its (frequently powerful) rhetorical and metaphorical associations. Jan Golinski 113
considers that scientific terms inevitably carry metaphorical associations which may differ from
one individual to the next, and argues that capturing the vocabulary in a debate can render the
other side powerless, without a means to express its ideas – as was the case with Lavoisier’s
chemical nomenclature. 114 Philip Kitcher 115 also regards rhetoric as ‘inescapable’ 116 in any
scientific discourse, including even mathematical statements, and analyses examples of embedded
rhetoric in Darwin’s writings. Similarly, Charles Bazerman’s 117 studies of scientific writings from
1665 to the twentieth century establish the presence of an inherent rhetorical, persuasive function
of language, although Bazerman argues that scientists themselves are generally unaware of these
unconscious rhetorical devices. 118 Scott Montgomery 119 also traces inherent rhetoric in scientific
writing by Chaucer, Bacon, Galileo, Boyle and Newton, and analyses scientific writings up to the
late twentieth century. He describes changes in style – a trend towards more simplified accounts
during the early twentieth century, for example – but with presentational techniques and rhetoric
interwoven throughout.
This analysis of rhetorical effect, conscious or otherwise, applies equally to the nuances of
individual words; as Montgomery warns, ‘No word is innocent... language, after all, cannot be
deprived of its meaningful connotative associations and urges; frames of reference always leak.’ 120
Individual words inevitably convey metaphorical associations – indeed, commentators such as
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson 121 argue that the human conceptual system is fundamentally
metaphorical in nature, and that such metaphorical associations are not merely inescapable, they
are a constituent part of thought and communication. But the meanings of words, their historical
and social connotations and their relationships with other words can change with time, a notion
which Raymond Williams 122 cites as a central justification for his analysis of ‘keywords’ in the
English language. Accordingly, a few individual words or terms in the history of science, have
formed the object of sustained study. Robert Young 123 has examined Darwin’s use of the terms
‘selection’ and ‘natural selection,’ describing how Darwin modified his use of the terms as he
modified his theories, but nevertheless self-consciously continued to employ them despite
opposition from others such as Wallace and Lyell because of their rhetorical appeal to a wider,
non-scientific audience. Young explicitly defends his decision to examine a single metaphor ‘in
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isolation,’ arguing that the term ‘natural selection’ represents the central explanatory principle of
Darwin’s writing and is ‘anthropomorphic, deeply ambiguous, and amenable to all sorts of
readings and modifications.’ 124 Roger Smith 125 has examined the changing meanings and usage of
the word ‘inhibition’ in neurophysiology and psychology from the nineteenth to mid-twentieth
centuries, embedding the use of the term in changing Victorian and twentieth-century social
values. He, too, defends his examination of a single word, arguing that the non-technical uses of a
word cannot be divorced from its other connotations. 126 Christopher Lawrence has performed a
similar analysis of Lister’s use of the word ‘putrefaction,’ 127 arguing that Lister initially employed
the term to represent a process akin to fermentation, but changed the meaning he attributed to it a
number of times in order retrospectively to align his theories with ascendant German germ theory
during the 1880s.
‘Control’ in early twentieth-century Britain
This volume is similarly devoted largely to the examination of a single word – ‘controlled’ – in the
context of the rhetoric of the debate over therapeutic evaluation between 1918 and 1948. The word
is a powerful one, with powerful associations. 128 To be ‘controlled’ or ‘under control’ implies that
everything is in order; to be ‘uncontrolled or ‘out of control’ implies dangerous disorder.
‘Controlled’ may carry associations of subjugation, overpowering, domination or command, and
implications of authority and power. Unsurprising, then, that the MRC sought to adopt it – and its
potent rhetorical associations – to describe its own studies in therapeutic evaluation. The term has
received little analysis from historians to date, although Smith 129 discusses it as a significant
component of some of the meanings of ‘inhibition.’ He emphasises the importance of ‘control’ to
Victorian society, which he presents as a lifelong struggle for moral control to enable an individual
to lead a good life. Control of individuals by others, control of groups and individuals within
society, control of women by men, and control of sexual desire and masturbation formed important
components of Victorian notions of control, with deviant behaviour, drunkenness and mental
illness forming a stark reminder of the dire effects of loss of control.
Notions of control acquired fresh associations – with ordered, scientific activity besides proper
moral behaviour – in early twentieth-century British society, with the influx of American thinking
on scientific management and engineering process. Frederick Taylor (1856 – 1915) attempted to
improve the efficiency and productivity of industrial working practices by redesigning them along
‘scientific’ lines. 130 Time-and-motion studies allowed the fragmentation of workers’ activity into a
series of standardised tasks to be adopted by all workers. The system imposed control over
workers, by designating them a specific sequence of activity from which they must not deviate,
and also required that they be subject to surveillance to ensure that they were performing as
expected. This latter requirement was facilitated by the rise in feedback control in industrial and
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other engineering processes – a major new industry in industrial indicators, recorders and
controllers arose from the 1920s, and by the 1930s, ‘controllers’ constituted around half of all new
industrial instruments offered for sale. Stuart Bennett131 has pointed out that these devices were
actually employed largely as a means of surveillance by management over the activity of their
workforce, and frequently they were located in the manager’s office or a central control room
rather than anywhere the workers could read them. Such instruments enabled employers to impose
quasi-laboratory conditions in the workplace, controlling workers’ performance and the physical
environment. The instruments offered information which would hitherto have remained part of the
‘art and mystery’ of a craft, demystifying workers’ activities and leaving the workforce open to the
imposition of scientific management.
The scientific efficiency movement impinged upon medicine too; in the United States, the
American College of Surgeons appropriated initiatives to restructure hospital practice along
Taylorist principles in order successfully to control inter-war hospital organisation. 132 Even the
reorganisation and standardisation of medical records in the name of scientific practice, shifted
relationships of power and control within hospitals. 133 In medicine as well as industry, the rhetoric
of scientific method and scientific practice had become increasingly conflated with that of control.
This resonates with contemporary notions of ‘control’ in therapeutic trials, where as we shall see,
the term was used (inter alia) to imply scrutiny, efficiency, and proper organisation of participants’
behaviour.
Within biological science, notions of control from the mid-nineteenth century generally implied
accurate regulation of the internal and external physical environment of an organism within a
laboratory experiment. The nineteenth-century shift from vitalist to mechanistic concepts of life
processes had opened up such functions for investigation by experiment, and by machines such as
the calorimeter. Claude Bernard emphasised the importance of such experimental control from
1850, stressing the need for ‘control over all conditions affecting the organism’ before the
physiologist could do his work. 134 A properly controlled experiment was therefore one which
maintained a constant physiological environment – ‘control’ here implying ‘restraint’ – whilst
allowing the experimenter to vary the independent variable – here ‘control’ implies ‘guidance.’ 135
From the end of the nineteenth century, an additional usage of the term ‘control’ appeared within
biological experimentation; control as a check, a comparison against which to judge the outcome
of an intervention. This remains the current mainstream technical meaning of the term; the
outcome of an experimental manipulation – for example, administration of a drug – is checked
against the outcome amongst subject(s) who have not received the intervention, to confirm that the
intervention is indeed the cause of any observed change. Edwin Boring has pointed out that the
very origins of the term ‘control’ – which derives from contre-roll or counter-roll, a duplicate
accounting register against which the original could be verified – imply this use as a check. From
the 1870s, he traces instances of ‘control’ used in this way, from Darwin’s 1875 description of a
‘control experiment’ in relation to the way plant bladders react to food, to Hankin’s 1890 Nature
article in which his use of the term ‘control mice’ without further explanation implies that this
131
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usage is by this time widely accepted. Control groups – where an entire set of untreated or
unmanipulated subjects was used for comparison – first arose from learning transfer experiments
in the early twentieth century. 136 Effective statistical techniques for comparing data between
different groups began to appear at the same time – Pearson first described the chi-squared test in
1900, and William Gosset published the t-test under the pseudonym ‘Student’ in 1908 – but these
probably co-incided with the employment of control groups rather than inspiring their use. 137
Nowadays, the technical meaning of the term ‘controlled’ in the context of a therapeutic trial is
uncontroversial – it refers to the presence of an untreated, or differently-treated, ‘control’ group of
patients whose outcome can be compared with the group receiving the treatment under test. (This
‘technical’ term is nevertheless still redolent with rhetorical associations, as the following chapters
should demonstrate.) This technical meaning appears to have coalesced during the late 1930s and
1940s, and to have hardened following the MRC’s adoption of its 1948 streptomycin trial as an
exemplar. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century, however, the term had no single
technical meaning, nor was any concerted attempt made to define one. I consider that this allowed
the MRC to exploit the metaphorical associations of this rhetorically powerful, but loosely
defined, word. Until the mid-twentieth century, the MRC did not use the term ‘controlled’ to imply
a particular methodology; I have already alluded to the diversity of techniques which the MRC’s
investigators chose to employ when investigating the efficacy of new remedies during this time.
Nevertheless, the MRC chose to represent its own trials under the rubric ‘controlled.’ The
announcement of the formation of the TTC promised ‘properly controlled clinical tests of new
products’ 138 and the term ‘controlled’ repeatedly appeared in MRC investigators’ descriptions of
their own work – particularly, as subsequent chapters will demonstrate, when defending their
findings or attacking those of others. Some historians have commented upon the looseness with
which the term was applied, and have attempted to infer a number of different meanings of
‘controlled’ according to the context in which it was used – meanings which extend well beyond
the notions of controls as restraint, guidance or a check initially described by Boring. Toth
considers that ‘The meaning of the word control varied considerably among those who used it. The
only shared feature was the connotation that by controlling their results something precise and
scientific was being offered.’ 139 Marks 140 points to a variety of understandings of the term
‘controlled’ in the United States, incorporating untreated comparison subjects, well-planned
experiments, or careful scrutiny and regulation of the patients’ environment which almost
inevitably implied a hospital setting. Cox, 141 in her analysis of the MRC’s serum therapy trial (see
chapter five of this volume) also concludes that the physicians involved interpreted the ideals of a
‘controlled experiment’ in a number of different, idiosyncratic ways – including close clinical
scrutiny and recording of cases, comparison with an untreated group, comparison with a group of
patients receiving different active therapy, and regulation of the patients’ environment within the
hospital ward. Other implicit meanings of the term which appear throughout the 1920s and 1930s
include the use of laboratory analysis rather than clinical observation to assess the outcome of
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cases, 142 and strict scrutiny and regulation of factors in the patients’ environment such as diet,
exercise, nursing care, and even their dosage of laxatives and daily exposure to sunlight. 143 The
increasing MRC exploitation of the term did not escape satirical attention; in 1943 a Daily Mail
reporter attempted to procure treatment with Patulin, a penicillin derivative which had gained
popular acclaim as a wonder cure for the common cold, and which was the subject of an MRC
‘controlled’ trial. ‘I suggested that I was recovering from a streaming cold and might prove an
acceptable human guinea pig for experiment’ suggested the reporter, ‘but the answer was again
‘no,’ I was not ‘controlled’ any more than the 100 others who had applied by telephone during the
morning.’ 144 The unfortunate reporter had encountered a further use of the term ‘controlled,’
considered in more detail in the later chapter in this volume concerning influenza vaccination; as a
device to regulate supply of a scarce drug.
Much of the remainder of this volume is devoted to exploring the contexts in which MRC workers
employed the term ‘controlled,’ and the meanings they ascribed to it. Ultimately, I shall argue, the
word represented more than the sum of its parts. It was not simply an innocent word with a
number of distinct technical meanings; no word is innocent. The contexts in which MRC workers
chose to use ‘controlled’ cannot entirely be explained by examining its various technical
meanings. Rather, the term became employed as a rhetorical device to help the MRC secure its
position as the only proper arbiter of therapeutic efficacy. Cox alludes to such a notion in her
description of the influence of statisticians upon clinical trials during the 1930s,
‘Physicians involved in trials took the idea of dividing the patients into control and treatment
groups as a given, using “controls” and alternating groups more as a rhetorical stick than a
category with a universal meaning. Thus, it is not so much the issue of where these ideas may have
come from which informs us about the making of the clinical trial, but the question of who
claimed these tools for the specific purpose of medical research.’ 145
Those employing the term ‘controlled’ as a rhetorical tool on behalf of the MRC were the
laboratory-orientated, statistically-minded physician-scientists who were held in such high regard
by Fletcher. The term increasingly became associated with statisticians during the 1940s, but we
shall now trace its use, and the influence of its rhetorical connotations, from the early 1920s.
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Chapter 2: Good, bad or offal? The rhetoric of control in the
evaluation of raw pancreas therapy
In 1922 Robert Lawrence (1892-1968) was using a small chisel to obtain chippings from a
specimen of mastoid bone 146 . A fragment flew into his eye; the ensuing infection was so
overwhelming that he was permanently blinded on that side. His colleagues at King’s College
Hospital soon discovered why this trivial injury had resulted in such a devastating infection. At the
age of 30, the young house surgeon had developed severe diabetes. Aware of the death sentence
which this implied at the time, Lawrence retired to Florence in order to spend his remaining
months surrounded by the art and culture he adored. However, his artistic contemplation was
interrupted by news of the advent of insulin therapy. Returning at once to England he became, in
May 1923, one of the first diabetics to receive the new treatment. He was to devote the remainder
of his professional life, as a clinician and biochemist, to the investigation and treatment of
diabetes.
Lawrence might have had good reason to be an enthusiast for the insulin treatment which had
saved his life. He had less truck with raw pancreas therapy, which enjoyed a resurgence in
popularity during 1925 as a potential alternative to insulin in the treatment of diabetes. In this year
Lawrence and his allies entered into a debate with the enthusiasts for raw pancreas, over the
efficacy of the therapy.
Here I explore the raw pancreas debate as an illustration of a wider conflict, between self-styled
scientifically-minded doctors and their more clinically-orientated colleagues, over the use of the
rhetoric of science in the assessment of a treatment’s efficacy. Specifically, the debate centred
around the use of the term ‘controlled’ in describing trials or experiments. The protagonists did not
define the word ‘controlled,’ nor do the technical meanings with which they apparently invested it
entirely account for the assumptions underlying their use of the term. Rather, the term ‘controlled’
was largely employed as a rhetorical device to indicate an acceptable trial, conducted by the right
kind of scientifically-orientated practitioners who had associations with the MRC.
Pancreas therapy and diabetes
The raw pancreas debate occupied the correspondence columns of the British Medical Journal
(BMJ) from March 1925 to April 1926, and it is these pages which form the core source material
for this analysis. No comparable discussion occurred in other contemporary medical journals of
record, such as the Lancet; possibly the general practitioners (GPs) and provincial consultants who
advocated the therapy felt that the readership of the BMJ would be more likely to include jobbing
physicians who would be sympathetic to their views. I address a British debate, which I situate
within the context of British therapeutic reform. There may well be parallels with activity
elsewhere, particularly in the US where the efficacy of raw pancreas and other forms of organ
therapy was being scrutinised, and where a parallel debate regarding the proper means to
demonstrate therapeutic efficacy was conducted. The Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) reflected practitioners’ uncertainty, as its editorial position varied from
outright condemnation of raw pancreas therapy 147 to acceptance that it could have a role. 148
Contributors to the American debate might well have divided along similar lines to the British
protagonists, whom I characterise below as ‘scientific’ or ‘bedside’ practitioners. However, in the
absence of any significant published historical analysis which provides a global view of early
twentieth-century therapeutic reform I have chosen to restrict my study to the UK.
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The pancreas was first implicated in the aetiology of diabetes in 1889, when Oskar Minkowski,
rather to his surprise, 149 rendered a dog severely diabetic by removing its pancreas. The
administration of pancreatic tissue to diabetic patients might, some physicians reasoned, replace
the missing pancreatic ingredient and control the disease. Over the next few years practitioners
reported cases in which they administered pancreatic juice or extracts, by mouth or injection, to
their diabetic patients, or fed them raw or cooked pancreas. The first to claim success was the
Massachusetts physician William Cowles, who performed his experiment in 1897 although he
neglected to publish it for a further 14 years. He ascribed his therapeutic success to his patient’s
ability to consume an unprecedented quantity of pancreas – up to six raw calves’ pancreases every
day, cut into pieces the size of an oyster and bolted whole. Cowles claimed that the diabetes did
not reappear until his patient ate a stale specimen which provoked vomiting and left him disgusted,
whereupon he refused to swallow any more pancreas, with fatal consequences. 150
Most investigators’ results were generally negative or inconclusive, however, and pancreatic
organotherapy was largely abandoned by the early twentieth century. Even the hypothesis that the
pancreas was implicated at all in the aetiology of diabetes, remained controversial, 151 until the
discovery of insulin placed the pancreas squarely back in the frame. The isolation of insulin from
the pancreas in 1921, and its successful application to the treatment of diabetes from 1922,
established a rational basis for pancreatic organotherapy and provoked another flurry of
enthusiasm for the treatment. 152 Oral pancreatic therapy offered potential advantages over insulin,
which was expensive – one physician considered in 1924 that “At present only the millionaire or
insurance patient can afford insulin.” 153 Sufficient raw pancreas for four days’ treatment could,
however, be had for 8d. 154 (the equivalent cost for insulin would have been around 6 – 12
shillings. 155 ) Enthusiasts also suggested that oral therapy was safer, as there was no risk of the
potentially fatal hypoglycaemia which could afflict patients on insulin; 156 and more convenient, as
unlike insulin therapy it did not necessitate two or more injections every day. 157 Tattersall 158
describes how the need for multiple daily injections was initially regarded as a major obstacle to
insulin therapy, particularly as few physicians believed that patients could be entrusted with their
own injections.
Mackenzie Wallis, a chemical pathologist at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, claimed in 1922 to have
perfected a technique for preparing a stable, orally effective pancreatic extract administered in
gelatin capsules. 159 First and foremost a laboratory scientist who had obtained his medical degree
in 1913 only after several years of part-time study, he was fascinated by pancreatic pathology, and
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was the first to devise a means of estimating blood glucose from a fingerprick blood sample. 160
His extract was subsequently produced commercially by the drug firm Parke Davis. However it
was three years later, with a description from a GP of the results of raw pancreas therapy, that the
debate over oral treatment resurfaced.
The clamour for raw pancreas, 1925
Thomas Hollins was an Irish-born, Chesterfield GP, with a fondness for golf. 161 He re-ignited the
controversy over the role of raw pancreas with an article in the BMJ in March, 1925. In the course
of the ensuing debate, doctors were to cajole scores of diabetic patients into consuming the
unappetising preparation. Indeed patients themselves, learning of the rediscovered therapy, started
‘clamouring for raw pancreas’ 162 – although Lawrence, who had developed firm views on the
unpalatability of the disgusting raw preparation after trying it upon himself, commented that the
only patients so clamouring were those who had not yet tried it. 163
Hollins 164 recounted his experience with seven patients whom he claimed to have successfully
treated with pancreas, and gave detailed case reports for two. He concluded that a tablespoon of
the raw minced gland every day was sufficient to lower blood sugar to acceptable levels (though
he mentioned only one actual blood sugar estimation), and to abolish the excretion of glucose and
ketones in the urine. Taken with lettuce, the minced preparation formed a ‘delicious meal’ which
diabetic patients appeared naturally to crave. Free from the ‘grave risks’ (such as hypoglycaemia)
and irksome injections attendant on insulin therapy, he considered that the raw gland represented
an effective, and frequently superior, substitute for insulin.
Support for Hollins’ experience followed, predominantly from GPs. Two weeks after Hollins’
account, Dr Robertson Young described his experiments with raw pancreas thirty years previously.
Inspired by ‘The success which in those early days attended the administration of thyroid gland in
myxoedema,’ he had administered raw pancreas to ‘some half-dozen’ diabetics, with favourable
effects on their symptoms, weight, wellbeing and urinary glucose excretion. He had prepared the
gland in exactly the same fashion as Hollins, finely minced and mixed with lettuce, and
successfully presented his results to gain his MD. 165 Shortly afterwards William Dunn, a Rutland
physician and school medical officer 166 , described a 21-year old diabetic man whom he had
successfully treated with raw pancreas. Given the prohibitive cost of insulin, he considered that the
use of pancreas ‘is of even greater practical importance than that of insulin, as it brings the
treatment within the range of the mass of people.’ 167
The first to publish dissent was Geoffrey Harrison, a biochemist colleague of Lawrence’s who had
worked on diabetes at King’s College and Great Ormond Street Hospitals, supported by a grant
from the MRC. 168 Unimpressed by the observations of the previous correspondents, he chose to
repeat their experiments ‘under carefully controlled conditions.’ He described two patients,
providing a table of blood sugar estimations for one, and details of the rigid diet to which they
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were subject. Raw pancreas, he concluded, had no effect; any apparent benefit had probably been
due to alterations in the patients’ diets once they started pancreas therapy. 169
George Graham, a physician at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, reinforced Harrison’s negative
findings. The author of a number of articles on the pathology of diabetes, he too undertook work
on diabetes under the auspices of the MRC, and had been one of the workers involved in the 1923
MRC study of the therapeutic use of insulin. 170 He described the results of raw pancreas therapy
on a 14 year old girl, providing details of her diet and tables of daily blood sugar. He concluded
that the therapy was useless. 171
GPs continued to argue in favour of pancreas therapy. Two female practitioners, Helena Pomeroy
Kelly from Wolverhampton 172 and Constance Griffiths from Cardiff, 173 each described a single
patient in whom they had used it with success. Then, in May 1925, Hollins, the originator of the
controversy, responded to the negative findings of Harrison and Graham. Raw pancreas, he
claimed, was only effective in patients who had never received insulin, though he admitted that he
was at a loss to explain why this should be so. Harrison and Graham’s patients had previously
received insulin therapy, which explained the lack of effect when they were treated with pancreas.
Hollins rejected Harrison’s suggestion that the apparent benefit of pancreas was due to
concomitant dietary modification, and insisted that his patients had been ‘most carefully dieted for
some months.’ 174
At this point Lawrence entered the fray. Choosing to investigate the effect of pancreas therapy
upon himself, he discontinued his own insulin and forced down an ounce of raw gland before
lunch, before dinner, at bedtime, and again the next morning. The therapy was disgusting – even ‘a
dozen injections a day’ would have been preferable – and failed to regulate his diabetic symptoms
or his blood sugar. He promised a further, ‘carefully controlled’ experiment to verify this negative
finding. 175 This ‘controlled’ experiment followed one month later, supported by Lawrence’s grant
from the MRC. Lawrence described two patients who consumed one ounce of raw pancreas every
day; they disliked the gland intensely, despite its being disguised in a sandwich. He presented
detailed descriptions of his patients’ diets, and tables of urine sugar estimations, to support his
conclusion that raw pancreas was completely ineffective. 176
There followed a case report from Dr Carrasco-Formiguera, a Barcelona paediatrician, who
provided detailed tables of dietary intake and urinary sugar excretion to demonstrate that pancreas
therapy had been ineffective in a two-and-a-half year old diabetic boy. He agreed with Lawrence
that ‘All duly controlled experiments’ had failed to demonstrate any advantage of pancreas
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therapy. 177 Despite its profusion of detail (and its being one of only three contributions to the
debate to appear as a BMJ article rather than as correspondence 178 ) this Spanish report was not
referred to again throughout the controversy.
Jack Bernstein, a Preston GP, then offered to ‘help clear up the matter’ and presented blood sugar
charts from two patients he had treated with raw pancreas. 179 Blood sugar estimations were
expensive, and not always easy for a GP to obtain; Bernstein acknowledged the help that the
pathologist at the local Preston Royal Infirmary had provided in performing these tests for him.
The charts, which he deemed ‘self-explanatory’, documented a decline in blood sugar following
the commencement of pancreas therapy, and subsequent rise following its cessation, on a number
of occasions over a period of several months. Bernstein found his patients quite happy to consume
raw pancreas, minced and mixed with green vegetables such as cress or lettuce, and concluded that
it was an effective treatment for diabetes. Lawrence’s riposte suggested that Bernstein’s tables
lacked essential details, such as the timing of blood sugar tests in relation to meals, and the nature,
duration and rigidity of his patients’ diets. ‘In the recent discussion in your columns,’ he
concluded, ‘all investigators who have carefully controlled all the factors have found raw pancreas
quite useless.’ 180 Bernstein replied immediately, giving details of the timing of blood tests (all
were performed three hours after breakfast) and diet, which was ‘not rigid’ but prohibited sugar,
potatoes and carbohydrate-rich foods. 181
Percy Cammidge, a physician and bacteriologist with an interest in diabetes, suggested a
compromise. In an earlier letter 182 he had proposed that insulin contained not one, but two
components, only one of which was effective by mouth. Patients with different types of diabetes
manifested different responses to the two components, he claimed, which explained why oral
therapy appeared to work in some patients and not in others. In a further article 183 he described
experiments with rats which, he claimed, supported his theory. He referred to his own ‘clinical
experience’ with various pancreas preparations, particularly Mackenzie Wallis extract, which
supported his assertion that oral pancreas therapy was effective, but only in the right type of
diabetic.
A case report from Ernest Neve, senior surgeon at the Kashmir Mission Hospital, provided the
final item of support for raw gland therapy. A 16-year old boy with newly diagnosed diabetes
failed to respond to insulin; his doctors decided to try raw pancreas instead. Initially there was no
improvement, until Neve realised that ‘what was being given was not pancreas’ – precisely which
internal organ was being administered, the surgeon does not record. Once the proper gland was
substituted, the boy made a rapid recovery. 184 Cunningham Affleck, an Edinburgh physician,
shared Neve’s frustration with the idiosyncrasies of butchers and slaughterhouse workers. He
discovered that they generally supplied thymus or thyroid glands in place of pancreas when asked
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for ‘sweetbreads.’ It was necessary, he cautioned, to specify ‘long bread’ or ‘gut bread’ in order to
receive pancreas. Those who had found pancreas unpleasant had probably been supplied with the
wrong organ, for true pancreas was ‘quite pleasant and palatable’. Indeed, he suggested that it was
sometimes difficult to acquire, as the slaughterhouseman frequently purloined it from the carcass
as a delicacy for himself. 185
There the correspondence ended, ultimate victory apparently falling to the opponents of pancreas
therapy. Raw pancreas does not appear to have been advocated any further in print, advertisements
for pancreatic preparations disappeared from medical journals, 186 and commercial production of
McKenzie Wallace’s pancreatic extract had ended by 1928. 187 By 1931 The Lancet could look
back upon what its editorialist described as ‘…a long and it must be confessed dismal history of
various pancreatic preparations which when given by mouth were claimed to effect a reduction in
the blood-sugar and urine-sugar content… a distressing chapter in the story of endocrinology.’ 188
Organotherapy in 1920s Britain
Treatment with organ extracts – organotherapy – was widespread, though not uncontroversial, in
Britain at the time of this debate. George Murray’s successful use, in 1891, of thyroid extract to
treat hypothyroidism had encouraged physicians over the subsequent three decades to experiment
with a variety of other extracts. Besides pancreatic organotherapy in the treatment of diabetes,
physicians administered preparations derived from ductless and digestive glands, testicles, ovaries,
prostate, breast, nerve, muscle and other tissues in the treatment of a large number of conditions.
Critics pointed out that disorders selected for organotherapy were frequently rather vaguelydefined, 189 and extracts from testicles and ovaries appeared to feature particularly prominently
amongst the ingredients of many commercially available preparations.
Organotherapy rapidly became associated, by some physicians, with quackery and reckless
empiricism. Prominent amongst the critics were laboratory-orientated practitioners, particularly
those investigating the biochemistry and physiology of hormones in the newly emergent speciality
of endocrinology, such as Edward Sharpey-Schafer, Swale Vincent and Ernest Starling. They
claimed that empirical glandular therapy was ineffective, as it lacked any rational scientific basis;
indeed, to Vincent it represented a threat to the whole field of endocrinology. 190 Sharpey-Schafer
warned of ‘…the defects of mere clinical observation, unassisted by experimentation on
animals’ 191 in assessing its therapeutic value, and Vincent considered most organotherapy ‘…a
formidable kind of quackery.’ 192 Alfred Clark, Professor of Therapeutics at University College
London, singled out for particular ridicule the practice of administering a cocktail of extracts from
a number of different organs; such polyglandular therapy was, he considered, ‘…as far removed
from rational therapy as is the writing out of a charm on a piece of paper and giving that to the
patient to swallow.’ 193 These critical laboratory scientists frequently considered that the GP bore
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much of the blame for over-enthusiastic administration of organ extracts. One physician, while
praising the restraint of ‘Scientific investigators with critical minds,’ selected for opprobrium ‘…a
mass of general practitioners, most dispensing chemists, a number of consultants, not a few
journalists, many oriental medical men’ 194 who chose to adopt such remedies. Nevertheless, many
GPs and some, mainly provincial, consultants continued to prescribe organotherapy on the basis
that it was popular and appeared to work in practice, irrespective of experimental or laboratory
findings. 195
Reflecting in 1937 on the state of endocrine therapy during the first quarter of the century, the
editor of the BMJ noted that various gland extracts had then been ‘…prescribed with an
enthusiasm that outran knowledge. Indiscriminate endocrine therapy brought about the inevitable
reaction, and clinical endocrinology came to be looked upon with suspicion.’ 196 Nevertheless, the
new science of endocrinology flourished; Merriley Borell describes how the study of internal
secretions came to prominence ‘in spite of the over-zealous prescription of organ extracts by
practitioners and the subsequent development of an uneasy alliance between physicians and
laboratory scientists.’ 197
Drug firms saw organotherapy as an opportunity for potential profit, and promoted it accordingly.
Unsurprisingly, scientifically-minded practitioners railed against them, too; Clark considered that
through the efforts of ‘commercial enterprise… endocrine therapy is coming to bear a suspicious
resemblance to mediaeval magic...’ 198 An anonymous physician castigated ‘Certain of the firms
placing “endocrine” preparations on the market’ who ‘…have realised the commercial possibilities
in exploiting the human weakness’ of the gullible, 199 and Vincent lamented that
‘certain…manufacturing druggists are… growing rich by reason of the inadequate education of
medical practitioners and the notorious ignorance of the general public…’ 200 Nevertheless, the
Lancet and BMJ carried weekly advertisements for such preparations, from isolated extracts of
testicles, ovaries and other organs, to polyglandular preparations available off-the-shelf or
manufactured to individual physicians’ specifications.
Scientists and clinicians in the pancreas debate
The protagonists in the conflict over raw pancreas divide along similar lines to those involved in
the broader organotherapy debate. Those who opposed raw pancreas therapy may be characterised
as MRC-sponsored, laboratory-orientated, academically-minded ‘physician-biochemists’. Its
supporters were jobbing bedside clinicians. This division is reminiscent of Christopher
Lawrence’s 201 analysis of the increasing application of laboratory science to clinical medicine
during the early twentieth century. He argues that enthusiasts for laboratory techniques were
countered by ‘patrician’ clinicians who valued individual bedside clinical acumen which, they
said, could only arise from broad learning, proper upbringing, and extensive clinical experience.
These practitioners ascribed a more minor role to laboratory tests in the context of their clinical
work. The ‘scientific’ practitioners sought to render laboratory work very much to the fore.
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The opponents of raw pancreas therapy may be characterised as the laboratory orientated,
scientific physicians of Lawrence’s analysis. Notably, they all had affiliations to the MRC, which
made no secret of its commitment to fundamental laboratory science in clinical research. Robert
Lawrence, Harrison and Graham were firmly in the MRC camp. All were recipients of MRC
grants to support their work on diabetes, and Lawrence was a member of the MRC research staff.
He and Harrison were trained as biochemists, had been colleagues in the biochemistry department
of King’s College Hospital, and worked jointly on diabetic research for the MRC. 202 Both
maintained a laboratory-orientated, scientific concept of their clinical work. Lawrence, at this time,
was concerned mainly with laboratory research work into diabetes rather than practical patient
care 203 and Graham, ‘one of the early physician biochemists... a laboratory physician,’ was
committed to ‘...teaching scientific medicine to students and applying physiological principles at
the bedside.’ 204 As the following analysis will demonstrate, these biochemist-physicians did not
validate their opinions regarding therapeutic efficacy through clinical experience alone. Rather,
their claims were based upon what they perceived as the proper use of laboratory science, and
employed a distinct style of presentation and rhetoric.
The supporters of raw pancreas therapy were, on the other hand, an assortment of jobbing bedside
clinicians. Most were GPs, though Neve was a surgeon in Kashmir and Dunn held a post at
Rutland County Hospital, besides acting as medical officer for a couple of schools and for the local
post office. Cammidge had previously held a post as a county bacteriologist in West Riding. 205
These bedside practitioners validated their opinions regarding therapeutic efficacy through their
own clinical experience and observations. Hollins referred to ‘many theoretical objections’ to
pancreas therapy, and enumerated three – that digestion would destroy the gland’s active
principle; that previous experiments had failed to demonstrate any clinical benefit; and that it was
difficult to ensure that the correct part of the gland was being administered. He dismissed these
arguments simply by appealing to his own observations, ‘In spite of these and other objections the
use of raw fresh gland has yielded such striking results during the two and a half years I have been
using it that I think they are worth recording.’ 206 To Helena Pomeroy Kelly, clinical experience
ranked over rationale or research; ‘From experience I think it too unsafe to be dogmatic on any
line or treatment for diabetes, as, despite recent research, the etiology and pathology of some cases
are most puzzling and they refuse to respond to any form of treatment.’ 207 Cammidge, despite
presenting some animal experiments, was ultimately convinced of the effectiveness of raw
pancreas therapy by ‘My clinical experience with various preparations of pancreas.’ 208 Neve
considered that the effect of raw pancreas in his case report was ‘decisive’ and that the numerous
positive case reports published lent strong support to its use, despite the objections of Lawrence’s
camp. 209
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The advocates of raw pancreas also relied upon their clinical experience for the correct way to
administer the therapy. Hollins even blamed the physician-biochemists’ lack of therapeutic success
upon their failure to observe strictures born of experience. He stressed that the gland must be
perfectly fresh, ‘In this I think lies the explanation of the failure of other observers to obtain any
useful results with raw gland,’ 210 and that it must be raw. 211 His justification for these claims was
entirely empirical. Cunningham Affleck cautioned, through his experience, how difficult it could
be to obtain true pancreas, and gave instructions on how to specify the correct organ in butcher’s
parlance. 212 The biochemist-physicians preferred to counter the GPs’ empiricist arguments with
scientific rationale. Whereas Hollins cheerfully admitted that he was ‘…at a loss to explain’ 213 his
observation that raw pancreas was ineffective in diabetics who had previously received insulin,
Lawrence responded with a detailed explanation based upon the physiological effects of sudden
cessation of insulin therapy. 214
Central to what the protagonists were actually arguing about, was the properly controlled status of
the experiments produced as evidence. Consistently, the biochemist-physicians criticised the
‘uncontrolled’ nature of their opponents’ submissions, and contrasted their own ‘well controlled’
studies. On no occasion did any of the protagonists attempt to define what they meant by
‘controlled,’ although the term certainly did not refer to its present-day meaning of an untreated
comparison group – none of the reports in this controversy featured one, or made any reference to
its desirability. Nor was the appropriateness of a ‘controlled’ experiment in question – the GP
Hollins, in response to Harrison’s criticism, declared himself ‘anxious that this treatment may be
subjected to the most rigid and carefully controlled tests.’ 215 However, the biochemist-physicians’
use of the term ultimately aimed to reserve it exclusively for their own work.
The meaning of ‘controlled’: Control and the patient’s environment
Amongst the implicit technical meanings with which the protagonists in this debate invested the
term ‘controlled,’ were a careful regulation of patients’ diets and other environmental factors, and
the validation of investigators’ claims by laboratory data. The biochemist Harrison decided to
repeat Hollins’ and Young’s inadequately controlled experiments ‘under carefully controlled
conditions.’ 216 Although he did not define ‘controlled’, his report differed from that of the
previous authors in its quantification of the nutritional components of his patients’ diets (grams per
day of carbohydrate, protein and fat,) and the provision of a table of blood sugar estimations for
one patient. Graham, too, when he supported Harrison’s conclusions, provided similar nutritional
details and tables of blood sugar readings for his patient. Lawrence also considered ‘controlled’
experiments to be crucial, and used the term at least partly to encompass dietary control, ‘...in
carefully controlled cases on weighed and constant quantitative diets, raw pancreas is no substitute
for insulin.’ 217 He promised a ‘carefully controlled experiment’ to test the matter; this appeared as
a description of two diabetic women, with details of their nutritional intake and a chart of urinary
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glucose excretion. 218 His concept of ‘controlled’ clearly included other factors besides dietary
control; he found it necessary to stress that ‘...all investigators who have carefully controlled all
the factors have found raw pancreas quite useless’ 219 and that it was essential that ‘…the diet and
other factors are fully controlled’ 220 in any such experiment.
The BMJ, too, called for ‘controlled’ experiments in organotherapy. An editorial marking the
publication of a new book, Glandular Therapy, bemoaned the tendency of physicians to try
glandular therapies which ‘...lack any support from controlled experiments....’ 221 Glandular
Therapy’s section on oral pancreas therapy considered that a ‘controlled’ experiment principally
involved laboratory measurements; pancreas therapy was dismissed as ineffective after being
submitted ‘...to the scrutiny of clinical tests controlled with simultaneous laboratory
investigation.’ 222
This notion of control as regulation of environmental factors such as diet, and validation by
laboratory tests, would appear to concord with Marks’ and Cox’s analyses of the term. 223
However, these criteria alone are insufficient to define the ‘controlled’ experiment in the raw
pancreas controversy. This may be demonstrated by a comparison of the biochemists’ ‘controlled’
experiments with the ‘uncontrolled’ investigations of the raw pancreas enthusiasts. The
methodology of both groups of practitioners was broadly similar – both administered pancreas to
small numbers of selected diabetic patients and documented the results. The differences between
the two sets of accounts largely related to the means by which results were presented and claims
were validated, and to the criteria adopted to define therapeutic success.
Diet – do you believe me?
The bedside clinicians responded to the biochemists’ criticisms that their experiments were
inadequately controlled. Harrison had suggested that Hollins’ patients improved because of an
alteration in their diet rather than due to pancreas therapy. Hollins rejected this notion, declaring
that his patients had previously ‘been most carefully dieted for some months both by me
personally and at the local hospital.’ 224 Constance Griffiths similarly pointed out that ‘no change
was made in the diet’ of her patient, 225 Helena Pomeroy Kelly maintained that her patient had been
subject to a ‘strict diet,’ 226 and Ernest Neve claimed that his patient was subject to the strict Allen
starvation diet. 227
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One of the criteria which the biochemist-clinicians expected of a properly controlled trial of
therapy in diabetes, was strict adherence to an unchanging, prescribed diet. Harrison kept his
patients’ diet ‘fixed rigidly,’ 228 Graham’s was ‘constant’ 229 and Lawrence’s was ‘fixed.’ 230 It was
not, however, sufficient simply to claim that this criterion had been fulfilled; the statement,
according to the biochemist-clinicians, had to be backed up by quantitative details. Hollins,
Griffiths, Pomeroy Kelly and Neve simply stated that their patients’ diets had remained
unchanged. Even when challenged, Hollins apparently considered that a reply stating that his
patient had been dieted ‘most carefully... by me personally....’ 231 would be sufficient, without
providing quantitative detail. Nevertheless, the GPs’ bald statement – unsupported by quantitative
data – that the diet was unchanged, was insufficient to persuade the biochemists that their trials
were properly controlled. Lawrence required detail, ‘...we are told that a “strict diet” was observed,
but are given no details and are not even assured that it was weighed.’ 232 Without such detail, there
was no defence against the suggestion that any therapeutic effect was due to a change in diet,
‘….the supporters, by giving no facts or figures, lay themselves open to this accusation.’ 233
These biochemists and bedside practitioners were making the same claim – that their patients’
diets had remained unchanged throughout the experiment. Their rhetoric, however, was different.
The bedside clinicians expected their word, supported by their status and clinical experience, to
stand. The biochemists expected their statements to be validated by detail – grams per day of
carbohydrate, protein and fat intake – as exemplified by their descriptions of their own
experiments. Steven Shapin has described the emergence, during the seventeenth century, of
criteria to establish the trustworthiness of a witness to an experimental phenomenon. Gentlemen,
of appropriate background and education, and obeying careful rules of presentation and discourse,
were regarded as particularly credible witness. To disbelieve their testimony would be
discourteous; today, it remains impolite to discredit expert experience, ‘It is at least uncivil, and
perhaps terminally so, to decline to take knowledge from authoritative sources.’ 234 The GPs in the
pancreas debate relied simply upon their status as physicians to give credence to their experimental
claims, in accordance with established practice and rules of presentation. 235 Nevertheless, the
biochemist-physicians performed the discourtesy of discounting the GPs’ claims. The rhetorical
device they employed to justify their incivility, was to label the GPs’ work inadequately
controlled.
The meaning of disease control
Not all the bedside clinicians aimed to maintain their patients on a constant diet. Indeed, some
argued that the fact that patients’ strict diets could be relaxed once they started raw pancreas, was
evidence for the therapy’s success. Bernstein made this claim, stating, ‘...both patients were
allowed substantial amounts of ordinary white bread after being on raw pancreas a short time, with
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no apparent ill results.’ 236 Young, too, found that it was no longer ‘...necessary to enforce too strict
a diabetic diet...’ 237 once his patients had started pancreas therapy; and Dunn’s patient, thanks to
raw pancreas, was able to consume a ‘full ordinary diet (bread, potatoes, milk puddings) and there
is not a trace of sugar in the urine.’ 238 These statements illustrate a difference in approach to
another meaning of the term ‘control’, in relation to the clinical control of disease. Diabetes could
not be cured; instead, both groups of practitioners aimed for disease ‘control’. However, such
disease control was interpreted differently by the two groups. To the bedside practitioners, it
implied primarily the alleviation of symptoms, with biochemical data merely providing a degree of
support. To the biochemist-clinicians, disease control implied the achievement of normal, or
acceptable, results of laboratory biochemical tests.
The GPs detailed their patients’ improving symptoms as evidence of the therapy’s success. Hollins
described his patients’ subjective wellbeing and the effect of diabetes upon the job of one, the
foreman in an ironworks. 239 Young described the therapy’s effect upon symptoms of thirst,
polyuria and general wellbeing, 240 Kelly’s patient became ‘wonderfully better, her abnormal thirst
and appetite having practically disappeared,’ 241 Griffiths found that therapy caused ‘all symptoms
to disappear,’ 242 and Neve’s patient was symptomatically ‘much improved.’ 243 The biochemistphysicians, Harrison, Graham, Lawrence and Carrasco-Formiguera, gave no details whatsoever
concerning their patients’ symptoms, instead referring exclusively to biochemical analysis of
blood or urine. 244 This ‘biochemical’ concept of control necessarily implied strict control of diet,
without which it would be impossible to interpret changing blood and urinary sugar levels. To the
bedside clinicians, disease control was synonymous, to a far greater extent, with symptom control.
Dietary laxity was therefore permissible, providing it did not compromise the patient’s subjective
wellbeing.
The notion that scientifically-minded practitioners redefined their concepts of disease according to
laboratory criteria, is not new. Tattersall 245 has analysed physicians’ attitudes to diabetes control
following the advent of insulin therapy. He describes the ‘chemical school’ 246 who strove to
maintain their patients’ blood sugar constantly as near-normal as possible, through strict diet and
close monitoring of insulin dosage, and those physicians who allowed dietary laxity in favour of a
superior quality of life. Chris Feudtner has highlighted the same debate in the US following the
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isolation of insulin. 247 Olga Amsterdamska 248 discusses the development, early in the twentieth
century, of biochemical techniques to monitor and re-describe in physiological terms, activities
such as the workings of the kidney. These techniques ultimately contributed towards a redefinition of some diseases according to biochemical rather than clinical criteria. Keith Wailoo has
described a similar effect of novel technologies and emergent specialities in helping to re-define
both diseases and the nature of effective treatments, in haematological conditions such as chlorosis
and splenic anaemia. 249
These different notions of disease control might reflect, in part, the different relationships with
their patients enjoyed by the bedside practitioners and biochemist-clinicians. GPs had to pay for
laboratory access, and most rarely used such investigations. They did, however, face potential
competition for patients, both state-funded ‘panel’ patients and the more lucrative private
clientele. 250 Keeping their customers happy and loyal made good business sense, and GPs might
well have preferred to judge a preparation’s therapeutic efficacy by its ability to relieve symptoms
or improve subjective wellbeing, thereby ensuring a satisfied customer, in preference to
biochemical parameters. And when patients wanted such treatment, there was financial incentive
for the GPs to comply – unlike the salaried biochemist Lawrence, who felt equipped to resist his
patients’ ‘clamouring for raw pancreas.’ 251 The biochemist-physicians might have considered that
such pecuniary interest in the success of a compound could compromise the GPs’ objectivity when
it came to assessing its efficacy. 252 Raw pancreas was also an inexpensive remedy, within the
financial grasp of many panel patients for whom insulin would have been prohibitively expensive.
The biochemist-physicians, on the other hand, might have had a number of reasons to eschew
accounts of their patients’ symptoms in their assessment of therapeutic efficacy. Their salaried
status provided some separation from the financial incentives which influenced the GPs. Although
many would also have undertaken private work, they clearly separated their experimental work on
hospital patients, from private practice; Harrison, for example, specifically distinguished his
different use of diet and insulin ‘In experimental work’ from that ‘In ordinary practice.’ 253 The
GPs’ emphasis on symptoms and case histories might also have reminded the biochemists of the
widespread use, by drug companies in their promotional material, of personal testimonials from
satisfied patients and practitioners. These testimonials were the source of suspicion amongst
scientifically-minded practitioners.
At the time of the pancreas controversy, convenient blood sugar estimation – even on fingerprick
blood samples – was becoming available, at least in hospital practice 254 , and urine analysis for
glucose was routine. 255 The biochemist-physicians in this debate appear to have redefined clinical
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control in diabetes according to such biochemical criteria. By these biochemical standards, the
bedside clinicians were incapable of demonstrating that they had achieved proper disease control;
their trials therefore could not be properly controlled in the eyes of the biochemist-physicians.
These scientific practitioners would not accept dietary laxity, or therapeutic outcome measures
based primarily upon symptomatic improvement. These, according to their own notions of disease
control, signified an inadequately controlled trial. Both groups could conceivably have claimed
that theirs was the proper use of the term ‘control’ in relation to disease suppression; in practice, it
was the biochemists who adopted the term as their own.
Laboratory control and how to present it
The bedside clinicians did, nevertheless, provide some biochemical data to support their claims
that raw pancreas therapy was effective. All described the effect of therapy upon urine sugar
levels, apart from Bernstein who described exclusively blood sugar estimations. In addition,
Hollins undertook one blood sugar reading. Their urine sugar results were not presented in tables,
but incorporated into the textual description of their patients’ case histories – either as a simple
statement that the urine ‘contained sugar’ or was ‘sugar free,’256 or as a quantitative estimation of
the percentage of sugar in the urine. 257 By contrast, the biochemists all presented their results in
tabular form. Harrison and Graham presented tables of blood sugar estimations, Lawrence and
Carrasco-Formiguera tabulated urine glucose readings. 258 The biochemical investigators’
aspiration for ‘clinical tests controlled with simultaneous laboratory investigation’ has already
been mentioned; meticulous tabulation was part of the proper presentation of such careful
laboratory control, as opposed to the narrative descriptive style of the bedside clinicians.
Amsterdamska similarly mentions the importance to US biochemists, of presenting their findings
exclusively as tables and graphs without further textual comment. 259
Bernstein, 260 however, differs from the other GPs in that he appears to have presented his findings
in a fashion very similar to the biochemists. Unlike his pro-pancreas colleagues, he gave no
account of his patients’ symptoms. He presented the results for his two patients as graphs of blood
sugar levels measured while they were taking, and not taking, raw pancreas. He refrained from
comment upon the charts ‘…which I believe are self-explanatory….’ and which ostensibly
demonstrated a fall in blood sugar when the patients were taking raw pancreas, and a rise when
they abandoned it.
However, Bernstein’s account still did not satisfy the biochemists’ expectations for laboratory or
dietary control. Lawrence criticised Bernstein for failing to describe his patients’ diets, or the time
(in relation to meals) that the blood tests were performed. Bernstein’s study was therefore
uncontrolled; Lawrence went on to conclude that ‘….all investigators who have carefully
controlled all the factors have found raw pancreas quite useless.’ 261 Bernstein replied 262 with
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details of diet and the timing of blood sugar tests, which were all taken three hours after breakfast;
Lawrence remained unimpressed. 263
Even when Bernstein presented his data in a fashion analogous to the biochemists, his study was
deemed inadequately controlled. Bernstein’s graphical presentation of his results was ostensibly
meticulous, and apparently conveyed equivalent information to the biochemists’ own tables. His
use of blood sugar estimations as the sole measure of disease activity conformed with the
biochemists’ notions of biochemical rather than clinical disease control (and blood sugar
estimations were widely accepted as a more rigorous control measure than the urine analysis
which was employed by Lawrence. 264 ) His avoidance of any description of his patients’
symptoms, and his invitation to readers to draw their own conclusions from his results, accorded
with the biochemists’ presentational style. Only in the criteria he used to defend the charge that his
patients’ diets could have varied, did he fail to conform to the biochemists’ expectations. His study
was nevertheless deemed inadequately controlled. Bernstein was a GP; he stood little chance of his
study being accepted as ‘controlled’ by the scientifically minded practitioners who sought to adopt
the term as their own.
Self experiment or controlled experiment?
One episode which fits a little oddly into this analysis, is Lawrence’s initial description of his
experience when he tried raw pancreas therapy himself. 265 On May 27th 1925, he stopped his
insulin; maintaining a constant diet, he forced down four ounces of “horrible” raw pancreas over
the next 24 hours. He recorded fifteen separate blood sugar levels during this time, and specified
his daily diet – 45 grams of carbohydrate, 80 grams of protein, 150 grams of fat. He did not,
however, present this self-experiment as “controlled” despite its apparently accommodating the
factors which characterised the biochemists’ controlled experiments – it was performed by a
biochemist, with meticulous descriptions of diet and of biochemical data. Lawrence himself
implied that it was not controlled when he promised to follow it up with “…a carefully controlled
experiment” and when he concluded that raw pancreas was ineffective, not because of the selfexperiment he had just described, but on the basis of previously published “carefully controlled
cases…” 266 Nor was this self-experiment referred to again throughout the controversy, by
Lawrence or anyone else.
Lawrence also presented his self-experiment in a different fashion to the biochemists’ other
controlled trials. He provided the only description of symptoms in any of the biochemists’
accounts – his own “thirst and polyuria were severe” on the morning after he started the
experiment – and his numerous blood and urine sugar estimations were incorporated into the
textual narrative of his own case history rather than being accommodated into a table. He was not,
it seems, adopting the rhetoric which he considered appropriate to the presentation of a properly
controlled trial, and apparently did not consider his self-experiment to be such. It was more in the
way of a personal account.
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He also elaborated at length upon just how disgusting he found the therapy to be. Previous authors
had already attested to its unappetising nature; Cowles, in his description of the first successful
attempt at therapy, attributed his success to his patient’s ability to swallow an unprecedented
quantity of the unappealing gland, until an experience with a stale pancreas resolved him to
consume no more. 267 Lawrence found the experience of consuming pancreas “so horrible as to
prefer a dozen injections a day.” He attributed any success it might have, to an improvement in
diet, due to the disinclination of a patient who has consumed raw pancreas to eat any other
food! 268 In his subsequent ‘controlled’ experiment, he disguised the pancreas in a sandwich, but
nevertheless his patients “...disliked [it] very much.” 269 Otherwise the biochemists made no
reference to the palatability of the therapy.
The enthusiasts did however refer to the acceptability of raw pancreas, and painted a very different
picture. Hollins’ patients found that pancreas made a “delicious meal” 270 when taken with lettuce,
Young administered it “without.... any disinclination to take it on the part of the patient” 271 and
Bernstein’s patients “...assure me that they have become quite accustomed to the mixture.” 272
These claims were not substantiated or debated, but were simply presented as representations of
the subjective impressions of the patients receiving the therapy. Once again, the bedside clinicians
expected their word to stand; Lawrence felt able to dispute their claims on the basis of his own
subjective experience. Conceivably, Lawrence might have felt less inclined to credit the bedside
clinicians’ evidence when these experiences concorded so poorly with his own. Nevertheless, in
describing his disgust at pancreas therapy he was adopting the style more appropriate to a bedside
clinician’s narrative case history than to a biochemist’s controlled trial.
This self-experiment, then, was not ‘controlled’. This is unlikely to be due to any lack of
methodological rigour; indeed, the degree of control which the meticulous Lawrence could exert
over his own diet, therapy and biochemical testing could be considerably greater than that which
he could exert over his patients. 273 It is not the lack of such dietary and environmental regulation,
which deprived this self-experiment of its ‘controlled’ status.
Self-experimentation enjoyed a rather mixed reputation at the time. On the one hand was the
heroic, self-sacrificial, solitary, romantic image of the medical self-experimenter. Schaffer
describes the association of self-experiment with the emergent notion of the romantic, scientific
genius at the beginning of the 19th century. 274 In an editorial, the BMJ in 1926 still portrayed
figures such as Rivers who damaged his ulnar nerve in order to investigate its re-growth, and
Haldane and Barcroft who inhaled dangerous concentrations of gases, as heroic loners in the
pursuit of truth. 275 Ebstein, writing in 1931, concluded, “….at all times numerous physicians were
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ready to sacrifice their lives for the promotion of science and the benefit of their fellow-men….
they deserve to be remembered as shining examples.” 276 Walter Reed and his team performed selfexperiments on yellow fever early in the 20th century and were portrayed not only in scientific
articles but also in contemporary plays, films, novels and paintings as selfless, courageous
heroes. 277 On the other hand, a more disreputable image simultaneously attached to selfexperimentation. Danger to the experimenter, and lack of objectivity, were commonly cited;
Altman mentions contemporary criticism of self-experimenters such as Daniel Carrion 278 who was
accused of bringing disgrace upon the medical profession when he fatally inoculated himself,
towards the end of the nineteenth century, with Oroya fever in order to prove its link with skin
lesions known as verrugas; and Werner Forssmann, 279 who performed the first cardiac
catheterisation procedure upon himself in 1922. He was reprimanded by his superior, and
subsequently failed to gain a post as a result of the reputation which attached to him following his
self-experiment. Late nineteenth-century self-experiments with mind-altering preparations
including nitrous oxide, ether, cocaine and cannabis, had also created a number of addictions and
left the reputation of self-experimentation tarnished. 280
Lawrence might, then, have had reason to feel uncomfortable with his self-experiment. The
narrative style in which he presented it, with details of symptoms and without tabulated data,
might suggest that he regarded this as a subjective account, lacking the objectivity of a thirdperson study. But in inquiring why it did not entirely fulfil his expectations for a properly
controlled trial, it might also be instructive to examine another significant therapeutic development
in the treatment of diabetes – the isolation and production of insulin. The biochemist-physicians
considered that insulin represented a triumph for their methodology and for the application of
basic scientific principles to medicine. Specifically, the model they applauded for the development
and exploitation of insulin, involved teamwork and co-ordinated efforts by many researchers.
Lawrence wrote of “a series of brilliant researches by many investigators culminating in the recent
discovery of insulin. It is a story of which mankind and scientific effort may well be proud.”281
Professor J J R Macleod attributed the isolation of insulin to “excellent team work” 282 and a BMJ
editorial described the “….co-ordinated team in close touch with the National Institute for Medical
Research at Hampstead” 283 who would be responsible for the investigation into the uses of insulin
in Britain. The Lancet emphasised that information gained by these researches would be shared
amongst all participating researchers, 284 and the BMJ described how Macleod’s observations had
“been extended over a wide range by a team of collaborators” 285
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Altman, in his analysis of the history of medical self-experimentation, suggests that the rise of the
drug companies early in the twentieth century led to therapeutic research being conducted
increasingly by teams, resulting in less scope for the lone self-experimenter, “No longer spirited
amateurs making discoveries in private pharmacies and laboratories, they became professional,
paid to work as members of large teams.” 286 Lawrence 287 and Marks 288 similarly point to the rise
of teamwork during early twentieth century therapeutic innovation. If teamwork – exemplified by
the insulin story – was the biochemist-physicians’ model for therapeutic progress, then the
solitary, heroic figure of the lone self-experimenter might not accommodate easily to it. The
diffidence with which Lawrence began his account, could suggest that he was not entirely
comfortable with his role as hero; “May I , as a diabetic, enter the arena in the important
discussion that has been going on in your columns….?” 289 His self-experiment did not fit the
collaborative model he admired, and could not rank alongside properly controlled investigations.
Conclusion
The scientific practitioners involved in the raw pancreas debate systematically employed the term
‘controlled’ at least partly as a rhetorical device to validate their own accounts. The protagonists in
the debate represented two disparate groups. One valued clinical experience and personal
testimony; the other, the rhetoric and means of presentation appropriate to laboratory science.
Frequently the two groups were making equivalent claims regarding, for example, the biochemical
validation of their results, and their aim for a constant diet. But the groups differed in their use of
clinical experience and patients’ symptoms, versus laboratory analysis, to validate disease control;
the proper way to verify therapeutic claims, such as a constant diet; and the proper way to present
biochemical findings. The biochemist-physicians, by using the term ‘controlled’ to describe their
means of fulfilling these criteria, adopted it as their own rhetorical device. It thus became
impossible for the bedside clinicians properly to fulfil the criteria, simply because they were not
biochemists.
At no point in this debate did the biochemists attempt to define their notion of a ‘controlled’ trial,
though they consistently used the term against their opponents. They had rendered the proper
conduct of a therapeutic trial tacit; it could only be adopted by biochemists, who were privy to this
tacit knowledge. The consistent criticism by the biochemists that their opponents’ work was
inadequately controlled, ultimately amounted to a criticism that the work had not been performed
by biochemists. The MRC’s scientific practitioners had adopted the term, and the powerful
rhetorical overtones it conveyed, as a weapon in the competition to establish themselves as the
proper arbiters of therapeutic efficacy.
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Chapter 3: Bright lights, smoky cities: Light therapy in 1920s
Britain
Look here said Sir Walter, by Gad
Ray therapy is utterly bad
We’ll set it at naught
In an annual report
This will serve as a Vitaglass ad! 290

In November 1928, King George V spent a pleasant week shooting on his Sandringham estate.
Towards the end of his stay, on Saturday 17th, he began to feel feverish and unwell. Nevertheless
he continued to undertake his duties, attending church the next day, and returning to London on
the Monday to hold Council. By Tuesday his condition had deteriorated sufficiently for him to call
his doctors; Sir Stanley Hewett attended him, and promptly sought the opinion of Lord Dawson.
The King had developed pleurisy. His condition rapidly deteriorated, and was to cause grave
concern for weeks to come. 291
Anxiety concerning the monarch’s health, and indeed over his very survival, rapidly spread
throughout the British Empire. 292 The King became too unwell to attend to his duties, and on the
fourth of December a commission of six counsellors of state was appointed to undertake these on
his behalf. 293 An operation, on Wednesday the twelfth of December, to drain pus from his chest
cavity left him feeble and exhausted. 294 The following Sunday, his physicians decided to enlist
help from two specialists in a popular, and apparently potent, new remedy – light therapy. 295
The King received regular exposure to ultra-violet rays from a mercury lamp as part of his
treatment over the following weeks. Any response to the therapy appears to have been less than
dramatic – he recovered slowly, only gaining sufficient strength to travel to Bognor for his
convalescence in February 1929 296 and choosing St George’s day to release a message of gratitude
to the nation for his continuing recovery. 297 He was subsequently to suffer further chest infections,
from which he eventually died in 1936.
This episode nevertheless serves to underline the contemporary prominence of light therapy in
mainstream medical practice. Widely practised, and almost universally acclaimed as
therapeutically effective, light therapy in Britain faced its first serious challenge in 1929, when the
MRC published two clinical trials which deemed it ineffective. These findings aroused incredulity
and opposition from the medical profession. This chapter examines the strategies employed by the
290
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MRC’s critics in attempting to discredit or discount the MRC’s conclusions, and the means by
which the MRC defended its findings, largely by exploiting the rhetoric of a ‘controlled trial.’ The
MRC’s rhetorical strategy was similar, in this regard, to that described in the previous chapter
examining the raw pancreas debate. The audience for the MRC’s claims regarding light therapy
was, however, different. Whereas the raw pancreas debate represented a spat between physicians,
conducted in the pages of a professional medical journal, the light therapy debate was a broader,
more public affair. It took place not only in medical journals, in the MRC’s own reports, and in
meetings of doctors’ professional bodies, but also received a considerable amount of coverage in
newspapers, whose lay correspondents felt able to comment and to criticise the MRC’s
conclusions. In addition, the MRC was very much on the attack in the pancreas debate, where it
represented probably the mainstream medical opinion against a rather rag-tag collection of
practising physicians who enjoyed little status amongst the prevailing medical elite. Its criticisms
of light therapy, by contrast, placed it firmly on the defensive. Here the MRC’s findings flew in
the face of established mainstream medical opinion, and opposition was swift and vitriolic, often
arising from highly regarded physicians. The MRC was caught on the back foot, and employed the
rhetoric of control in its defence.
Light therapy in 1920s Britain
The notion that sunlight conveys therapeutic or healing properties enjoys an ancient pedigree, and
remains pervasive even now. 298 Hippocrates prescribed sunbaths for the treatment of wasted
muscles, and the Romans made extensive therapeutic use of solaria. The treatment appears to have
fallen into some disuse during the early middle ages, possibly due to its association with pagan
cults of sun-worship, but resurfaced towards the end of the eighteenth century and became
increasingly widespread up to the early twentieth century. 299 It was during the 1920s, however,
that artificial light therapy boomed in Britain.
The increasing popularity of sunlight therapy throughout the nineteenth century was associated
with discoveries which suggested a scientific rationale for its therapeutic effects. The presence of
an invisible component of sunlight, above the violet end of the spectrum and hence christened
ultraviolet radiation, was established in 1801. The ability of light, and in particular this ultraviolet
light, to kill bacteria was described in 1877, and this discovery inspired the Danish physician Niels
Finsen in 1894 to experiment for the first time with artificially-produced ultraviolet light in the
treatment of the hitherto incurable cutaneous lupus vulgaris. 300 His results appeared favourable,
and his method was adopted with enthusiasm. The therapy reached England in 1901 when Finsen
gave a lamp to his Danish compatriot the Princess of Wales, shortly to become Queen Alexandra,
who donated it to the London Hospital; patients came from all over the world to receive the new
treatment, sometimes sacrificing their life savings or working their passage. 301
Artificially generated ultraviolet light therapy enjoyed a steady growth in popularity over the next
few years; it was adopted by a number of hospitals in Britain and its reputation spread in the
treatment of an increasing number of – predominantly dermatological – conditions. The new
therapy was rarely applied to diseases other than those of the skin, however, possibly being rather
sidelined by the apparently more dramatic X-ray therapy, 302 until the start of the 1920s. Then light
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therapy boomed, and was extended to treat an enormous range of conditions unrelated to diseases
of the skin. Artificial light treatment centres appeared in hospitals and other sites across the
country, frequently funded by the Ministry of Health or municipal authorities in response to public
demand. 303 This surge in popularity appears partly to have been inspired by the demonstration in
the early 1920s of real physiological and biochemical effects of ultraviolet light, in particular its
effects on calcium and phosphorus metabolism in the skin 304 and subsequently in the skin’s
manufacture of the newly-discovered vitamin D. 305 In 1922 the MRC established its Committee on
the Biological Actions of Light which, largely under the guidance of Leonard Hill and Albert
Eidinow at the National Institute for Medical Research, undertook a series of predominantly
laboratory-based animal and in-vitro experiments. Besides confirming the bactericidal power of
ultraviolet light 306 they demonstrated beneficial effects of ultraviolet irradiation upon leucocyte
counts and the bactericidal power of the blood, effects upon proteins in the skin and blood, and
upon blood vessels in the skin. 307
These discoveries provided a scientific rationale for the apparent success of ultraviolet therapy in
the treatment of rickets – established by this time as being due to deficiency of vitamin D – and
skin infections, but were also interpreted as pointing to the possibility of other, far more widereaching, benefits. Workers reasoned that since ultraviolet light had been shown to affect some
physiological and biochemical processes, it could well exert other, hitherto unknown or
inexplicable, effects on the body, mediated through its effects on the skin, with the prospect of
further therapeutic benefits on a variety of bodily systems. 308 Light therapy expanded rapidly –
one commentator dated the ‘boom’ specifically to around 1925 309 – and became widespread and
mainstream, and textbooks could soon list dozens of disparate medical conditions which could
benefit including lumbago, rheumatism, gout, ‘nervous fidgety states,’ manic depression,
delusional states, Parkinson’s disease, asthma, diabetes, high blood pressure and obesity, besides
over 30 separate skin conditions. 310 Even enthusiasts were frequently sceptical about the huge
variety of conditions for which light therapists claimed benefit – one noted in 1927 that ‘…if a list
of the diseases said to have benefited was made it would probably begin with acne and go through
to zona, including housemaid’s knee and minor psychoses’ 311 – but they nevertheless remained
convinced of the therapy’s virtues, concerned only that representing it as a panacea could blind
others to its genuine benefits. 312
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The new treatment attracted various synonyms – light therapy, ray therapy, ultraviolet therapy,
actinotherapy, artificial sunlight. Numerous lamps of differing types were commercially available
to practitioners, and were heavily advertised in the pages of medical journals such as the British
Medical Journal and Lancet. Ultraviolet therapy was the most popular, although some physicians
chose to combine ultraviolet light with bright white light or infra-red in the treatment of various
conditions; others preferred to exclude all visible light, believing that it might actually impair the
metabolic effects of ultraviolet. 313 Few voices were raised in opposition to the therapy, although
some considered that its psychological component might be more important than was generally
realised. 314 Certainly the treatment must have been impressive; patients were required to strip to
their underwear, wear protective goggles, and were exposed either individually or in small groups,
to powerful lights which – in the case of arc devices – also emitted noise, smoke and fumes.
Ultraviolet therapy was considered particularly suited to the inhabitants of Britain, suffering as
they were from a lack of natural sunlight and ‘the smoke cloud which hovers over large cities,’ 315
and which robbed city-dwellers of their rightful allocation of ultra-violet rays. 316 Northern cities
such as Glasgow were considered particularly deficient in natural sunlight, and were regarded as
obvious sites for light therapy clinics. 317 Workers whose occupations deprived them of natural
light, such as coal miners and even cinema usherettes, were deemed particularly suitable cases for
light treatment.
Light therapy also captured the popular imagination during the 1920s. One commentator recalled
that at this time ‘…the public began to demand the treatment for every ill under the sun,’ 318 and
ultraviolet lamps became widely available for domestic use. Such was the popularity of the new
therapy that in May 1928 the Times enclosed an entire supplement devoted to the subject. 319
Practitioners without medical qualifications were easily able to acquire ray therapy equipment and
set up light clinics, and many did so. Medical practitioners appear generally to have deplored both
the domestic use of ultraviolet lamps, and even more so their unregulated use by non-medical
practitioners. Doctors made frequent calls for light therapy to be controlled, and its use restricted
to qualified physicians; such calls emanated not only from light therapists, 320 but were echoed by
mainstream medical opinion as exemplified by editorial comment in the BMJ. 321 Although
physicians generally regarded light therapy as benign, they emphasised its dangers in the hands of
unqualified operators and ‘the many tyros in the field,’ 322 reporting cases where patients treated by
such unqualified personnel had suffered harmful effects including eye and skin damage, 323 and
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even miscarriage. 324 The tragic death of John Jeffrey, a 21 year old law student who electrocuted
himself with an ultraviolet ray lamp he had purchased to treat blackheads on his neck and which he
unadvisedly used whilst having a bath, 325 led to further calls for regulation in the medical press. 326
Light therapy frequently came up for discussion during meetings of the British Medical
Association, but debate centred largely around the need for its regulation by the medical profession
rather than any investigation of its therapeutic merits. 327
The MRC and light therapy
The rapid expansion in popularity of light therapy appears rather to have caught the MRC by
surprise. It had established its Committee on the Biological Actions of Light in 1922, but this was
initially concerned with laboratory studies on the biochemical and physiological effects of light
rather than validation of any therapeutic effect. In 1925, Dame Janet Campbell and Salisbury
MacNalty visited clinics and interviewed practitioners in order to provide a report to the MRC on
the current state of clinical light therapy. They concluded that there was evidence of benefit in a
number of conditions including cutaneous tuberculosis and a number of other skin conditions,
tuberculous peritonitis, tuberculous arthritis, asthma, bronchitis, breastfeeding difficulties, ‘dull
and backward children,’ raised blood pressure, leukaemia, and noted the ‘tonic effect in overworked and run-down persons, particularly in adolescents.’ However they pointed out that this
evidence was largely anecdotal, and emphasised the urgent need for research and control in view
of the growing popular demand for the treatment, ‘Unfortunately artificial light therapy is having a
popular vogue at the present moment and we strongly deprecate the uncontrolled use of lamps for
their general therapeutic effect in schools and elsewhere.’ 328
The MRC found itself rather caught on the hop, with light therapy spreading so rapidly that there
was a real risk it would become even more firmly and widely established before the MRC had
chance to adjudicate on its efficacy. 329 Walter Fletcher, the MRC secretary, bemoaned the fact that
the Light Committee was failing to provide any ‘carefully controlled clinical observations’ 330 and
Robert Bourdillon warned the MRC that ‘The subject is… of considerable administrative
importance due to its present popular interest. It therefore seems possible that if the Council do not
institute further research in the clinical effects of Actinotherapy, they may be placed in an
uncomfortable position in two or three years’ time…’ 331 Fletcher did not feel that the MRC could
risk being sidelined in this fashion; he admitted in 1926 that ‘..the rapid development and
popularity of light treatment has found the Committee unprepared to deal with it on the basis of
scientific evidence.’ 332 The MRC annual report for 1928 deemed only one previously published
report worthy of citation, a ‘controlled investigation’ by Helen Mackay of poor children in
London’s East End. Mackay, a physician from Queen’s Hospital in London, had collaborated with
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the MRC’s statistical committee for her study, which had demonstrated no apparent benefit from
light therapy upon children’s weight, infections, anaemia or overall wellbeing. 333 The pressing
need for further ‘scientific evidence’ was underlined by Sir George Newman, the Minister of
Health, who faced constant requests for costly new light treatment centres and who sought the
MRC’s guidance as to their value. 334 The researcher who was to provide the evidence that the
MRC so urgently sought, was Dora Colebrook.
Dora Challis Colebrook (1884 – 1965) came rather late to medicine, gaining her MB from the
Royal Free Hospital in 1915 and her MD in 1919. After a spell as a gynaecologist at the Jessop
Hospital in Sheffield she moved to Cambridge, where she worked for several years as a GP. She
then decided upon a career in medical research, and after moving to London embarked on work
with the MRC which was to span the rest of her career. She was later to be remembered principally
for her work on the bacteriology of puerperal sepsis performed with her brother, the bacteriologist
Leonard Colebrook, at Queen Charlotte’s Hospital in London. 335
It was in January 1925, when she had moved to London and was working with light therapy at the
North Islington Infant Welfare Centre, that Colebrook first came to Walter Fletcher’s attention.
Besides her avowed intention to pursue medical research, her family connections helped secure her
first research grant; Leonard Hill introduced her to Fletcher as Leonard Colebrook’s sister, ‘Dr
Dora Colebrook, sister of ‘Coli’, is doing some good work under my advice,’ and described her
‘very striking’ results with light therapy, ‘e.g. very marked increase in weight of some of the
marasmic babies concomitant with the light treatment, and some marked increase in milk supply
of some of the mothers.’ He proposed that she be allocated a personal grant of £100 per year ‘in
order to secure the publication of interesting results under the Council’s name.’ 336 In pursuit of
this application, in March 1925 Colebrook provided a report of her centre’s experience with light
therapy between October 1924 and January 1925. At this stage she certainly appears to have been
convinced of the therapy’s benefits; she reported an ‘almost monotonous record of increased
liveliness, brightness and vigour, and often of mischievousness in all children’ following light
therapy, together with an invariable gain in weight and general well-being. Infants who manifested
‘general backwardness’ showed an ‘extraordinarily good response’ and the treatment also helped
vomiting, rickets, poor appetite, insomnia – one father commented that the effect of light therapy
on his sleepless infant was ‘too good to be true’ – and breastfeeding, the resultant milk supply
sometimes actually becoming excessive. She expressed uncertainty about the treatment’s value for
colds and enlarged neck glands. She suggested a scheme for further research which involved
comparing different durations and doses of light to ascertain which were most beneficial – there
was no suggestion of evaluating whether the therapy actually worked at all, a matter which she
appears to have accepted at this stage as self-evident. 337
Conscious of the need to evaluate the clinical merits of light therapy, and disillusioned by the lack
of ‘any definite information on points of that kind from Sequira or Gauvain’ 338 (the clinicians on
his light committee,) Fletcher decided to form a new Clinical and Biological sub-committee to the
Committee on the Biological Actions of Light. The sub-committee was intended specifically to
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evaluate the therapeutic benefits of light, and Fletcher asked Dora Colebrook to act as its secretary,
with Leonard Hill as chairman. 339 This sub-committee was to exist for two years before being
merged back into the Biological Actions of Light committee, and Fletcher promised Newman, the
Health Minister who was pressing him for information on the merits of light therapy, that the new
sub-committee would address the issue with a ‘definite and more extended programme of work;’
‘What makes progress slow,’ he warned, ‘is the invincible reluctance of clinicians to work
systemically or precisely.’ 340 Nevertheless, the same clinicians who had proved to be reluctant
researchers on the main light committee, Sequira and Gauvain, were members of the new subcommittee. Both were already convinced of the clinical value of light therapy; Gauvain was
medical superintendent of the Lord Mayor Treloar Cripples’ Hospital treating children afflicted
mostly by polio or joint tuberculosis, and both here and in his private practice he made extensive
use of artificial and natural sunlight. He had made several visits to the Finsen Institute for light
therapy in Copenhagen, and – convinced by the results of his own experience – was to remain
committed to light therapy for the whole of his life. 341
Colebrook came up with a proposal for research involving ‘some 8 to 10 workers… half of them,
perhaps, to be Clinicians and the rest Bio-chemists, Pathologists, etc’ who would investigate a
range of effects of light therapy including means of measurement of ultraviolet intensity, its effects
on blood, comparisons of different lamps and treatment regimes, and comparisons between heat,
ultraviolet and X-rays. 342 Fletcher considered that her proposals were too imprecise and sent her
back to the drawing-board to provide details and costs, ‘I think that you will find that your scheme
stops short just where the practical difficulties begin.’ 343 In May 1926 Colebrook began to devote
her energies full-time to the Light Committee, funded by a £500 grant.344 Like Fletcher, she
rapidly became frustrated by the lack of scientific spirit in the clinician members of her subcommittee. She railed to Fletcher against ‘distinguished men,’ ‘…noone should join this little band
in virtue of his name…. men whose reputation covered “fluffy” or fixed ideas would not
contribute here.’ 345 In July, she confessed that
the members of the clinical Sub-Committee appeared to be reluctant to initiate or to
supervise any clinical investigations at special centres; the chief difficulty was that all the
work that was hitherto done on artificial light treatment… was chiefly empirical. It
amounted so much to individual expressions of opinion and was not sufficiently critical or
scientific. Further, even the most experienced workers were disinclined to record their
impressions in black and white. 346
Colebrook promised to look for ‘reliable workers’ 347 for clinical investigation but in fact appears
largely to have decided to go it alone in her future work – a decision which was to have a
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substantial impact on the way her findings were to be received, as discussed below. In November
1926 she presented Fletcher with a proposal for a study of the effects of ultraviolet light on
varicose ulcers, in which she would administer the treatment herself, having secured facilities at
three local hospitals. 348 At the same time she proposed an investigation of light therapy on the
general wellbeing, brightness and resistance to minor ailments of schoolchildren, 349 again with
herself undertaking the work. 350 Both trials started the following year, 1927, and Colebrook
devoted large amounts of her time to supervising and conducting the studies in person. 351
Eighty-four patients with varicose ulcers received either conventional treatment with paste and
dressings, or ultraviolet therapy. Subjects recruited during the first half of the study received light
treatment; their progress was compared with that of subjects recruited in the second half, who
received paste therapy, a selection method which Colebrook appears to have considered essentially
random. 352 Four patients, who had more than one ulcer, received both therapies, different ulcers
serving as treatment and ‘control.’ A further 11 ulcers were only partially treated – Colebrook
occluded part of the ulcer with an opaque screen and exposed the remaining portion to ultraviolet
light, the screened portion serving as an untreated comparison. She assessed the progress of
healing by tracing the margins of each ulcer before and after treatment, and comparing their size.
The results were unequivocally negative, and indeed suggested that conventional paste treatment
was superior to ultraviolet therapy. 353 The results from the schoolchildren’s study were equally
damning. Colebrook randomly allocated almost three hundred children from a Willesden Council
infant school to receive either ultraviolet radiation from a naked arc lamp, irradiation from an
identical lamp screened by glass which prevented the passage of ultraviolet, or no treatment at all.
She recorded the children’s heights, weights, incidence and duration of minor infections such as
colds and fevers, school absences, their school progress as documented by their teachers, and her
own subjective impression of their wellbeing together with the impressions of the children’s
parents and teachers. Once again, she concluded that there was no advantage to light therapy – on
the contrary, untreated children even appeared to suffer fewer infections and to gain more weight
than those exposed to ultraviolet. 354 Now, it appeared, the Clinical and Biological sub-committee
had finally provided Fletcher with the ‘scientific evidence’ he had sought on light therapy. The
majority of doctors and of the public, however, were not to receive these findings well.
Publish and be damned: the response to the MRC’s findings
Colebrook undertook her varicose ulcer study during 1927, and her schoolchildren’s study
between August 1927 and March 1928. She first published the results of her ulcer work in the
Lancet of 5th May 1928, 355 with herself as the sole author. A brief summary of both studies
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followed in the MRC annual report for 1927-28, published in March 1929. 356 A detailed account
of both studies subsequently appeared as an MRC special report, ‘Irradiation and Health,’ in
September 1929. 357
The Lancet paper attracted little response, although one correspondent suggested that the dose of
ultraviolet radiation had been inadequate to achieve any ulcer healing. 358 However the MRC
annual report of the following March was more widely publicised, and attracted widespread
opposition and even frank disbelief. Several critics argued that the results must be flawed because
light therapy’s effectiveness had already been proven through years of clinical experience. An
editorial in the British Medical Journal accused the MRC of being ‘…bent on putting out the lights
with a douche of cold water’ and expressed scepticism about the results because they were ‘at
variance with those of a large body of experienced clinicians.’ 359 Dr Murray Levick argued in a
letter to the journal that the fact that ‘all the great hospitals’ 360 had invested large sums in light
therapy equipment, under the direction of ‘distinguished medical men,’ testified to its efficacy. He
concluded that the results obtained in these centres ‘more than justified’ the use of light therapy.
Another correspondent countered Colebrook’s conclusions simply by summarising his own
experience with light therapy in a number of conditions including tuberculous ulcers, tuberculous
arthritis, rickets, debility, and lupus. 361 Another, Dr Stanley Banks, acknowledged the ‘scientific
value’ of the MRC investigations but went on to argue that ‘scientific facts may be the truth, but…
not necessarily the whole truth.’ 362 He summarised his experience in light treatment clinics for
children and cited ‘the almost unanimous body of opinion in favour of light treatment’ to oppose
the MRC’s conclusions. Even after the publication of the more detailed special report in
September, the BMJ continued to place its faith in the reputation of light therapy, concluding in an
editorial, ‘As long as there is a reasonable probability that a remedy may be causally related to
benefit that has been known to follow its application, then the medical practitioner is justified in
continuing to use it.’ 363
The Lancet proved to be no more enthusiastic towards the MRC’s findings. An editorial argued
that the fact that light therapy had become so widespread and had been in use for so long, was
proof of its efficacy, ‘…in the long run neither medical men nor the public can be deceived… if
they continue to uphold any form of treatment its scientific value will eventually be
established.’ 364 The author even employed Colebrook’s finding that children subjected to
ultraviolet light appeared to have developed more colds than untreated children as evidence that
the therapy was at least doing something. A correspondent applauded the attempt to place
actinotherapy on a scientific footing but emphasised the place of ‘the genuine clinical results
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already obtained’ 365 in this endeavour rather than the MRC’s experiments. The Times considered
that the MRC report amounted to a ‘searching criticism’ 366 of ultraviolet therapy and Dr King
Brown, medical editor of the British Journal of Actinotherapy and Physiotherapy, responded in a
letter to the newspaper that it was ‘inconceivable to suppose that the patient work of 35 years can
be negatived by a few experiments on a limited scale.’ 367 Murray Levick also claimed in the Times
that the ‘thousands of cases published in the leading medical and scientific journals’ 368 proved the
benefits of light therapy and another correspondent, John Lynn-Thomas, ‘a surgeon (now retired)
of long experience’ 369 considered that the only cure for doubting Thomases was for them to visit a
light treatment centre and see the ‘remarkable, and on the borderline of the unbelievable’ results
for themselves.
The same argument appealed to the Daily Telegraph, in an edition headed on its front page
‘Doctors and Light Ray Treatment.’ The editorial column railed against the MRC’s ‘strangely
depreciatory references’ 370 to light therapy and contended that the fact that the treatment was so
widely used and had such a long pedigree, proved its value. This edition devoted a column to
actinotherapists’ responses to the MRC report; they argued that extensive experience with light
therapy in prestigious hospitals had established its usefulness, and that the King’s physicians
would not have chosen to employ it had it been worthless. 371 The Guardian agreed, opposing the
MRC conclusions with clinicians’ experience of light therapy, 372 and published a letter from Stella
Churchill arguing on behalf of those ‘readers who have just returned well and sunburnt from their
summer holidays’ 373 that experience had proved the treatment’s value.
Some chose to explain away the MRC findings by criticising Colebrook’s technique, arguing that
the dose of ultraviolet light she administered was insufficient in her ulcer study, 374 of the wrong
wavelength, 375 excessive in the children’s study, 376 or that her technique was simply ‘wrong.’ 377
Percy Hall dismissed the MRC and other sceptics by suggesting that bad results would frequently
‘…be found to have been due to bad technique, wrong apparatus, wrong choice of patient, or lack
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of skill in the operator; idiosyncrasies also occurred among patients.’ 378 Several critics argued that
the dose and nature of light therapy should be tailored to the individual patient, and that it was
pointless to study the effects of identical treatments applied uniformly to different subjects. 379
Those arguing against Colebrook’s findings appeared to be particularly incensed by a remark in
the MRC annual report stating that, other than its effects in generating vitamin D, no physiological
effect of light had ever been demonstrated apart from a direct irritant effect on the skin, which
could equally well be achieved with a (far cheaper) mustard plaster. 380 This remark was echoed in
the lay press 381 and the Daily Telegraph went on to suggest that ‘A sarcasm rarely makes a sound
scientific argument.’ 382 The mustard plaster reference was derided by King-Brown 383 and
dismissed as ‘flippant’ by Murray Levick, 384 who suggested that ultraviolet light conveyed as-yet
undiscovered therapeutic properties over and above the irritant properties of a mustard plaster. 385
The Lancet agreed, refuting the mustard-plaster reference by pointing out that little was known of
the mechanism of action of vitamin D, and that although skin inflammation was one physiological
effect of light therapy, ‘it is surely premature to infer that no others are derived from exposure to
artificial sunlight.’ 386 Indeed, even Fletcher had queried the accuracy of the comparison with a
mustard plaster prior to the publication of the MRC annual report, and Colebrook had promised to
verify the statement; her researches appear to have consisted of asking her brother Leonard, who
provided a faint endorsement. 387 Nevertheless, the comparison was abandoned for the subsequent
special report, to the satisfaction of the British Journal of Actinotherapy and Physiotherapy which
was delighted that ‘…we find here no laborious jests about “mustard plasters.”’ 388
The manufacture and sale of light therapy apparatus was a well-established and lucrative enterprise
by this time, and unsurprisingly those involved in this venture also weighed in against Colebrook’s
findings, largely directing their correspondence directly to the MRC. Fletcher was taken aback by
‘..all this tow-row from the light merchants,’389 prompting Leonard Hill to pen the limerick which
heads this chapter. Because of the controversy inspired by the publication of the annual report,
Fletcher felt that the more detailed special report should have a judicious and carefully phrased
preface which would ‘illuminate the position of the Council in this matter, though by indirect
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reference rather than with any semblance of direct self-defence’ 390 and he wrote to Hill and Henry
Dale to ask for help in drafting it. 391 The resulting preface appears to attempt to address, in part,
some of the criticisms directed at the initial annual report; it commended the scientific virtue of
Colebrook’s experiments, but warned that her negative results strictly only applied to the particular
subjects, medical conditions and light regimes that she studied and could not necessarily be
extrapolated to the role of light therapy in other conditions. 392
One turbulent woman: The vilification of Dora
Many of the MRC’s opponents appear to have adopted a peculiar strategy in this dispute – they
identified Dora Colebrook specifically, rather than the MRC or even the Biological Light
Committee, as their sole opponent. The Times, 393 Guardian, 394 Lancet 395 and BMJ 396 as well as
the British Journal of Actinotherapy and Physiotherapy 397 identified the studies as entirely
Colebrook’s work, and King Brown criticised ‘experiments carried out by one research worker’ 398
and ‘…Dr. Colebrook’s Willesden experiments.’ 399 An editorial in the BMJ emphasised
Colebrook’s close personal involvement in the conduct of the children’s study. 400 Several critics
accused Colebrook of acting alone, unsupported by experts in the field and without the knowledge
or approval even of the MRC’s Biological Actions of Light Committee. The British Journal of
Actinotherapy and Physiotherapy claimed that Colebrook’s findings had been published ‘without
reference to the Council’s Committee on the Biological Actions of Light’ 401 and the Times
considered that the preface to the special report should have been signed by the Biological Actions
of Light Committee rather than being presented anonymously, to enable the reader to discern
whether ‘such masters in the field of actinotherapy as Sir Henry Gauvain and Professor Leonard
Hill accept these experiments as decisive of the questions at issue.’ 402 The editorial identified
Colebrook as the sole author of the report and concluded that ‘the subject is of such great
importance that the public is entitled to further enlightenment from those whose labours in the
clinical field have been the means of placing actinotherapy in its present position as an agent of
treatment.’ Charles Heald suggested that the fact that Colebrook apparently had no endorsement
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from the Biological Actions of Light Committee was sufficient to invalidate her conclusions;403
Heald was a colleague of Colebrook’s who had worked with her at the Royal Free Hospital and
who had previously defended her findings regarding varicose ulcer therapy, 404 but who was
incensed by her conclusions from the children’s study. 405 Weinbren commented that Colebrook
was ‘using a technique of her own’ 406 and questioned ‘Why the Council should accept the work of
Dr Colebrook, which was carried out in a few months, to the opinion of Sir Henry Gauvain and Mr
Duke-Elder.’ Percy Hall complained that ‘….it was not fair to institute experimental examinations
of this nature unless the criteria were carefully looked into by experts in the subject… in this
connexion no experts had been consulted.’ 407 The British Journal of Actinotherapy and
Physiotherapy, virulent in its criticisms of Colebrook’s findings, referred consistently to the MRC
special report simply as ‘The Colebrook Report’ 408 and to her experiments as ‘the Colebrook
experiments.’ 409 In a detailed critique of the ‘Colebrook experiments’ King Brown, the journal’s
medical editor, laid all the studies’ perceived failings directly at Colebrook’s door, naming her
repeatedly. 410 The Daily Telegraph similarly held Colebrook solely responsible for what it
considered erroneous conclusions, suggesting that ‘…the writer had not weighed with sufficient
care the effect of some of the epigrammatic phrases in which she indulges.’ 411
Fletcher expressed surprise and dismay at this singling-out of Dora Colebrook for criticism.
Speculating about the reasons, he even suggested, ‘Perhaps the word ‘Dora’ is specially
provocative!’ 412 He initially put the blame at the door of the Times newspaper,
Most of the misunderstanding sprang, I think, from the stupidity of the ‘Times’ leading
article, which made it appear that the whole weight of a supposed attack on light treatment
rested on Dora Colebrook’s work, who was mentioned by name and in isolation. 413
In fact, as described above, it appears that the Times was far from alone in attributing the conduct
of these experiments, and the responsibility for their conclusions, by name and in isolation to
Colebrook. Possibly the critics of the MRC studies considered that by isolating Colebrook they
would deprive her of the implicit support of the MRC and its established experts in light therapy.
She was, by her own admission, at that time inexperienced in research work, 414 and the fact that
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she was female might have helped her opponents’ cause – her gender was obvious in the great
majority of articles, where she was given her first name as well as her last, or referred to as ‘she,’
and Fletcher noted that The Daily Telegraph even attributed the MRC findings to a ‘woman
writer.’ 415
Colebrook defended herself against the suggestion that she was acting in isolation from the
Biological Light Committee when she braved a debate on actinotherapy in January 1930 at the St
Pancras division of the British Medical Association. The ‘debate’ appears in fact to have consisted
of Colebrook facing universal opposition; she stressed that her plans had been ‘passed by the Light
Committee of the Medical Research Council’ 416 and conceded that light therapy might still have a
place in the treatment of lupus and some eye diseases, but considered that any general tonic
properties were psychological and akin to the tonic properties of a walk in the country or a trip to
the cinema. She was certainly intimately connected with the Biological Actions of Light
Committee, being a committee member and also secretary to the Clinical and Biological subcommittee. The Times’ complaint that the preface to the MRC’s special report might not pass
muster from experts such as Leonard Hill now appears misplaced, as Hill was instrumental in
writing it. 417 Nevertheless, as described above, it does appear that Colebrook and Fletcher
deliberately chose to sideline those committee members such as Gauvain and Sequira who they
saw as reluctant physician-researchers, and this decision could have served to fuel the controversy.
The MRC response — controlled
The MRC’s response to these criticisms was generated largely by Fletcher and Hill, who chose
largely to employ the rhetoric of ‘control.’ Colebrook’s studies both utilised comparison subjects,
and her children’s study would appear to fulfil later criteria for a randomised, controlled trial – her
subjects were allocated to treatment or control groups at random (by ‘drawing lots’ 418 ) she
employed untreated comparison groups, and she subjected her results to statistical analysis.
However, Fletcher and Hill demonstrated a wider understanding of the term ‘controlled’ in order,
it appears, to exploit the term’s rhetorical impact.
Even prior to the publication of Colebrook’s work, Fletcher and his colleagues mentioned the need
for ‘controlled’ experiments in light therapy. In part, this was a call for the use of comparisons –
Fletcher was determined that experiments should involve ‘large numbers of patients for trial and
control, the numbers being large enough for statistical treatment.’ 419 Frequently, however, the term
appears to have been employed at least partially to refer to experiments conducted under the
proper scrutiny and regulation of the MRC, and thereby vested with its authority. For example,
when Hill originally commended Dora Colebrook to him, Fletcher was initially sceptical of Hill’s
suggestion that Colebrook’s clinic could provide any useful clinical data. Instead, he proposed that
the MRC should arrange its own ‘carefully controlled clinical observations.’ 420 He bemoaned the
fact that ‘the clinical work hitherto done has not been done under such conditions of measurement
and control as to allow well-based conclusions to be drawn.’ 421 Members of the MRC’s light
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committee appeared to utilise a similar notion of control as scrutiny when they promised the
Ministry of Health ‘co-ordinated scientific investigation, subject to proper controls and in which
the clinical work was checked and supplemented by pathological findings.’ 422 Bourdillon, in his
suggested programme of research for the Light Committee, implied a similar understanding of the
term when he called for ‘clinical trials on a large scale under exactly controlled conditions;’ 423 he
called for the use of comparison subjects but also used the term ‘controlled’ to refer to proper
regulation, ‘…auxiliary treatment should be exactly controlled.’
The potential rhetorical power of the term ‘controlled’ appears not to have been lost on Dora
Colebrook, who chose to enclose the word in quotation marks when, in November 1926, she
prophesied that there would ‘shortly be a flood of pseudo-scientific statements about “controlled”
experiments’ 424 and that these would merely confuse the issue of the effectiveness of light therapy
even further. Indeed, Colebrook appears to have made something of a conceptual journey since
submitting her initial research proposals, as someone ‘quite inexperienced in research work,’ 425 to
Fletcher in March 1926, eliciting Fletcher’s rather dismissive response suggesting that her ideas
were too imprecise. 426 The following months presumably involved some tuition in research
methodology from Fletcher and others at the MRC, and by the time she documented firm
proposals for her ulcer and children’s studies in November 1926, she appears to have adopted the
MRC’s prevailing notions of a properly ‘controlled’ trial. The term was absent from her proposals
in March, but prominent in her submission the following November. She considered her own
proposed studies ‘controlled’ partly because of her use of large numbers of subjects allocated at
random to counteract potentially confounding variables, ‘I realise that in view of all the health
factors… which would be quite uncontrollable only large numbers selected at random would give
an impression of any value.’ 427
The MRC annual report which first announced Colebrook’s conclusions employed the term
‘controlled’ apparently to enhance the authority of her findings, describing her children’s study as
a ‘scientifically controlled trial’ 428 and concluding that ‘no properly controlled scientific
experiments’ 429 had been performed which could oppose it. The report concluded that spending
further public money on providing artificial light treatment was unjustifiable unless part of the
expenditure was directed towards ‘properly controlled trials’ 430 to justify the expense. The report
offered no definition of ‘controlled’ although the contexts in which it was used, and the use of
qualifying adjectives – ‘scientifically controlled,’ ‘properly controlled’ – imply a notion of proper
regulation and scrutiny. This rhetoric of ‘control’ does appear to have impressed a number of
critical commentators, who reproduced or addressed the term. The Times, although sceptical of the
MRC results, admitted that ‘the fact cannot be overlooked that it is based on experimental work
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that has been carefully and strictly controlled.’ 431 The BMJ agreed that ‘the value of such
controlled investigations cannot be overestimated’ 432 but went on to prefer the clinical impressions
of experienced practitioners. The Lancet also noted the MRC claim that ‘no published controlled
experiments’ 433 opposed their findings, but again preferred the large body of established medical
opinion in favour of light therapy. Controlled work was no longer possible in this field, it argued;
the treatment had become so widespread that it had ‘escaped from rigid scientific control, and its
value can now only be assessed by the long and uncertain method of clinical observation.’ 434 The
Daily Telegraph dedicated a column to allow light therapy enthusiasts to refute the MRC’s
conclusions. The actinotherapists appeared particularly incensed by the MRC’s rhetoric of control;
they deemed the MRC’s call for controlled trials ‘an impertinence’ 435 and took ‘exception in
particular… to the suggestion that hospitals which employ this treatment are wasting public
money, and should “demonstrate by properly controlled trials their justification for spending
more.”’ 436
When the widespread opposition to the findings summarised in March’s annual report prompted
Fletcher to ask for Hill’s help in drafting a carefully-phrased preface to September’s full report, the
result was a piece which relied heavily upon the rhetoric of the ‘controlled trial.’ The first sentence
alluded to Colebrook’s investigation of the effects of light therapy ‘under strictly controlled
conditions.’ 437 Fletcher’s preface went on to anticipate further criticism by defending the findings
at some length, challenging opponents to refute the MRC conclusions only if they could
demonstrate results from their own experiments ‘under conditions as critically controlled as those
of Dr Colebrook’s experiment’ 438 and arguing that any claim for success of light therapy should
‘be brought to the test of such controlled scientific investigations as that of which Dr. Colebrook
has here given example.’ 439 Such talk of ‘controlled conditions,’ particularly with qualifiers for
emphasis – ‘strictly controlled,’ ‘critically controlled’ – suggests that Fletcher was not simply
referring to the presence of comparison subjects, but was using the phrase to imply a properly
regulated and well conducted study. In his preface he associated these ‘controlled conditions ’ with
a scientific approach; here as elsewhere he juxtaposed the words, as in ‘controlled scientific
investigations’ and argued that only by testing therapeutic claims in this fashion ‘by the rules of
scientific method’ 440 could they be freed progressively from empiricism.
The MRC’s rhetorical strategy appears to have been at least in part successful; few critics
attempted to deny the ‘controlled’ or ‘scientific’ nature of the MRC investigations although King
Brown, the medical editor of the British Journal of Actinotherapy and Physiotherapy, argued that
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Colebrook had undertaken insufficient control of the diverse conditions in the children’s homes.
He went on to suggest that she had supplied spurious detail, for example concerning the ultraviolet
absorbency spectrum of the glass used to shield her lamps, to provide ‘a specious appearance of
strict scientific value.’ 441 Most, however, acknowledged the studies as ‘controlled’ and ‘scientific.’
The Times did not argue with the scientific merit of the studies, but took exception to Fletcher’s
assertion that clinical experience must take second place to ‘scientific method’ 442 in assessing
therapeutic value. The BMJ was impressed by Colebrook’s meticulous methodology, but argued
that her conclusions had limited application; ‘…like all scientific evidence, Dr Colebrook’s results
supply answers only to the precise questions which she chose to put.’ 443 Facing her critics at a
British Medical Association meeting, Colebrook again chose to associate the terms ‘controlled’
and ‘scientific,’ arguing that much evidence in favour of light therapy was ‘wanting in scientific
quality’ and ‘not controlled,’ 444 in contrast to her own work.
The MRC appears virtually to have monopolised this rhetorical use of the term ‘controlled.’ Light
therapy enthusiasts did cite some previous trials involving comparison subjects, but without
referring to them as ‘controlled.’ The British Journal of Actinotherapy provided a glowing
endorsement of such a study of the effects of artificial light on coal miners, praising its use of
‘controls’ as an example of conduct along ‘scientific lines’ 445 – this study’s positive findings in
favour of the effects of light therapy on weight, height and chest measurements presumably
account for the absence of the searching criticism to which the same journal subjected the MRC
report. In another experiment, on the effects of light therapy upon ‘under-average, feeble children’
in Huddersfield, one group of children received therapy and the other did not; the author claimed
that actinotherapy successfully combated anaemia in the irradiated group. 446 However none of
these authors chose to describe their study as ‘controlled.’ Only Weinbren responded directly to
the MRC’s claim that ‘no properly controlled experiments’ had supported actinotherapy, by
claiming that Gauvain had indeed performed such experiments. Apparently choosing to interpret
‘controlled’ strictly as meaning the presence of a comparison group, Weinbren mentioned
Gauvain’s studies of children in hospital wards as evidence of the efficacy of light therapy. 447
Aftermath; fading light
Light therapy gradually dwindled in popularity throughout the 1930s and 1940s, but remained
widespread. Some employers initiated mass ultraviolet irradiation of their workers, in an attempt
to improve their general fitness and wellbeing, and the manufacture and sale of light therapy
apparatus remained lucrative. During the Second World War Colebrook repeated her experiments,
this time examining the wellbeing of workers allocated at random to receive, or not to receive,
regular exposure to ultraviolet. Her findings were analysed by Bradford Hill, who also wrote the
preface to her account, 448 published in 1946 as an MRC special report. 449 As before, Colebrook’s
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conclusions were unequivocally negative; as in 1929, they attracted widespread opposition from
manufacturers of light therapy equipment, although the medical profession generally appeared less
critical this time around. By the 1950s light therapy enthusiasts were fighting a rearguard action to
preserve the credence of most of their claims for therapeutic efficacy, 450 and now the treatment is
reserved for a small number of exclusively dermatological conditions in specialist centres.
The 1929 MRC report represented the first serious challenge to the efficacy of light therapy at a
time when enthusiasm for the treatment was running high, both among the public and the medical
establishment. Opposition to the MRC’s findings was swift and vocal, and critics employed a
number of rhetorical strategies including prioritising clinical experience over Colebrook’s trial
methodology, and belittling Dora Colebrook’s experience and ability by singling her out for
criticism. The MRC response largely employed the rhetoric of the controlled trial. The term
‘controlled’ was not defined, but does not appear simply to have indicated the presence of
comparison subjects – although the studies in question did employ these – but carried wider
implications of authority, reliability, and proper scientific conduct and scrutiny.
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Chapter 4: Control and the MRC’s evaluation of serum
therapy for pneumonia, 1929 – 1934
‘Be damned to Professors – say I – they are apt to scoop the credit and spare the pains!’ 451 Richard
Armstrong, a consultant physician at St Bartholomew’s Hospital (Bart’s) in London, pronounced
this opinion on his Professorial colleagues in December 1930. The matter in hand was an MRCsupervised trial evaluating serum therapy for pneumonia, and Armstrong had no doubt that
pragmatic working clinicians were better equipped than academic professors to undertake it. His
views did not, however, entirely appeal to the MRC, who – half way through the trial – deemed it
inadequately controlled, and re-structured it in order to impose their own central authority over the
idiosyncratic behaviour of Armstrong and his fellow trial investigators.
This chapter examines the serum trial and the conflict it engendered between allowing clinical
discretion to individual investigators, and the MRC’s perceived necessity to impose a centralised
methodology. The MRC’s decision to ‘better control’ the study halfway through, illuminates the
concept of ‘control’ as the imposition of regulation and restricted working practices over the
individual autonomy particularly cherished by some bedside practitioners.
From laboratory to practice: Serum therapy in history
Serum therapy had been developed late in the nineteenth century. It enjoyed a wave of popularity
in Germany, followed by the rest of Europe and Britain, in the treatment of diphtheria in the
1890s. The therapy appealed particularly to laboratory-orientated physicians, who regarded it as an
exemplar of laboratory and animal work which had produced a practical and clinically beneficial
therapy. They portrayed it as no mere specific, stumbled upon by accident, but as a therapy arising
from the rational application of scientific discoveries. Paul Weindling, in his analysis of the
transition of serum therapy from the laboratory to clinical practice in the 1890s, concludes that
these laboratory-orientated physicians ranked serum therapy as one of the first triumphs of
laboratory medical research. 452 Michael Worboys, in an investigation of vaccine therapy in Britain
prior to the First World War, suggests that the emergence of therapeutic, rather than simply
diagnostic, tools from the laboratory served to enhance the whole prestige of laboratory
medicine. 453
In its commercial form, therapeutic serum was prepared from that reliable creature with a large
circulating blood volume, the horse. Animals were repeatedly inoculated with steadily increasing
doses of bacteria of choice – initially with organisms which had been killed by heat and
centrifuged to concentrate them, then sometimes with live bacteria as the animal developed greater
immunity. Injections of live bacteria had the potential to produce more potent serum, but carried a
significant risk of overwhelming the horse with a fatal infection. 454 Once the creature had
developed maximal natural protection against the infection, usually after some nine months of
repeated inoculations, its blood was withdrawn at intervals and serum – the component of blood
once cells have been removed – extracted from it. 455 A physician would inject this therapeutic
serum intravenously, conveying into the patient’s bloodstream the ‘immune bodies’ 456 it contained
which were capable of countering the pathogenic bacteria.
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Although serum therapy appeared to be most effective against infections such as diphtheria and
tetanus, in which the causative bacterium produced a pathogenic toxin, 457 workers devoted a great
deal of time and enthusiasm during the first three decades of the twentieth century to developing
serum which offered direct activity against non-toxin forming bacteria. The potential benefits were
enormous, and nowhere more so than in the treatment of lobar pneumonia, described by the
Edinburgh physicians David Murray Lyon and William Lamb in 1929 as ‘…one of the most
serious diseases with which the medical man is called to deal.’ 458 Caused by an infection of the
lungs and pleura by a streptococcal bacterium – the pneumococcus – the disease classically began
abruptly with a fever, shortness of breath, malaise, cough sometimes with bloodstained sputum,
pain in the affected portion of the chest, and frequently vomiting. After six to ten days the fever
would usually abate, often abruptly – the ‘crisis.’ 459
Doctors were justified in their respect for the condition – in 1929 around 20 per cent of those who
contracted lobar pneumonia died within a few days, 460 and in Britain it was responsible for the
death of one out of every 1300 of the population every year. 461 By the 1920s pneumonia had
replaced tuberculosis as the second most common cause of death after bronchitis. 462 Older patients
were most at risk of dying, the mortality approaching 100 per cent in the over-seventies, 463 but
previously fit young and middle-aged adults also faced considerable danger – which led Lord
Dawson in 1931 to lament that
The way in which it descends with tragic suddenness on men still on the rising tide of their
usefulness and with the responsibility of work and family on their shoulders, and in a few
brief days destroys them, justifies Osler’s designation of pneumonia as the ‘Captain of the
men of death.’ 464
However, in the same address Dawson went on to express his optimism that serum therapy was
finally about to equip the practitioner with an effective weapon against this appalling infection,
just as it had appeared to do against diphtheria.465
Serum therapy had first been attempted for lobar pneumonia in 1910. 466 Most British clinicians
displayed little inclination to use it during the following two decades; clinical results did not
always appear impressive, and administration of serum was considerably complicated by the
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existence of pneumococcal ‘types.’ 467 Researchers identified a number of distinct types of
pneumococci, according to their in-vitro response to contact with different specific antisera. By the
1920s, workers were familiar with four such types. Types 1 and 2 were responsible for the
majority of cases of lobar pneumonia, and types 3 and 4 were less common. ‘Type 4’ was in fact a
rag-bag of some two dozen different serological types. Serum therapy was available only against
types 1 and 2, and each required a specific serum – type 1 serum was considered effective only
against type 1 infections, and type 2 serum only against type 2 infections. Prior to the development
of concentrated serum, described below, the simultaneous administration of both types of serum
was impractical due to the large volumes of drug involved. Serum therapy for pneumonia therefore
required laboratory typing of the causative pneumococcus before appropriate treatment could
begin. This was a rather laborious procedure, involving the injection of a sample of the patient’s
sputum – if this was unobtainable, blood or throat washings might do at a pinch – into the
peritoneal cavity of a mouse in order to incubate the pneumococcus. After some hours, the
mouse’s peritoneal fluid was extracted and its reaction to antiserum examined under a microscope.
The technique involved the sacrifice of mice and a delay of at least several hours; although a
speedier typing method was available, as described below, it was not universally regarded as
reliable and was not generally adopted. 468 The use of serum was further complicated by the risk of
allergic reactions in the patient, and prior to commencing therapy many practitioners administered
a small test dose under the patient’s skin, or dropped directly into the eye, to gauge the
individual’s sensitivity. 469 Others considered this precaution unnecessary, and chose simply to
treat allergic reactions as they occurred with injections of adrenaline. 470
Physicians in the US were more enthusiastic than their British colleagues about serum therapy for
lobar pneumonia and during the late 1920s, British attitudes started to shift. Recently published
American experience had suggested impressive benefits for the treatment, and a new concentrated
form of the serum appeared to offer considerable advantages over older preparations. The
concentrated form, generally known as Felton’s serum after its American developer, allowed
treatment with smaller, less frequent injections with a lower risk of adverse reactions. It was also
polyvalent, incorporating a mixture of serums active against both type 1 and type 2
pneumococcus. 471 The older, monovalent, serums were effective against only one type of
organism. The new polyvalent serum therefore allowed physicians to start serum therapy at once in
lobar pneumonia, without the need to wait for the result of laboratory tests to establish the type of
the causative bacteria..
Lord Dawson, then a physician at the London Hospital, 472 recalled that
It was a big proposition to have to give 100 c.cm. intravenously every eight hours for the
first two days. These objections had in large measure been removed, however, by the
introduction of Felton’s serum, which was polyvalent to groups 1 and 2, was in a
concentrated and refined form, and in the making of which a considerable number of the
chances of anaphylaxis were eliminated. 473
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The efficacy of Felton’s serum still seemed unproven, however, at least to the majority of British
clinicians. The published American experience was extensive, and the results apparently
impressive. Stanley Davidson, a bacteriology lecturer at Edinburgh who was shortly to be
appointed Professor of Medicine at Aberdeen, was sufficiently moved in 1929 by one US study 474
to write to his friend and fellow graduate of Trinity College Cambridge, Walter Morley Fletcher,
the chairman of the MRC, suggesting that the efficacy of Felton’s serum in Britain should be
subjected to ‘…a proper investigation under the direction of the Medical Research Council.’ 475
The study that Davidson cited claimed to demonstrate a 42% reduction in mortality in type 1
pneumonia and a 22% reduction for type 2, and concluded that the value of serum was ‘proved.’
The Americans were convinced by their own work that Felton’s serum was effective,476 but the
British were not. British physicians considered that American results were not applicable to
Britain, and pointed to the difference between the two populations. In particular, the mortality rate
of black Americans with pneumonia was considerably higher than any population in Britain; as
serum therapy had been trialled largely on these patients in the US, British physicians argued that
the American results might not be generally applicable, 477 and that British trials were necessary
because here ‘…the natural history of pneumonia differed in many respects from that in America,
particularly with regard to mortality.’ 478
National pride might also have been at stake. Some physicians looked to the MRC to mount a
definitive British evaluation of Felton’s serum. Davidson’s reaction to persuasive American data
was not to advocate serum therapy, but to propose a British study under the direction of the
MRC. 479 Some clinicians suggested that the American methodology was inadequate; Richard
O’Brien, the director of the Burroughs Wellcome physiological research labs, speculated that the
American results might not really be as impressive as they appeared on paper, 480 and that he was
‘…doubtful whether in England the method would pass the sceptical statistician.’ 481 Some implied
that the evaluation of a remedy also required something more intangible than could be provided in
the American literature; Lord Dawson claimed greatly to admire American methods, but he
‘…always came back to this country feeling that here was a clinical wisdom which is not excelled
in any other country in the world.’ 482 Richard Armstrong, once he was involved in the serum trial
at Bart’s, considered that only after published experience from his own country would British
physicians be equipped to endorse the remedy, ‘The object of the MRC was to have someone in
London try the remedy and educate his colleagues in its use.’483 The British also demonstrated
some national pride in their laboratory standardisation of serum concentrations – whereas
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American workers employed what the British regarded as a crude test of potency, assessing the
dose of serum which would protect mice to whom it was administered against one million fatal
doses of pneumococcal culture, British workers such as Alexander Fleming and George Petrie
pointed with satisfaction to the NIMR’s development of an in vitro laboratory assay of potency. 484
The MRC serum trial
For whatever reason, the MRC accepted the need for a British trial of pneumococcal serum.
Davidson had already approached MacLean and Williamson, physicians at St Thomas’ Hospital in
London, and O’Brien at the Burroughs Wellcome labs. Walter Fletcher sounded out further
opinion. Thomas Elliott at UCL suggested that – besides his own unit – St Mary’s, St
Bartholomew’s and the Middlesex hospitals might be persuaded to participate.485 Murray Lyon,
professor of therapeutics at Edinburgh, was keen to test the serum in the infirmary there, 486 and the
consultant physician Richard Armstrong enthusiastically committed his patients at St
Bartholomew’s hospital in London. 487
A group of physicians 488 at the Royal Infirmary in Glasgow began to conceive a similar trial in
their own hospital, and obtained a grant from the Scottish branch of the British Red Cross Society
for the purpose. Their trial eventually ran simultaneously with the MRC trial, and the Glasgow and
MRC results were amalgamated for the final publication in 1934. 489 The Glasgow and MRC trials
were, however, quite independent endeavours, separately financed and organised, and the MRC
archives suggest that the conduct and progress of the Glasgow trial occupied little of the MRC
staff’s attention. Indeed the Glasgow group apparently shunned closer co-operation – the result,
Fletcher felt, of ‘...the sort of jealousy found between Glasgow and Edinburgh.’ 490 This analysis
will not, therefore, consider the conduct of the Glasgow trial in any detail.
The MRC next undertook a series of negotiations with the US drug company, Lederle, to provide
the expensive serum at a concessionary rate. By November 1929, the price had been agreed at 30s
per phial, and by December the first patients started to receive treatment. At the same time the
British drug firm, Burroughs Wellcome, continued to develop its own capacity to manufacture
concentrated serum, which became available to the MRC the following year. By November 1930
the firm had 15 horses devoted exclusively to the production of its own serum, which was cheaper
than the American product, at 12s. 6d. per phial for the first 78 phials then 26s. 6d. thereafter. 491
Further negotiations secured a lower price for Felton’s serum from the US firm Parke Davis at 15s.
per phial, and from the end of 1931, investigators used all three sera. The sera were not equivalent;
the Burroughs Wellcome product was monovalent, and was produced in two different forms,
active against either pneumococcus type one or type two. The Felton’s serum from both Lederle
and Parke Davis was polyvalent, active against both pneumococcal types.
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During the winter of 1929/1930 Lyon in Edinburgh, Elliott in UCL, and Richard Armstrong at
Bart’s, enrolled their patients into the study. Some persuaded their colleagues in the same hospitals
to participate too. Cases of lobar pneumonia proved to be far thinner on the ground than
anticipated – due, the investigators claimed, to unusually warm winters ‘as mild as June.’ 492 The
study continued throughout the following three winters of 1930/31, 1931/32 and 1932/33.
Davidson, appointed in 1930 as regius professor of medicine at Aberdeen, added his patients from
December of that year, after a ‘hard months’ work’ spent overcoming ‘...the extraordinary
bitterness that has existed in Aberdeen between Public Health and Voluntary Hospital systems.’
Confident of his success in persuading the two systems to co-operate, he predicted that ‘In the
future Aberdeen may be a valuable centre for research.’ 493 However the mild winters upset his
calculations too, and he was even driven to advertising amongst local GPs for cases to be sent
straight into hospital rather than treated at home. 494 UCH dropped out in 1931 due to Elliott’s ill
health. 495 John Ryle, a consultant at Guy’s and by that time a member of the recently-formed
Therapeutic Trials Committee (see below) suggested in December 1931 that his medical registrar,
Reginald Waterfield, be drafted into the study to replace Elliott, 496 but Waterfield does not appear
to have contributed any patients. 497 The final report of the study was published simultaneously in
the Lancet and British Medical Journal in February 1934. 498
The study had not run entirely smoothly, as became apparent when responsibility for its conduct
passed to the newly formed Therapeutic Trials Committee (TTC). The MRC formed this new
standing committee in July 1931, in order to ensure ‘properly controlled clinical tests’ of
promising new remedies. 499 Thomas Elliott was its chairman, and Francis Green its secretary. The
TTC inherited responsibility for the pneumonia serum trial, and immediately expressed concern
over issues of control within the study. At the very first meeting of the TTC
It was agreed that a report on the results obtained by the different workers at London,
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen, with a statement of the methods of control used,
should be circulated confidentially to the members of the committee who would be invited
to make observations upon it with suggestions for ensuring adequate controls in future
work. 500
John Ryle, a member of the TTC, wrote on behalf of the committee to Green, of the need for
‘better controlled work’ 501 and Green responded by calling a conference of all clinicians involved
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in the study on 5th October 1931. The TTC commissioned a report on the progress of the serum
trial from Austin Bradford Hill, although Green deemed its conclusions so damning that they were
to be kept, not only from public scrutiny, but even from the investigators themselves. Instead they
were to be distributed confidentially to members of the TTC. Green justified his decision to Elliott,
‘The criticisms of the work to date look more bald on paper than they sounded in conversation,
and to send this account of them to the individual workers might re-open old wounds!’ 502 Instead,
Green and Ryle sent the investigators a document outlining a ‘standard scheme of enquiry’ 503 to be
followed when enrolling patients into the study in future.
Bradford Hill’s report upon the progress to date of the serum trial, appears to have subsequently
been mislaid. Joan Austoker inspected it at MRC headquarters in the course of her research during
the 1980s, 504 but it has since proved untraceable and is not included in the relevant MRC files
currently held at the National Archive. Iain Chalmers considers that this document ‘…likely
occupies a key place in the history of controlled trials’ 505 and has expressed his frustration at its
loss. Describing the document, Austoker and Bryder state that Bradford Hill ‘noted in a detailed
criticism of the provision of controls for this trial that a greater effort should be taken that the
division of cases really did ensure a random selection.’ 506 Several historians have considered that
the preparation of this report was important in forming Bradford Hill’s subsequent opinions
regarding the random selection of comparison subjects. Chalmers considers that experience of the
serum trial was highly influential upon Bradford Hill’s later therapeutic trial designs, particularly
with regard to the necessity for large numbers of subjects and for allocation to control or treatment
groups at random, and in a fashion which was concealed from the investigators. Chalmers
concludes that the random allocation of subjects employed in the MRC’s streptomycin and
whooping cough trials, was a direct consequence of lessons which Bradford Hill drew from his
encounter with the serum trial.
Lock considers that the serum trial provoked in Bradford Hill ‘a determined effort to improve
matters’ 507 with regard to the design of subsequent trials. Ben Toth regards it as highly influential
upon Bradford Hill’s notions of trial design, particularly with regard to randomisation. 508 Desiree
Cox regards the serum trial as significant in giving rise to a standardised TTC trial methodology;
prior to the TTC’s involvement, she argues, the trial had been organised in a piecemeal fashion,
and serum distributed ‘in dribs and drabs’ 509 for physicians to test in their own idiosyncratic ways.
She also notes that the term ‘control’ also took on idiosyncratic meanings in the hands of the
physicians involved in the trial. 510
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Despite the loss of Bradford Hill’s critique of the serum trial, it is possible to infer much of its
content from associated MRC correspondence, Austoker and Bryder’s analysis, and from the
‘standard scheme of inquiry’ which the TTC produced to regulate future work in the trial. The
TTC’s expressed concern over inadequate ‘control’, did not simply refer to the absence of an
untreated control group. All investigators had employed a control group from the start, and none
seriously questioned its desirability. 511 The TTC did express disquiet over the nature, and method
of recruitment, of untreated ‘control’ subjects, 512 but its concerns about the study clearly extended
beyond this. The ‘standard scheme of enquiry’ which the TTC proposed to instigate, addressed a
number of issues; primarily, the problems which it identified concerned a lack of centralised
control over the activities of investigators. The TTC had been formed in order to ensure ‘properly
controlled clinical tests’ 513 and at its inception, the serum trial had been ‘placed under the control
of that committee.’ 514 To the TTC, such ‘control’, in the context of the serum trial, implied
centralised regulation. In order to achieve this regulation, the TTC imposed its ‘standard scheme of
enquiry’ in order to ensure that in future, workers would be ‘...testing the method on
approximately parallel lines.’ 515 Ben Toth has noted this interpretation of the TTC’s ‘control’ of
the serum trial, and considers that the TTC’s imposition of standardised methodology such as the
recruitment of comparison subjects by strict alternation ‘…may have seemed to the MRC to be
part of the overall process of establishing control over the research groups.’ 516 Desiree Cox also
describes the TTC as imposing order and control over a trial which had hitherto been conducted
‘in a piece-meal fashion’ 517 and mentions the use, by statisticians associated with the trial, of the
term ‘controls’ as a rhetorical device to augment their own influence on trial design and
conduct. 518
The problem that the TTC perceived, was that individual investigators were each ploughing their
own furrow – with results which were in some cases damaging to the serum trial, and even to the
reputation of the MRC. Investigators in different centres had their own criteria for determining
which patients to recruit into the study, and for allocating patients to control or treatment groups.
They adopted different treatment regimes, and different measurements of treatment outcome.
When the study was first conceived in 1929, the investigators had clearly anticipated – and had
been allowed – a considerable degree of discretion in the manner in which they conducted it. The
MRC’s role was to bring together interested parties who could co-operate, rather than to prescribe
research methods. The investigators were either self-selected, such as Davidson and Lyon who
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volunteered their co-operation, or drawn from the ranks of those deemed trustworthy by Fletcher,
such as Elliott and O’Brien. 519
The MRC made little attempt to impose any restrictions or regulations upon the investigators.
When Green, on behalf of the MRC, accepted Lyon into the study in December 1929 he wrote to
the Edinburgh professor asking for ‘some information on the methods you propose to adopt.’ 520
He wanted to know, in particular, whether Lyon intended to exclude severely ill patients, or those
with complications such as alcoholism or nephritis; whether he intended to use alternate patients as
controls; his proposed schedule for dosage and administration of the serum; and whether he
intended to treat patients with bacteraemia 521 in a different manner to those without. There was no
suggestion that Green was attempting to impose any of these options. The choice rested with
Lyon; Green simply wanted to know, for the record, how Lyon had chosen to proceed, and
appeared satisfied by Lyon’s brief reply. 522 When Green recruited Armstrong and Fraser at Bart’s
he offered similar latitude, leaving the details of the study up to them and requesting simply that
they ‘communicate with us as to their scheme of investigation and their probable serum
requirements’ 523 once they had decided how to proceed. Similarly, Davidson in Edinburgh initially
merely sought the MRC’s ‘co-operation’ in a study, the detailed running of which would be left up
to the individual investigators; 524 and when he signalled his desire to join the study following his
move to Aberdeen, he was welcomed on board with no further instructions on how to proceed. 525
The result was an idiosyncratic variety of methods and techniques. Armstrong, for example, had
developed his own method of rapid typing of the pneumococcus, 526 which enabled him to start
treatment with the appropriate monovalent serum within four to six hours of admission. Other
workers used polyvalent (Felton’s) serum throughout, or changed to monovalent (Burroughs
Wellcome) serum once typing results were available, after using Felton’s serum for a couple of
days. The choice of typing methods, or whether to use monovalent or polyvalent serum, appears to
have been largely at the investigator’s discretion. Davidson even considered switching from one
typing method to another part-way through the trial. 527
Most physicians agreed that serum was most effective if administered early in the illness, ideally
within the first 48 hours, 528 but there was no consensus regarding the point after which it was too
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late to recruit patients into the study. Investigators adopted an ill-defined cut-off point, 529 or an
arbitrary limit of five, six or seven days. Some recruited children as well as adults, 530 there was no
agreed upper age limit, and no consensus as to whether chronically unwell or alcoholic patients
should be recruited. Some investigators adopted their own scheme for dosage and time of
administration of the serum, and others followed the published American recommendations. Most
investigators recruited pneumonia cases of any severity, although some preferred to restrict study
to patients who were more seriously ill, such as those with positive blood culture results. 531 Some
modified their methodology as the trial went on; the Edinburgh group, for example, decided to
switch from treating all pneumonia patients, to administering serum only to severely-affected
patients; as discussed below, this decision proved disastrous as it skewed their control group.
Different outcome measures were also adopted; although the study was originally intended to
investigate mortality rates, disappointing early results from Lyon 532 led other investigators to
adopt other measures besides mortality, including white blood cell counts, blood culture results,
and recovery time. 533
Most damaging of all was the idiosyncratic means by which patients were allocated to treatment or
control groups. The majority of investigators adopted some form of alternation – that is, alternate
patients were allocated, on admission, to serum or control groups. Some clinicians allocated
patients before typing their infection, resulting in an unpredictable representation of pneumococcal
types in their control and treatment groups, whereas others allocated after typing, ensuring roughly
equal numbers of each type in each group. 534 The allocation procedure in Edinburgh was more
idiosyncratic still, and as described below, it was to prove disastrous.
The MRC was first alerted to the fact that all was not well when two sets of its investigators
independently published their results. The Edinburgh group described its findings in the Lancet in
December 1930, 535 and Armstrong in London published in the BMJ in April and May 1931. 536
Each report specifically mentioned the workers’ MRC affiliations – and each fell embarrassingly
short of the MRC’s expectations.
The Edinburgh report had initially been well received; Lord Dawson commended its
‘thoroughness and balanced judgement’ 537 and a Lancet editorial was upbeat in summarising its
findings, ‘In Edinburgh Felton’s serum was given to every second case of lobar pneumonia...
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comparison with the alternate controls suggests that it is definitely remedial in types I and II.’ 538
However, Elliott rapidly condemned the Edinburgh report as worthless. Contrary to the Lancet
editorialist’s understanding, patients had not been allocated to receive serum, or to function as
controls, alternately. Instead, patients with a poorer prognosis – those aged over 60, and those
moribund on admission to hospital – had frequently been allocated to the control group, for fear of
wasting precious serum on them. The control and treatment groups were therefore not comparable,
and the results impossible to interpret. Elliott concluded that ‘...the Edinburgh mortality figures as
published were fallacious’ 539 and Green agreed that this mishap ‘...goes far to vitiate the
Edinburgh, and the total, mortality figures as circulated.’ 540
Lyon was regarded as something of an outsider by his fellow investigators. He had not found it
easy to become accepted into ‘the climate of senior physicians,’ a fact attributed by his obituarist
to his relative youth – 35 – at the time of his appointment to the chair of therapeutics. Indeed some
colleagues displayed suspicion or ‘undisguised reluctance’ towards him. 541 The son of a vet,
educated in Edinburgh at George Watson’s College and at the university, he did not share the
Cambridge background which was common to Fletcher, Elliott, Davidson, Armstrong, and Fraser.
Fletcher frankly considered him unfit for his position, indeed felt that he formed an obstacle to
effective research at Edinburgh, 542 and had maintained a sustained campaign to have him removed
from his post. 543 It is perhaps not surprising that Elliott was so uncompromising in his
condemnation of the Edinburgh figures.
There followed two publications from Richard Armstrong and his Chief Assistant at Bart’s,
Reginald Sleigh Johnson. Armstrong was 45 at the time, a powerful personality and bon viveur, an
enthusiastic collector of butterflies and breeder of pigeons, who enjoyed driving his exotic French
car with ‘characteristic panache.’ 544 He clearly cherished his individuality as a clinician, ‘I prefer
to sail under my own colours which, as you know well, are those of a private craft or freelance...’ 545 In lengthy, hand-written letters he described in equal measure his enthusiasm for the
serum trial, and his disdain for bureaucracy. He had little truck with regulation and administration;
in negotiating with the London County Council to recruit more hospitals into the study, 546 he
characteristically stressed his desire to ‘...avoid official correspondence of a nature which might
entail administrative recognition.’ 547
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Armstrong’s opinion of medical professors is reproduced at the head of this chapter. The butt of
his remarks was Francis Fraser, Professor of medicine at Bart’s and a member of the newlyformed TTC. When Fraser initially sought Armstrong’s co-operation in the trial he sought to
contain the latter’s maverick tendencies by ‘...suggesting that A. [sic] should work in closer touch
with the Medical Unit – if possible in its laboratory.’ 548 Armstrong, however, had other ideas. He
was convinced that experienced jobbing clinicians rather than academic practitioners were best
equipped to evaluate serum therapy, ‘...the pneumonia work... is a hospital not a professorial
affair,’ 549 he maintained; ‘My message is to the practising physician rather than to the
professors.’ 550 Fraser, on the other hand, regarded his professorial medical unit, backed by sound
laboratory work, as the proper base for scientific investigation within his hospital. 551
Armstrong’s view of himself as a champion of the ordinary jobbing practitioner is exemplified by
a characteristic spat over the applicability of his technique for rapid pneumococcal typing to
general practice. In January 1932 Armstrong described a refinement of his rapid-typing method 552
which was even speedier than before, and which no longer required the sacrifice of a mouse. The
new technique required the operator to mix sputum samples directly with diagnostic serum on a
glass slide, and examine the resultant reaction under a microscope. Because the method required
no animal inoculation or ‘special knowledge of bacteriological technique,’ Armstrong concluded
that ‘the objection now disappears that pneumococcal type cannot be decided in general
practice.’ 553 William Logan and John Telfer Smeall, bacteriologists at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary,
agreed that the technique appeared accurate but cautioned that it could only properly be performed
in a laboratory by an experienced bacteriologist, ‘It requires some bacteriological experience, and
would be quite unsuitable for use in a side-room.’ 554 Armstrong defended the use of his test under
‘field conditions’ and suggested that ‘…the diffidence of the Scottish workers may be due to the
fact that the sputa examined by them have not always been freshly collected.’ 555 The two Scots
roundly defended the freshness of their sputum specimens, and pointed out a number of potential
pitfalls in the rapid typing technique for an inexperienced and inadequately equipped
practitioner; 556 Armstrong remained unrepentant that his method was suitable for general
practice. 557
In common with the other investigators in the MRC’s serum trial, Armstrong had largely been left
to his own devices in investigating the effects of serum therapy upon his patients. But his
idiosyncrasy rocked the boat in April and May 1931. Without seeking approval from the MRC,
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Armstrong and Johnson published two articles concerning their experiences with serum therapy;
both were to prove an embarrassment for the MRC. The first 558 detailed a single case history, of a
19-year old man admitted to hospital with severe abdominal pain. Emergency surgery revealed no
obvious cause, and the following day his physicians diagnosed lobar pneumonia. After receiving
serum therapy the patient initially appeared to recover, then suddenly collapsed and died. Despite
this setback Armstrong concluded, from the patient’s initial favourable response and from the
absence of lung consolidation on post-mortem examination, that ‘...this remarkable case appears to
us to afford unassailable evidence in favour of the use of concentrated pneumococcal serum early
in pneumonia.’ 559
Subsequent correspondence, published in the BMJ, came close to ridicule. Armstrong’s claims
were described as ‘amazing,’ 560 ‘unjustifiable.... misleading,’ 561 and one writer 562 even suggested
that the diagnosis of lobar pneumonia had been wrong in the first place. Elliott was not impressed,
either. He told Fletcher that the paper made him ‘very uncomfortable’ and noted that ‘...that
feeling was at once reflected in the minds of several people who wrote letters next week to the
BMJ.’ 563
Armstrong and Johnson’s second paper appeared the following month. 564 This was an analysis of
26 pneumonia cases treated with serum, with the physicians’ subjective impression of the numbers
whose pneumonia was ‘aborted’, ‘improved’, or ‘uninfluenced’ by serum therapy. There was also
a description of patients’ typical responses to serum administration. Although Armstrong
mentioned the presence of 15 untreated controls he gave no further details regarding their clinical
progress, and did not compare his treated cases to them.
Armstrong considered that the best tool to determine the success of therapy, was the physician’s
acumen – not the mere documentation of clinical minutiae; ‘Success or failure in the serum
treatment of lobar pneumonia is to be gauged by the patient’s improved general state... rather than
by slavish concentration on minor vagaries in his temperature.’ 565 His conclusion was
uncompromising in its endorsement of serum therapy, ‘Unquestionably lives are saved, the
patient’s sufferings are relieved, and the acute anxiety of his relatives is consequently soothed.’ 566
He entertained no doubt that doctors should routinely employ the therapy, ‘To those who are
interested, we offer the advice to apply the remedy to the first suitable case that arises in their
practice.’ 567
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Elliott was, to say the least, unconvinced. ‘Of course he ought to go forward with the
investigation,’ he wrote to Fletcher, ‘But that is a different action from advising every GP that it is
his bounden duty at once to use serum for pneumonia.’ 568 Were GPs to do so, he suggested, ‘much
serum would be used fruitlessly.’ 569 He was particularly concerned at Armstrong’s failure to
compare his treated cases with untreated controls,
You break the fundamental rule of showing that you had carefully studied controls. You
name 15 untreated cases but tell your reader nothing about them. Yet controls are the
touchstone of clinical mediciene, [sic] as of all experimental biology. The paper does not
appeal to me as being written in the scientific way.... your paper seems to me like a cry of
Eureka, without the proof which, was it by Archimedes, was supplied with the
discovery. 570
Armstrong defended his inattention to his control group by repeating his claim that his article was
a practical paper for the benefit of ‘the practising physician;’ 571 ‘There was never any intention on
my part that the paper should be “scientific.” It is essentially clinical and written in simple free
style for the understanding of the average doctor.’ 572 He maintained that ‘...a practitioner, treating
his first case with serum, would find better guidance in my humble notes than in the Edinburgh or
Glasgow reports!’ 573 Furthermore, he was at pains to point out that he had, in fact, described a
control case. He had described one patient whom he had treated with normal horse serum – from a
horse which had not previously been immunised against the pneumococcus – in order to ascertain
whether it might simply be the ordinary protein component of horse serum itself which was
responsible for any therapeutic benefit. He described this case as a ‘control’ (in quotes) and
considered that Elliott ‘...has scarcely done me justice in overlooking the case specially treated as a
“control” with normal horse serum.’ He then went on to damn Elliott with faint praise, ‘but he is a
good fellow.’ 574
Elliott’s concept of ‘controls’ was a series of untreated cases to compare with treated patients,
preferably allocated by strict alternation. Armstrong might have felt that his single control case
added scientific respectability to his work, but it did not accord with Elliott’s expectations; the
UCH man remained unimpressed. Others in the MRC appeared to find nothing positive to say
about Armstrong’s article either. Fraser, Armstrong’s professorial colleague at Bart’s and shortly
to be a member of the new TTC, was not renowned for reticence in speaking up when colleagues
produced shoddy research, 575 and had ‘only adverse criticism.’ 576 Fletcher, too, was unmoved;
after their meeting to discuss his publication, Armstrong considered that Fletcher ‘had little
confidence in my work.’ 577
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Back under control: Enter the Therapeutic Trials Committee
The serum trial was in danger of becoming a source of humiliation. It had produced no results
which were convincing or methodologically acceptable to Fletcher, Elliott or Green at the MRC.
Immediately following these revelations, the TTC was formed in July 1931 and ‘the investigation
was placed under the control of that committee...’ 578 Ryle made suggestions to Green for ‘better
controlled work’ 579 in future, and Green announced his decision to call a conference of all
investigators. The purpose of the conference, was to impose a standard scheme for investigators to
follow in future, and to regulate the unchecked publication of rogue articles. Green therefore
suggested that ‘...when we have the assembled criticisms of the Therapeutic Trials Committee, we
attempt to draw up a standardised scheme of investigation which we could put before the different
workers, at the conference, inviting them all to adopt it...’ 580
The conference followed on 5th October 1931. The ‘Standard scheme of inquiry’ followed on 9th
November. 581 It made specific and extensive provisions, in summary;
that all organisms be typed before, or as soon as possible after, commencing therapy;
that patients should only be recruited if they were aged between 20 and 60, were admitted
within five days of the onset of their illness, and did not die within 24 hours of admission;
that alternate patients be recruited as treatment and control cases;
that full clinical records be kept – the scheme provided a schedule of symptoms, signs and
pathological tests to be recorded;
that blood cultures be undertaken wherever possible, and always in seriously ill cases;
that any reports on the work should be submitted to the MRC for approval before
publication.
The antecedents of some of these provisions seem clear. Patients who were moribund or aged over
60 were specifically excluded from the trial, and in both cases the scheme specifically prohibited
their recruitment into the control group, as well as the treatment group – presumably the result of
the disastrously unequal allocation of controls in Edinburgh. The provision that the MRC should
vet all articles prior to their publication, is an apparent response to Armstrong’s, and the
Edinburgh group’s, damaging rush into print.
When Reginald Waterfield at Guy’s was recruited into the trial in December 1931, he wrote to
Green with questions concerning the treatment regime and selection of cases. 582 Green’s response
was quite different to that given two years earlier to Lyon, Davidson and Armstrong. No longer
was the conduct of the trial to be left up to the investigator. Now Green was able to send his new
recruit the standard scheme of inquiry; Waterfield ‘...agreed to adhere to this plan of investigation,
so that all the workers in this subject for the Council are testing the method on approximately
parallel lines.’ 583 Thus the TTC imposed its authority over its capricious bunch of investigators,
and under its auspices the serum trial joined its catalogue of ‘properly controlled clinical tests.’ 584
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A further reason for Fletcher’s mind to be concentrated upon the issue of control of the activities
of his investigators promptly arose in November 1931. Lord Dawson, the president of the Royal
College of Physicians (RCP) had been appointed to the council of the MRC in July of that year,
after a period of agonising over whether to accept the post 585 – the spat between him and Fletcher
over whether the RCP’s clinicians, or the MRC’s scientists, were best placed to undertake clinical
research was just gathering momentum, as outlined in my first chapter. In November Dawson
attended a meeting of the TTC and, without warning, proposed that the RCP should join the
MRC’s serum trial. Fletcher was furious; he had been unable to attend this TTC meeting as he had
been called to the Colonial Office to discuss ‘economy cuts’ 586 and he complained to Dawson that
he ‘…could not have guessed that you were bringing up this subject then.’ 587 He went on to state
that the Royal Colleges had, in the past, been slow to recognise and help the work of the MRC,
and that it would be gratifying for the RCP to ‘back up’ the MRC’s activity – but made it clear that
his notion of such ‘backing up’ consisted essentially of the RCP providing money to the MRC. 588
Dawson’s next move was a direct, informal approach to Armstrong. Dawson suggested that
Armstrong ‘as a Fellow of the College’ should undertake serum work for the RCP with assistance
from two younger men – Davis, a medical registrar at the Royal Free Hospital, and Johnson, who
was already working with Armstrong at Bart’s. The RCP would fund these two workers, suggested
Dawson, and the serum trial’s results should ultimately appear as a joint RCP/MRC publication. 589
Armstrong might have felt flattered by this approach; at any rate, he enthusiastically recommended
Dawson’s suggestion to Fletcher, whose response was immediate and curt. ‘I don’t think Lord
Dawson sees his way clearly yet, or that the College has framed any definite policy,’ he replied,
and pointed out that Armstrong’s involvement in the MRC’s serum trial was ‘only one part of a
carefully considered scheme in active progress elsewhere;’ 590 he summoned Armstrong to meet
him in his office. A month later, Dawson went to a ‘fully attended’ 591 meeting of the TTC.
Fletcher was present, and Elliott in the chair. In what appears to have been something of a setpiece presentation, MRC workers from around the country gave details of their progress so far in
the serum trial. Fletcher concluded that ‘Dawson was impressed by all this, and saw that we had
here an efficient working machine.’ 592 Dawson did not raise the issue of MRC/RCP collaboration
during the meeting, but spoke with Fletcher afterwards. Fletcher noted with satisfaction that the
two men whom Dawson had identified to assist Armstrong, had refused to work with him upon
meeting Armstrong and finding that he ‘talked down to them so haughtily that they found they
could have nothing to do with him.’ 593 Other physicians whom Dawson had sounded out, had
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expressed similar reservations about the maverick Armstrong, and Fletcher made no attempt to
hide his gratification;
Dawson therefore finds himself in the air. His impulsive move towards Armstrong has led
to nothing, and I don’t see that he has anything else in view… I keep trying to persuade
Dawson that his impulsive choice of subject was a mistake and that he should supply
himself with some better idea appropriate to the College. 594
The subject which would be better suited to the College’s attention was, Fletcher suggested, an
investigation into the benefits of adenotonsillectomy. Fletcher clearly considered himself to have
been victorious in this encounter; his strategy was to employ the ‘efficient working machine’ of
the TTC to impress Dawson, and thereby exert control over the selection of personnel who could
conduct the serum trial.
The study continued over the winters 1931-32 and 1932-33, and its findings were published in
1934. 595 The trial’s whole embarrassing existence prior to its control by the TTC, together with all
data from this period, was ignored in the final report; according to the 1934 article the inquiry had
merely been proceeding for ‘the last three years’ (ie since 1931) involving only ‘the two winter
seasons 1931-2 and 1932-3.’ 596
The extent to which the TTC succeeded in imposing its centralised control over the study, remains
debatable. Investigators still employed different treatment regimes; Armstrong continued to adopt
his rapid typing method, whereas other investigators employed the slower, routine method. Some
patients received the appropriate monovalent serum from the start, others received polyvalent
serum at first and switched to the appropriate monovalent form once typing results were known.
The duration and dose of serum varied, patients receiving from 50,000 to 120,000 units. Glasgow
employed patients from different hospitals as control and treatment cases; the other hospitals
recruited alternate patients in the same hospital as controls – although in Edinburgh, serum was not
employed at all in some wards, resulting in all patients in these wards being recruited as controls
and an excess of controls over treated cases. A range of different outcome measures was described.
The treatment did seem to work, albeit with rather modest results. It appeared most beneficial in
younger patients aged between 20 and 40, ‘Fatality was reduced in the younger patients in this
series by roughly half the expected deaths’ but serum therapy had ‘little or no power to decrease
the fatality from Type I or Type II lobar pneumonia in patients over 40, or in the severely ill cases
with bacteraemia.’ 597 Inexplicably, Davidson’s results from Aberdeen appeared far more
favourable than any of the other centres, a phenomenon dubbed by Elliott and Green ‘The miracle
at Aberdeen.’ 598 Elliott even made Davidson check that he had not inadvertently selected more
seriously ill patients for his control cases, a suggestion which Davidson investigated and
refuted, 599 leaving Elliott to conclude that were he to develop lobar pneumonia, he would wish to
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be in Aberdeen at the time; ‘…go to Peebles for pleasure: go to Aberdeen if you get
pneumonia!’ 600
Even in the interpretation of the study’s results, the investigators did not entirely relinquish their
cherished individualism. Some had so convinced themselves of the benefits of serum that they
expressed surprise at the unspectacular findings in the final report. Armstrong even speculated that
chance had led to an uneven distribution of less severely affected patients into the control group,
so skewing the results, although this was discounted by analysis of controls from all centres. The
study’s conclusion ended with a declaration of clinical impression over the stark figures, ‘On
clinical impressions the workers were all agreed that the appropriate antiserum frequently
produces striking symptomatic benefit in cases of Type I and Type II lobar pneumonia...’ 601
Elsewhere, investigators had repeatedly asserted this conviction that the serum demonstrated
clinical benefits, as measured by their own experience and observations, in the face of
unimpressive statistical results. Armstrong and Johnson made this claim in their BMJ article in
May 1931, explicitly prioritising their ‘clinical experience’ over ‘crude mortality statistics.’ 602 The
Edinburgh physicians, in their poorly-received 1930 account of their experiences with the serum,
noted that ‘There was no doubt in the minds of those who were watching the patients that the
antiserum was of considerable benefit in certain cases even although the course of the illness was
not shortened,’ 603 and went on to illustrate their most impressive successes with case reports.
Alexander Fleming and George Petrie similarly noted physicians’ ‘…conviction that an
improvement of a kind which was not indicated in the numerical records was evident in many of
their serum-treated cases.’ 604 These physicians had expected their experience and opinion to rank
above number-counting in the assessment of pneumococcal serum. Members of the TTC had other
ideas; Elliott, in his criticism of Armstrong’s 1931 report, damned it as ‘…an enthusiastic
statement of your personal impressions…. On a small experience you claim more than even the
American workers with hundreds of cases…’ 605 The TTC, once it took control of the study and
received Bradford Hill’s devastating critique of its achievements so far, chose rather to attempt to
impose a unified methodology, constraining not only the methods used by investigators in their
assessment but also the means by which their results were evaluated.
Conclusion: An issue of control
The TTC had inherited a trial which immediately caused it serious concern. Members of the MRC
and TTC were uncomfortable at being associated with the recently-published, contentious reports.
Some of the trial’s apparent flaws related to the use of untreated controls – their inappropriate
selection, in the recently-published Edinburgh report, or their simply being ignored, in Armstrong
and Johnson’s publications. Other flaws related to the degree of clinical freedom afforded to
individual investigators, and the resultant lack of a co-ordinated system of working. When the trial
was ‘placed under the control’ 606 of the TTC, which had been charged at its formation with
undertaking ‘properly controlled clinical tests,’ 607 the TTC’s response was to bring the trial under
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control by imposing a unifying methodology and by banning the publication of any further articles
unless these had first been vetted by the TTC. The TTC rendered the serum trial ‘controlled,’ by
regulating the activities of individual clinicians, co-ordinating their activities, and unifying the
means of public presentation of their results. The trial came under the TTC’s centralised control; it
therefore became, in the TTC’s understanding of the term, ‘controlled.’ Lord Dawson’s attempt to
associate the RCP with the TTC’s serum trial through an approach to Armstrong, similarly fell
foul of TTC control when Fletcher deliberately chose to present the TTC to Dawson as an
‘efficient working machine’ which had no need of, or place for, RCP involvement. Cox 608
mentions the importance to Fletcher and Green, of describing the TTC as an ‘efficient working
machine’ to portray an exclusively British system driven by the ideology of ‘fairness.’ However,
in this instance, the phrase appeared specifically to refer to a control function of the TTC, in
restricting outside involvement in the serum trial.
The story of the serum trial is, therefore, largely one of control. The notion of ‘controlled’ work
was for the most part implicit, from the TTC’s introductory rubric and its behaviour towards the
serum trial, rather than explicit in this affair. The word did crop up, for example in Ryle’s plea in
1931 for ‘better controlled work’ 609 once Bradford Hill had demonstrated the flaws in the work so
far. The technical meaning of the term extended beyond a reference to the presence of comparison
subjects; the word also conveyed notions of strict laboratory, or quasi-laboratory, regulation. In a
1931 letter to the BMJ, responding to O’Brien’s call for ‘laboratory control of treatment’ 610 in
serum therapy for lobar pneumonia, George Petrie associated the term ‘controlled’ with clinical
evidence, suggesting that a demonstration of the efficacy of serum therapy depended upon ‘a
structure of carefully controlled clinical evidence which is strongly supported on the experimental
side.’ 611 O’Brien immediately disagreed. Reclaiming the term for laboratory work, he stressed the
need ‘…to work out under controlled laboratory conditions, in parallel with clinical research…’ 612
how best to apply serum.
As described above, a number of historians consider the serum study to be a landmark in the
development of trial methodology, and a major influence on Bradford Hill’s notions of trial
design. Here I have attempted to demonstrate that the lessons learned, were fundamentally related
to issues of centralised control. The TTC made efforts to bring its idiosyncratic or maverick
investigators into line, and hence contain them within the rhetoric of its own ‘properly controlled
clinical tests.’
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Chapter 5: Keeping it controlled: The MRC’s trials of
immunisation against influenza
The transport ship Western Prince left New York, bound for Liverpool, on 12th December 1940.
Transatlantic sea travel was perilous during the early phase of the Second World War; four days
after her departure, on 16th December, she was intercepted 400 miles west of the Orkney Isles by
the German U-boat U-96. The Western Prince was torpedoed and sank; sixteen seamen lost their
lives, and 154 were rescued. 613 Consigned to the seabed along with the rest of her cargo were
some 100,000 doses of influenza vaccine, which were to have contributed significantly to the
MRC’s proposed evaluation of the vaccine in a series of large-scale clinical trials. This loss
exacerbated an ongoing shortage of vaccine, to which the MRC responded with the rhetoric of its
‘controlled’ trials.
The MRC has undertaken a number of trials on influenza vaccines throughout the twentieth
century. In this chapter I examine the MRC flu vaccine trials conducted before, during, and
immediately after the Second World War, and the various notions of the term ‘controlled’ which
the workers utilised as the trials were under development. A couple of the vaccine trials which I
investigate took place in the early 1950s, and are therefore technically outside the scope of this
thesis, whose general chronology I have chosen to limit to 1948 as this year saw the publication of
the MRC streptomycin study. However, I hope that it will become apparent that the MRC flu
vaccine trials described in this chapter represent a consistent, synoptic series from the late 1930s to
the early 1950s, and to end this investigation in 1948 would appear arbitrary. I argue that by the
time the MRC’s investigators were planning these studies in the late 1930s and 1940s, the term
‘controlled’ with reference to a therapeutic trial had acquired an almost universal technical
meaning as referring to the presence of comparison subjects. Examination of the circumstances
under which workers chose actually to adopt the term, however, reveals a number of distinct
rhetorical functions which they were using it to perform. Whether employed consciously or not,
these rhetorical functions had, by now, become embedded in the MRC workers’ notions of their
work.
The search for an influenza vaccine
Influenza has been endemic and epidemic throughout history; Hippocrates and Livy reported an
early documented outbreak in 412 BC. The current name was apparently coined by the Italians
during an epidemic in 1504, probably referring to the disease’s perceived origin in the influence
(‘influenza’) of the stars. 614 Some 16 major epidemics or pandemics occurred between 1700 and
1900, 615 but none approached – in extent or effect – the devastating ‘great pandemic’ of 1918-19.
This ‘last great plague’ struck 500 million people worldwide; estimates of its overall global
mortality vary widely but it is likely to have taken some 50 million lives, 616 a substantially greater
mortality than was imposed by the First World War. The pandemic killed some 200,000 people in
England and Wales, 617 and its effect was rendered even more devastating by the disproportionately
high mortality amongst young adults – a reversal of the usual tendency for infants and the elderly
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to prove most susceptible to complications and death. Christopher Langford 618 has proposed a
partial explanation for this phenomenon; he suggests that the elderly had been exposed to a similar
virus during the earlier 1847-48 pandemic, as a result of which they had acquired partial immunity
to the organism responsible for the 1918 outbreak. A recurrence of a pandemic as lethal as that of
1918-19 was widely feared throughout the first half of the twentieth century; by 1951, influenza
was ‘..the only disease which in epidemic form has within recent years proved capable in
temperate climates of disorganising the life of a community…. the only disease which when it has
occurred in recent years has markedly raised the total death-rate.’ 619 Driven by fears of a
devastating recurrence, the decades following the 1918-19 pandemic saw intense research into
means of preventing flu, particularly by vaccination. 620
Richard Pfeiffer in Germany had isolated a bacillus from the lungs of influenza victims in 1892.
Initially ‘Pfeiffer’s bacillus’ – later renamed Haemophilus influenzae – was considered a candidate
for the causative organism of flu, and indeed the US Surgeon General declared it unequivocally to
be so in 1918. 621 However, attempts to produce an effective bacterial influenza vaccine enjoyed
little success, and in 1928 Richard Shope, at the Rockefeller Institute for Comparative Pathology
in Princeton, succeeded in transmitting swine flu to pigs using ultra-filtered respiratory mucus
from infected animals. The filtration process removed any bacterium-sized organisms, and Shope
concluded that a far smaller, ‘filterable virus’ particle was responsible for swine flu – and possibly,
therefore, for the closely-related human flu. 622
Three workers at the MRC’s National Institute for Medical Research (NIMR) at Mill Hill finally
convinced the scientific community of the viral nature of human influenza during a British flu
epidemic in 1933. Wilson Smith (1897 – 1965) had gained his medical qualification in 1923, and
turned to bacteriology after spending a couple of years as a GP and a stint as a ship’s surgeon. He
joined the NIMR as a research assistant in 1927, and was to stay there until being appointed
Professor of Bacteriology at Sheffield University in 1939. After the second world war he moved to
University College Hospital as Professor of Bacteriology, remaining in post until resigning in
1960. 623 His superior at the NIMR was Patrick Laidlaw (1881 – 1940) who had been recruited to
the NIMR in 1922 from his chair of pathology at Guy’s Hospital specifically to work on influenza,
and who subsequently was to become Deputy Director of NIMR and head of its Department of
Experimental Pathology. Knighted in 1935, he was dogged by poor health since a bout of polio as
a child, and died in his sleep in 1940 from a heart attack, aged 59. 624 The third member of the team
was Christopher Andrewes (1896 – 1988) who joined the MRC’s scientific staff in 1927, six years
after gaining his medical degree, and subsequently devoted his entire career to virology with the
MRC. He helped convince the World Health Organisation to set up a world influenza centre after
the Second World War, and in 1946 established the common cold research unit at Salisbury, which
he directed for 15 years. Knighted in 1961, he was a keen though selective music lover, rejecting
Bach’s compositions as ‘just connective tissue.’ 625
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Before they could contemplate laboratory experiments into the cause and prevention of human flu,
Smith, Andrewes and Laidlaw required an animal which could reliably be infected with the
disease. Initially they searched in vain, inoculating mice, rats, cats, dogs, chickens, rabbits and
guinea pigs with filtered washings from the noses and throats of flu-afflicted humans without
inducing so much as a snuffle. 626 When Smith noticed that experimental ferrets at the Wellcome
laboratories in London had apparently developed symptoms resembling flu during an influenza
outbreak amongst their human handlers, he immediately tried inoculating ferrets with ultra-filtered
throat washings from Andrewes, who had just contracted flu – and succeeded in rendering the
animals unwell. Additional evidence that the ferrets had indeed contracted human flu arose when
one of them extracted revenge with a sneeze into the face of an unfortunate junior researcher,
Charles Stuart-Harris (1909 – 1996.) Stuart-Harris promptly contracted flu, and shortly afterwards
the researchers elected to anaesthetise their ferrets before handling them, partly in order to prevent
a recurrence of similar unpleasantness. 627 The theory that human flu was transmitted by an ultrafilterable virus particle was henceforth considered to be established, 628 although it later transpired
that Smith had been lucky; the illness afflicting the ferrets at the Wellcome labs actually turned out
to be canine distemper, not human flu. 629 During his subsequent career, the unfortunate StuartHarris was to prove susceptible to more of the diseases he studied, and managed to contract a
number including typhus and typhoid. The son of a Birmingham GP, he was to become the first
full-time Professor of Medicine at Sheffield University in 1946. 630
British clinical trials of influenza vaccine
In 1934 the NIMR team discovered that mice – cheaper than ferrets – could be induced to develop
flu provided that the virus had been cultivated in ferrets first. This discovery offered the realistic
possibility of developing an affordable vaccine in reasonable quantity, and the team subsequently
developed a flu vaccine composed of lung tissue from infected mice which they administered
experimentally to human recipients. 631 In laboratory tests, this mouse-lung vaccine appeared
successfully to generate antibodies against the flu virus in the blood of human volunteers, although
clinical results were less impressive. In a trial involving the British army, 678 volunteers were
inoculated in December 1936. Eighteen contracted flu, a similar proportion to uninoculated men,
and the results were deemed inconclusive. The paucity of cases for study, due to the unseasonably
low incidence of flu, was deemed largely to blame for the failure of this trial to demonstrate any
effect. 632 A further 483 boys, new recruits to a naval training ship at Shotley, were inoculated
immediately before Christmas in 1938; once again, flu proved thin on the ground, but overall the
vaccine appeared to offer no protection. 633
The Americans, however, reported more encouraging results, and this prompted Andrewes, Smith
and Stuart-Harris in the summer of 1939 to suggest to Sir Edward Mellanby, the MRC secretary,
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that he approach the Royal Air Force (RAF) with a view to a trial during the winter of 1940. 634 Sir
Victor Richardson, director of the RAF medical services, offered the RAF’s co-operation 635 and
with Laidlaw, sketched out a scheme in which 500 cadets at the RAF station at Halton would
receive influenza vaccination. Careful records of sickness at the station would be kept, though
Laidlaw blocked Richardson’s intention to analyse garglings from 20 boys each month – the
necessary laboratory tests, he complained, would mean ‘too many ferrets.’ 636 However, the
outbreak of war, and the resultant mobilisation of Andrewes, Smith and Stuart Harris, meant that
the MRC was – in Laidlaw’s understated words – ‘…not in a position to make a vaccine or assist
in tests of efficiency,’ and the proposed investigation was abandoned. 637
Nevertheless, the war also provided an imperative to proceed with vaccine trials, owing to the
potentially devastating impact of an influenza epidemic upon the fighting ability of troops and the
productivity of essential war industries at home. Furthermore, the prospect of producing the
dauntingly large quantities of vaccine required to inoculate a substantial proportion of the armed
forces, suddenly became more realistic in the summer of 1940. Frank Horsfall, the director of the
Rockefeller Foundation’s influenza team in America, described a method of producing a vaccine
from chick embryos – cheaper and less laborious than sacrificing mice and ferrets – which might,
according to his own results, prove even more effective than the older vaccine. 638 Andrewes
proposed immediate tests on the new vaccine, and the building of a centre in Berkshire to enable
its production in large quantities, even if the NIMR laboratories at Hampstead and Mill Hill should
be incapacitated by bombing. His wife should be permitted to accompany him, he pleaded, and
could provide technical help in the laboratory. 639
In the meantime, the Rockefeller Foundation agreed to supply half a million doses of the new
vaccine in order to initiate a British inoculation programme, and the first consignment of 76,000
doses arrived in London towards the end of 1940. Immediately afterwards, there followed a
warning, from Horsfall at the Rockefeller, that all the vaccine in this consignment contained live
virus – not, as was intended, inactive virus which had been killed with formaldehyde. The British
tended to regard live vaccines with ‘suspicion and even alarm’ 640 and the MRC’s influenza
vaccine sub-committee debated the possible consequences of administering such a live vaccine.
Although such vaccines had been used experimentally, and apparently without ill effect, one
committee member had heard of a researcher who had developed an unknown feverish illness after
inoculating himself with live vaccine. Others were concerned about the possibility of developing
influenza should the vaccine be accidentally inhaled, or of the live virus being responsible for
actually creating an epidemic within crowded air-raid shelters. 641 The vaccine, they concluded,
could not be used in its present form, and the fact that it contained live virus should be kept secret.
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Other setbacks befell the vaccine supply. The war continued to take its toll with the loss of
100,000 doses in the sinking of the Western Prince, 642 described above, and other batches failed
British sterility tests. An additional 90,100 doses were held in reserve. Ultimately, 193,900 doses
were administered, chiefly to members of the Navy, RAF, Ministry of Health and Post Office,
during the winter of 1940-1. All were provided by the Rockefeller Foundation. Unfortunately, by
the time the vaccination programme could be rolled out between mid-January and mid-February,
the worst of the winter’s influenza had already passed, and the MRC could draw no conclusions
about the vaccine’s effectiveness. 643 American results continued to be more encouraging, and
Horsfall wrote to the MRC summarising the most recent Rockefeller findings. During the winter
of 1940-41 the Americans had administered 6740 doses of vaccine to inmates of institutions in the
Eastern States; the incidence of flu was 4.8%, compared with 7.3% in uninoculated ‘controls.’ 644
Henry Dale asked Bradford Hill to comment on the statistical significance of these apparently
impressive American figures. ‘As usual’ reported Dale, ‘…this statistical consideration amounts to
a cold-water douche, but not quite so cold as in some cases.’ 645 He concluded that the American
findings justified a further programme of vaccination for the following winter, but that such a
programme ‘would have to be regarded as still experimental.’ 646
Thomas Mackie, Professor of Bacteriology at Edinburgh University, offered to help settle the
question of vaccine effectiveness with a trial on his students. 647 Mellanby, mindful that ‘..these
Scottish folk are very touchy and are always wanting to receive special treatment…. especially
when they think that they are being left out in the cold,’ asked Andrewes to ‘bring him into the
picture’ 648 in order to discourage such maverick intervention. In December 1941 the MRC team
inoculated some 12,000 volunteers in the various Home Commands, and left a similar number of
uninoculated subjects for comparison; once again, the anticipated flu epidemic failed to
materialise, and the vaccine’s effectiveness remained uncertain. 649 In 1943 another Scot, Ian
Nicoll Sutherland, the Medical Officer for the Scottish Department of Health, offered his help but
cautioned that his own trials of influenza vaccine in nurses had proved negative. Discouraged,
however, by the equivocal or negative results from the UK and continuing problems with supply,
Andrewes recommended no further investigations at present ‘…as there is no new material ready
for trial and the previous results do not justify a mere repetition.’ 650
Once again, American reports of successful vaccine trials prompted a resurgence of interest in the
UK. Apparently impressive results in 1944 from a U.S study of a new concentrated influenza
vaccine 651 led Andrewes to suggest a joint MRC, Ministry of Health and armed forces meeting 652
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at which he recommended a mass inoculation programme. The conference agreed that the armed
forces, and civilian personnel in essential war industries, should receive priority for vaccination
and that some six million doses would be required. 653 This time the Americans were unable to
help, all their supplies being earmarked for vaccination of their own troops, and the conference
decided to approach laboratories in South Africa, Canada and Australia. Manufacture in Britain
was still unthinkable – with each vaccine dose requiring two eggs for its manufacture, the nation’s
supply of dehydrated egg, the housewife’s staple food, would have been seriously
compromised. 654
The Commonwealth laboratories were able to supply only a fraction of the required six million
doses. Some 500,000 doses should be available for the winter of 1944/45 – insufficient for mass
vaccination but enough, declared Marinus van den Ende of the NIMR, for a ‘further large-scale
trial.’ 655 Air Marshal Sir Harold Whittingham (1887 – 1983), honorary physician to the king,
director of hygiene at the Air Ministry and chief executive officer of the government’s Flying
Personnel Research Committee, 656 agreed that the restricted supplies should be reserved for
‘adequate well controlled trials.’ 657 Vaccine supply proved even slower than anticipated, however,
and the first consignment of 1176 ampoules did not arrive from Australia until February 1945. 658
The MRC had received just 25,000 doses by May 1945, and 50,000 by June. Attention turned
towards ‘extensive trials… in stable Service or civilian communities’ over the forthcoming winter;
the 50,000 doses already received would be used for ‘controlled trials’ in these populations, while
a further million doses should be ordered for protective vaccination of personnel in the armed
services and Ministry of Health. 659 Stuart-Harris was the obvious candidate to supervise these
trials, notwithstanding the fact that he was then stationed in Singapore; with the RAF in his pocket,
Air Marshal Whittingham was prepared to whisk him back by air. 660
Just as the onset of war had disrupted plans for vaccine trials, its ending also threw a spanner in the
works. During wartime, researchers had large, stable populations of servicemen and workers to
study; now demobilisation, leave, and a variety of individual postings threatened to reduce any
large scale trial to administrative chaos. Smaller trials on more stable populations now seemed
more attractive – Andrewes suggested small-scale trials upon Prisoners of War; Graham Wilson,
Professor of Bacteriology at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical medicine and the director
of the MRC’s Emergency Public Health Laboratory Service, offered the inmates of mental
hospitals; William Bradley from the Ministry of Health advocated studies in camps of displaced
persons; and Whittingham suggested studying ‘small controlled groups’ of around 2000
servicemen. 661 Quite what he intended by ‘controlled’ in this context, I shall discuss below.
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Stuart-Harris arrived to supervise the trials on 22nd December; despite Whittingham’s promise of a
speedy transfer, his journey from Singapore had taken 11 days. By the time Mellanby bought him
up to speed at a meeting on 1st January 1946, the country was already gripped by an influenza
outbreak, and deaths were rising. Within two weeks Stuart-Harris had organised vaccine trials
amongst students, nurses, and factory workers in Britain and in Displaced Persons’ camps and
Civilian Internee centres in Germany. The trial method was left up to those responsible for running
it locally, although Stuart-Harris made ‘suggestions’, including the use of alternate cases as
untreated comparison subjects, which were followed with varying degrees of rigour. 662 Hospitals
and local medical officers were asked to participate in a spotting system, submitting blood and
garglings from suspected flu sufferers in order to identify local outbreaks at the earliest
opportunity. Eventually 5,729 people in Britain, and around 8,500 in Germany, received influenza
vaccination, most towards the end of January 1946.
The trial was far from an overwhelming success. In July 1946 Stuart-Harris reported to the MRC
that follow-up of cases had proved problematical, particularly given the dilatory attitude of
undergraduates – mostly medical students – to bother to report their illnesses on time. Nurses had
proved to be far more reliable subjects. 663 Most of the winter’s influenza subsequently turned out
to have been caused by the B virus strain, recently described by the Americans in 1940, rather than
the more common A strain which Smith, Andrewes and Laidlaw had originally isolated; the
vaccine under test contained A virus strains only, and offered no protection against B strains.
Doctors proved unreliable in their diagnosis of influenza – difficult to distinguish on clinical
grounds from a bad cold – and serological testing of ‘spotters’ suggested that some 40% of those
diagnosed with influenza did not have flu at all. Furthermore, the epidemic had proved patchy,
affecting only some geographical areas, and did not severely affect any of the populations under
study, limiting the scope for the vaccine to produce any demonstrable effect. Most importantly of
all, Stuart- Harris concluded, the immunisation programme had started too late in the season to be
of significant benefit, large numbers of subjects having already contracted flu before they had the
opportunity to be immunised. Some populations did appear to benefit from immunisation –
workers at the Woolwich Arsenal, for example, were diagnosed with flu at a rate of 5.08% in
inoculated individuals compared with 10.9% in those not inoculated, and students in Glasgow
appeared to derive similar benefit – but overall Stuart-Harris had to allow that this was yet another
inconclusive study. He suggested a further trial, planned well in advance, with more rigorous
procedures for recruiting control cases and for follow-up. 664
A conference at the MRC in July 1946 agreed to proceed with this trial, and to start planning it
immediately. 665 Over the following winter the team administered some 20,000 inoculations
between November 1946 and January 1947 to pupils in public and preparatory schools, inmates of
mental institutions, conscripts to Army Preliminary Training Centres, and a smaller number of
nurses, prisoners-of-war and patients of GPs. They observed an equal number of uninoculated
people for comparison; allocation to the inoculated or uninoculated condition was on an alternatecase basis, or in some instances – predominantly schools – by alternate groups, each school house
comprising a group. Once again, the results were deemed disappointing, and by no means
approached the considerable success reported by American workers. The team blamed a low
incidence of flu, together with another problem which workers were then beginning to appreciate;
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the antigenic structure of the influenza virus was not stable, but appeared to be subject to change.
This implied that new virus strains could arise, against which vaccines prepared from older strains
might prove useless. 666
The first proposal for an influenza vaccine trial comparing the effects of real vaccine with
‘dummy’ injections containing formalin (responsible for the stinging sensation when the vaccine
was administered) and alum, arose at a meeting in January 1949. Some 8,000 staff at Army and
RAF hospitals, and inhabitants of the army camp at Catterick, would receive either vaccine or
placebo on an alternate-case basis. 667 By now the British egg supply situation had improved, and
Freddy Himmelweit – a German-Jewish pathologist who had moved to Britain before the war –
considered that he could manufacture some 2,000 doses weekly. This proposed trial receives no
further mention.
By 1951 the question of vaccine efficacy was still unresolved; the MRC’s influenza team deemed
that their trials to date had proved ‘inconclusive’ 668 and considered that ‘controlled trials of
vaccines are still needed and will be for some time.’ 669 After small-scale trials in 1950670 and
1951 671 to assess the serological response to immunisation, they initiated a large trial in 1952,
involving industrial workers as well as nurses, servicemen and students. Manufacturing firms were
almost universal in offering their co-operation, although GPs proved less amenable – one member
of the MRC team concluded that the announcement of the trial in the medical press had rather the
appearance of a direction for GPs, and should have politely requested their co-operation instead. 672
A ‘special trial’, 673 a sub-set of the main trial, involved immunising 500 workers from Vauxhall
Motors in Luton, and visiting at home any who became ill in order to obtain garglings, blood
samples and nasal swabs. One local GP was so incensed at the prospect of his patients being
attended uninvited by another practitioner that he threatened legal action should this occur, though
most of his colleagues reluctantly accepted the MRC’s proposals following a meeting between the
MRC and the local branch of the BMA at which the Influenza Vaccine Committee received a
critical reception from GPs. 674 Altogether the MRC doctors made 217 such home visits, although
the invalid workers hardly seemed ravaged by their disease – 59 were not even at home when the
researchers called, and only 55 manifested symptoms and signs which the investigators considered
might represent flu. Laboratory analysis of blood, garglings and mucus confirmed this clinical
diagnosis in around two-thirds of those suspected of having flu. 675
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As for the main trial, 12,710 individuals received vaccine during the winter of 1952-53 – half
received influenza vaccine, and half an older, bacterial, ‘anti-catarrhal’ vaccine as a control. Once
again, the research was dogged by a low prevalence of flu, but nevertheless the study appeared to
demonstrate a 40% reduction in flu amongst vaccinated subjects compared to controls. The MRC
considered that it had had demonstrated the first genuinely encouraging British results from a flu
vaccination trial.
Clinical trials of influenza vaccines continued, and are still ongoing. Current practice is to monitor
the possible emergence of new virus strains, in particular from China – the apparent source of most
recent epidemic strains 676 – and to formulate a new vaccine each year, appropriate to the predicted
flu virus strains.
The rhetoric of control in the flu vaccination trials
All these MRC trials employed comparison ‘control’ subjects. On occasion, the workers
describing the trials used the terms ‘controlled trial’ or ‘controlled experiment.’ Although not
defined, the ostensible meaning of the term ‘controlled’ appears to have stabilised, by this period,
to refer to a trial with comparison subjects. Thus when the MRC influenza vaccine committee
decided in 1945 to reserve 50,000 vaccine doses for ‘controlled trials and to use the remainder
without controls’ 677 they apparently intended the term ‘controlled’ to refer to the presence of
comparison subjects. Similarly, an editorial in the BMJ 678 praised the MRC’s large 1952 trial,
describing it as ‘controlled’ in direct contrast to previous, inconclusive, trials which had
inadequate allocation of untreated subjects. Again, the term ‘controlled’ appears here to refer
specifically to the presence of adequate numbers of untreated individuals for comparison with
those receiving treatment. However, on other occasions the workers referred to the same
experiments simply as ‘trials,’ sometimes with another qualifier such as ‘field trials,’ ‘large-scale
trials’ or ‘small-scale trials.’ There appear to be a number of particular contexts in which they
chose to employ the term ‘controlled.’ These contexts have little to do with simply establishing the
presence of comparison subjects, which was in any case hardly necessary by this time – the use of
untreated individuals for comparison in clinical flu vaccine trials appears to have been universal,
none of the British workers questioned their necessity, and all published studies from Britain and
the US employed them. Rather, the word ‘controlled’ appears in a number of specific instances,
predominantly with an extended rhetorical function.
The rhetorical use of the term ‘controlled’ is further emphasised by its occasional modification by
an adverb; for example, ‘carefully controlled’ 679 or ‘well controlled.’ 680 These adverbs do not
generally appear to refer to the careful selection of comparison subjects, but are employed to
enhance other rhetorical effects of the word. Furthermore, in their publications the workers
reserved the term ‘controlled’ almost exclusively for clinical trials. They did not use the term in
their numerous papers detailing their laboratory experiments, even though these experiments
frequently did employ untreated animals or human subjects for comparison. To choose to describe
clinical studies as ‘controlled,’ and not to use the term in relation to laboratory work, suggests that
the term has a rhetorical function over and above its description of the presence of comparison
subjects.
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In this analysis I have examined MRC documents – predominantly intended for internal attention –
and the workers’ resulting publications in journals such as the BMJ and Lancet, where the
intended readership was presumably the wider community of medical practitioners, to whom the
rhetoric of ‘controlled’ trials was directed. The internal documents, however, are generally minutes
of meetings attended not only by MRC workers but also by representatives from the armed
services as well as government. The MRC was negotiating with government for funds, and for the
right to exclusive access to flu vaccine supplies, and was negotiating with the armed forces for
access to service personnel who could perform, and act as subjects for, the MRC trials. The
rhetoric of control, employed by clinician trialists during these meetings, could well have been
intended to bolster the MRC’s case.
Besides describing ‘controlled trials,’ workers frequently referred simply to ‘controls.’ This term
was used to describe untreated (or ‘dummy’-treated) humans or animals, or the sham preparation
used for inoculating them. The audience for this particular term appears to be medical; when the
MRC group prepared near-identical statements announcing the large 1952 trial to the lay and
medical press, they chose to describe their deliberately inefficacious comparison vaccine as a
‘control’ 681 to their medical audience, and as a ‘contrast’ 682 to their lay readers. The term ‘control’
might have been regarded as too technical for public consumption.
There are a number of specific rhetorical contexts in which workers chose to employ the term
‘controlled.’ In each, the term was at least partially employed to persuade others to a point of view,
or to justify a suggestion. In summary, these contexts include the use of the term with reference to
the MRC’s regulation of vaccine use and supply, particularly in relation to the shortage of
vaccine; an ordered, fixed population or conditions for a study; and to establish a study’s
credentials as having been efficiently designed and executed. I shall consider each in turn.
‘Controlled trials’ in relation to the MRC’s regulation of vaccine supply
Historians have noted instances in which the MRC, faced with a shortage of supplies of a new
drug, employed clinical trials as a means of establishing its own authority over drug distribution.
Jonathan Liebenau 683 and Desiree Cox 684 have examined the MRC’s regulation of insulin supply
in the early 1920s, when supplies were short but public demand for the new drug was intense.
Liebenau discusses the MRC’s reservations concerning whether patent rights alone would allow it
to exert sufficient control over the supply of insulin, 685 and its use of standardisation and clinical
trials to exert a form of moral control over manufacturers and clinicians. Cox argues that the MRC
promoted its clinical trials as a morally responsible response to insulin shortage, and its secretary
Walter Fletcher portrayed his investigators as ‘noble scientists’ within this endeavour. Alan
Yoshioka makes a related point regarding streptomycin supply in 1946 and 1947, and argues that
the MRC employed clinical trials as a means of managing the distribution of the drug while it was
scarce. He suggests that the MRC pointed to the shortage of streptomycin to justify not only the
design of its trials, particularly with regard to the use of comparison subjects and random
allocation of subjects to treatment or comparison groups, but also the type of patients who would
be eligible for inclusion, the clinical centres which could participate, and the MRC’s claim that it
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was best qualified to conduct the proper research. 686 Ben Toth 687 similarly suggests that the MRC
deliberately emphasised the scarcity, potential toxicity and uncertain benefit of streptomycin to
justify its control of the drug through clinical trials. There are other instances of the same MRC
tactic; Yoshioka mentions, for example, that one reason for the creation of the MRC’s Penicillin
Clinical Trials Committee during the Second World War, was to control distribution of this novel
and scarce drug. 688
Similarly, the MRC workers investigating flu vaccine appeared to consider that the MRC was the
proper body to regulate its distribution. Although supply was problematical, as outlined above,
there does appear to have been substantial demand for vaccine, both from doctors attempting to
obtain supplies for their patients, 689 and directly from members of the public. 690 The MRC was
characteristically forthright in arguing to establish itself as the appropriate authority to oversee
allocation of vaccine supply, and enlisted the rhetoric of the ‘controlled trial’ to support its case.
Frequently, MRC documents associated the need for ‘controlled’ studies with a shortage of
vaccine supply, or with the MRC’s credentials as the proper body to regulate supply. The term
‘controlled’ served to reinforce these credentials. When the press announced in 1945 that ‘a large
amount of vaccine has been brought over to this country,’ Professor Graham Wilson faced requests
from practitioners and their patients for supplies ‘for general use.’ He asked Andrewes for
permission to refuse such requests by stating that the vaccine available ‘is to be restricted for
purposes of controlled investigation.’ 691 The original draft of this letter contained the phrase
‘control investigation’ which has been amended, apparently in Wilson’s own hand, to ‘controlled
investigation.’ ‘Control investigation’ was a term sometimes used specifically to describe a study
with comparison controls, and Wilson’s decision to amend it suggests that he intended ‘controlled’
to serve an enhanced rhetorical function, conveying more than simply the presence of comparison
subjects. Andrewes agreed with his suggestion, noting that ‘The setting aside of 50,000 doses for
controlled clinical trials in civilians’ had been recorded in the minutes of their previous meeting. 692
This form of rhetoric was subsequently employed to counter requests for vaccine; for example
when a GP, Dr McKnight, wrote asking for vaccine for ‘himself and one other’ Wilson expressed
his regret that ‘The Influenza Vaccine Trials Committee is arranging for a controlled investigation
this winter of vaccine that will be supplied free of charge, but this will not be distributed to general
practitioners.’ 693 David Robinson, a bacteriologist working in the Liverpool City Laboratories,
received a marginally more encouraging response when he wrote to enquire whether any vaccine
could be made available for his staff. Wilson emphasised that vaccine supply was ‘…restricted to
workers who are able to carry out a strictly controlled investigation designed to find out whether
the vaccine confers any considerable degree of protection…’ 694 but implied that Robinson might
be granted access to vaccine supplies if he were in a position to carry out such research; possibly
this less than outright refusal was a consequence of Robinson’s position as the kind of laboratory686
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based scientist favoured by the MRC. The MRC’s decision in 1951 not to offer routine inoculation
to large groups such as the services was also justified because ‘controlled trials of vaccines are still
needed and will be for some time.’ 695
Problems with vaccine supply prompted a number of calls for ‘controlled’ investigation, with the
MRC workers determining vaccine distribution. When supplies in 1944 fell well short of what had
been anticipated owing to the US government’s decision to use all its own vaccine to inoculate the
US army, Whittingham pointed out that the amount of vaccine available in the UK was insufficient
for a widespread inoculation programme and suggested withholding vaccine for ‘adequate well
controlled trials’ instead. 696 The following June, only 50,000 doses had been received out of the
600,000 on order, and it was agreed that the doses in hand should be reserved for ‘controlled
experiments.’ 697 Rejecting the suggestion that vaccine should be released for general inoculation
of the civilian population, Wilson emphasised that supplies were to be issued only for the purposes
of ‘a carefully controlled investigation’ 698 and Andrewes earmarked the same 50,000 doses for
‘carefully controlled trials in civilians.’ 699 In a similar use of the term, though not in relation to
vaccine supply, members of the MRC influenza conference resisted calls for the issue of face
masks to protect against exposure to flu, by promising ‘controlled experiments’ to determine their
efficacy. 700
The MRC was pointing to its own therapeutic trials as a justification for its position as the
determinant of scarce vaccine supply. Its use of the term ‘controlled’ represented an important
rhetorical tactic to reinforce this position.
‘Controlled’ as ‘ordered’
Flu vaccine trials upon shifting or itinerant populations would be impractical; Sir Victor
Richardson considered that ‘a fixed population…. is obviously a primary consideration’ when he
offered the RAF’s services in 1939. 701 The term ‘controlled’ appears to have been applied, on
occasion, to emphasise the necessity of performing trials on adequately stable populations, or
under suitably stable conditions. In some instances, the term also appears to have served to justify
the MRC’s failure to mount adequate studies due to unstable circumstances.
The MRC influenza vaccine conference concluded that ‘stable Service or civilian communities’
comprised ‘suitable communities for controlled experiments’ 702 in 1945. It required ‘lengthy
discussion’ to reach this consensus – conceivably the term ‘controlled’ helped to deliver a useful
rhetorical impact. Later that year, when demobilisation and disorder following the cessation of
hostilities threatened to scupper any arrangements for organised trials, Andrewes explained that
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‘no complete arrangements had yet been made for controlled clinical trials in this country’ 703 as a
result. His use of ‘controlled’ implied that a properly ordered, ‘controlled,’ trial was not possible in
conditions of disorder, and could have assisted his defence – in the presence of government and
armed services representatives – of the MRC’s failure to mount such a trial. In an apparently
similar use of the term, the service representatives promptly agreed that ‘it would be difficult to
utilise service personnel in large groups for the controlled experiment for administrative reasons,
leave, postings etc.’ They did, however, suggest that they could provide ‘small controlled groups
probably of the order of 2000’ 704 for trials. ‘Controlled groups’ here appears to refer specifically to
regulated, ordered populations. Some populations were, nevertheless, sufficiently stable for the
MRC to contemplate a trial, enabling ‘the possibility of controlled trials in camps of displaced
persons’ 705 or mental hospitals. Similarly, Stuart-Harris noted that, during his 1945/46 trial, ‘the
original arrangement to use vaccine in a controlled manner had broken down for reasons
connected with the end of the war.’ 706
Describing the results of the winter 1946/47 trial in the Lancet, 707 Andrewes, Mellanby, Dudgeon
and MacKay wrote that ‘Prophylactic vaccination was carried out under controlled conditions
during November and December, 1946….’ The term ‘controlled conditions’ is not defined, but is
at least partially a reference to stable populations; their report went on to describe the mental
hospitals, public schools, preparatory schools, hospitals, Army training camps, prisoner-of-war
camps, and other communities which they employed. But again, the rhetorical connotations of the
term are apparent. ‘Controlled conditions’ conveys no additional description or information to the
sentence within which it resides, but rather seems intended to persuade the reader of the ordered,
efficient manner in which the study was conducted.
‘Controlled’ as ‘efficient’
The remaining occurrences of the term ‘controlled’ appear to be intended to convey the impression
of a properly ordered and planned, and efficiently executed, study. For example, the term was used
to endorse the properly conducted status of British trials which had failed to demonstrate the
impressive positive results achieved by the Americans. Stuart-Harris referred, in a lecture
published in the BMJ in 1945, to studies in 1940 by Horsfall and Brown in the US which had
demonstrated a protective effect of flu vaccine. The British trial on the same vaccine in 1941 had
proved inconclusive, and Stuart-Harris felt it appropriate to single out this trial for description as
‘controlled’ – the only one so described in his entire lecture.708 Similarly, the BMJ editorialist who
applauded the positive results of the 1952 MRC study, attributed the inconclusive results of
previous British trials to inadequate knowledge of antigenic variation in virus strains and to
inadequate ‘control’ of field trials (apparently referring primarily to selection of comparison
subjects). The 1952 trial had succeeded, however, because it was ‘carefully controlled.’ 709 Faced
with a flu epidemic on the continent during the winter of 1948-49, the MRC planned a quick,
small-scale trial ‘in order to see whether anything could be achieved quickly, before an epidemic
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developed over here.’ Nevertheless, lest this should imply inadequate planning, the trial was to be
‘controlled.’ 710
This use of the term ‘controlled’ as ‘rigorous’ or ‘efficient’ also implies adequate standardisation
of the vaccines under test. This concept is not unprecedented – drug standardisation was important
to the MRC; for example, Cox has explored how the MRC defined and regulated the
standardisation of insulin in the 1920s. 711 The discovery in 1940 that the vaccine supplied by the
US contained live virus prompted the ‘emphatic’ decision not to use it unless it could be
inactivated, and could then pass British sterility tests – in which case Whittingham would consider
its use in ‘controlled inoculation experiments in the Air Force.’ 712 Here ‘controlled’ apparently
implies an imposition of order and efficiency by the British over the disorder induced by the
American error. The MRC again used its ‘controlled trials’ to justify its requirements for superior
quality vaccine in 1951 when its influenza vaccine committee agreed that ‘controlled trials
necessitate the preparation of stocks of vaccines which should be concentrated and purified and of
a composition shown not to give rise to a significant incidence of reactions.’ 713
Conclusion
The use of comparison subjects – frequently referred to as ‘controls’ – was uncontroversial in trials
of flu vaccine by this time, and the circumstances under which workers chose to describe their
work as ‘controlled’ appear to owe far more to the rhetorical impact implicit in the use of the term,
rather than simply to establish the presence of a comparison group. The term was used to justify
MRC regulation of scarce vaccine supply, and its refusal to allow stocks to pass to outsiders who
requested them. It was used to emphasise the need for stable conditions in which to organise a
proper trial, and hence to explain the MRC’s failure to mount trials which could replicate the
impressive American findings. Finally, it was used to endorse the proper design and conduct of
British trials which nevertheless showed inconclusive results, and to justify the MRC’s right to
specify adequate vaccine quality.
I have attempted to demonstrate that by the time of the second world war, the term ‘controlled’
had become embedded in MRC workers’ notions of their work, of their right to arbitrate over the
therapeutic efficacy of flu vaccine, and their right to determine its distribution. Their exploitation
of the powerful rhetorical functions of the term are revealing. While the technical meaning of
‘controlled’ was hardening into a reference to comparison subjects, its other rhetorical
connotations were simultaneously becoming incorporated into MRC workers’ concepts of the
proper way to conduct their work. A controlled trial – with all that the term implies – was one
which was played according to the MRC’s tune.
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Chapter 6: Whose words are they anyway? The contrasting
strategies of Almroth Wright and Bradford Hill to attempt to
capture the nomenclature of controlled trials.
When Almroth Wright (1861-1947) began to endure the experience common to many new fathers,
of sleepless nights caused by his crying infant, he characteristically applied his physiological
knowledge to the problem in a deductive fashion. Reasoning that the child’s distress was the result
of milk clotting in its stomach, he added citric acid to the baby’s bottle to prevent the formation of
clots. The intervention appeared to succeed; Wright published his conclusions, 714 and citrated milk
was eventually advocated by many paediatricians in the management of crying babies. 715
By contrast, Austin Bradford Hill (1897-1991) approached his wife’s insomnia in an empirical,
inductive manner. He proposed persuading his wife to take hot milk before retiring, on randomly
determined nights, and recording her subsequent sleeping patterns. Fortunately for domestic
harmony, he described this experiment merely as an example – actually to perform it would, he
considered, be “exceedingly rash.” 716
These anecdotes serve to illustrate the very different approaches to therapeutic experiment
maintained by the two men. Bradford Hill has widely been credited as the main progenitor of the
modern randomised controlled trial (RCT). 717 He was principally responsible for the design of the
first two published British RCTs, to assess the efficacy of streptomycin in tuberculosis 718 and the
effectiveness of whooping cough vaccine, 719 and in particular was responsible for the introduction
of randomisation into their design. 720 Almroth Wright remained, throughout his life, an implacable
opponent of this ‘statistical method,’ preferring what he perceived as the greater certainty of a
‘crucial experiment’ performed in the laboratory. In this chapter I shall examine the rhetorical
strategies employed by Wright and Hill. The principal aim of this chapter is to emphasise the
fundamental importance of rhetoric to workers in the emerging scientific discipline of therapeutic
trial methodology. Unlike my analyses elsewhere, this does not focus uniquely upon the term
‘controlled’ but is a wider examination of the means by which the two protagonists attempted to
capture the vocabulary – and hence the fundamental understanding – of the recently-described
statistical therapeutic trial. The importance of this is far more than semantic; this chapter will
demonstrate that defining the words used to describe trial methodology allowed the protagonists
very differently to define the very nature of therapeutic trials, the assumptions along which they
must proceed, and the uses to which they may be put. This serves to emphasise the extraordinary
potential, offered to workers involved in creating a discipline, of defining the nomenclature of that
discipline; and I shall examine in particular Bradford Hill’s adoption of the powerful term
‘controlled’.
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Wright invented a number of new words to supplement what he regarded as the deficient
vocabulary of statistical experimentation. Hill, by contrast, adopted common words and phrases to
describe new concepts. Wright’s new words, and Hill’s co-opted old ones, were ostensibly
intended merely to provide precise terms for concepts where none had previously existed. Closer
inspection reveals, however, that in naming these concepts Wright and Hill each subtly redefined
them. An RCT designed and conducted using Wright’s nomenclature would have been a far more
constrained and circumscribed affair, with a far narrower range of uses, than one employing Hill’s
vocabulary. My analysis will demonstrate the central importance of capturing the nomenclature of
the RCT as a strategy to dictate the appropriate applications for such a trial, and to dictate the
people properly qualified to perform it. Wright described his ideas and nomenclature between
1912 and 1944, the early part of which occurs prior to Hill’s work, but Wright’s notions appear to
have changed little over these three decades and although the two did not openly debate the virtues
of statistical experimentation, their statements can be directly compared and contrasted.
Statistics in therapeutic experimentation
Rosser Matthews traces the origins of statistics in British therapeutic experimentation to the
biometrical tradition associated with figures such as Francis Galton and Karl Pearson during the
last third of the nineteenth century. 721 This movement transformed statistics from the
straightforward numerical description of social phenomena, into a mathematical discipline with
techniques for analysing aggregated data. With the zoologist W. E. R. Weldon, Pearson and Galton
founded the journal Biometrika in 1901, hoping to increase awareness of the value of
mathematical statistics amongst the wider scientific community. Pearson, as Professor of
Mathematics at University College London (UCL), ran a course on statistical theory, the only
source for such instruction up to the 1920s. However throughout the 1920s and 1930s scientists in
general, and medical practitioners in particular, remained sceptical of the application of statistical
methods to their work.
Edward Higgs 722 has examined the incorporation of statistical methods into medical research
through the establishment and efforts of the MRC Statistical Unit. He emphasises the importance
of patronage relationships, exploited in particular by Major Greenwood (1880-1949), the first
director of the Statistical Unit. Greenwood and another key figure, George Udny Yule (1871-1951)
had both received their statistics training from Pearson. Yule became assistant professor of
statistics at UCL in 1896 and a statistics lecturer at Cambridge in 1912, where he remained until
his death in 1951. Greenwood undertook statistical work for the Ministry of Munitions during the
First World War, where he met Walter Fletcher, the Medical Research Committee secretary. The
two developed mutual respect and a strong friendship, prompting Fletcher to persuade the Ministry
to second Greenwood to the MRC in 1920, to chair the newly created Statistics Committee. The
MRC’s Statistical Unit, formed in 1914, had not performed well under what Fletcher perceived to
be lacklustre direction by John Brownlee, and gradually became sidelined by the increasing
activity of Greenwood’s committee. Brownlee’s death in 1928 enabled Fletcher to amalgamate the
Statistical Committee and Statistical Unit as a single new MRC Statistical Unit under the
leadership of Greenwood, who was by then Professor of epidemiology and vital statistics at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM).
Greenwood was succeeded in the chair at LSHTM, and as head of the MRC Statistical Unit, by
Bradford Hill in 1945. The web of patronage appears to have extended deeper even than Higgs has
described. Greenwood was a protégé of Hill’s father, from whom he appears to have enjoyed
sufficient patronage for Bradford Hill to consider that the help that he in turn received from
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Greenwood arose ‘out of [Greenwood’s] gratitude to and affection for my father.’ 723 Bradford Hill
received considerable patronage from Greenwood, to whom he considered ‘I owed my whole
career;’ 724 Greenwood suggested that Hill study economics during his protracted convalescence
(see below) and invited Hill to join him at the Statistical Committee in 1923, and again at LSHTM
in 1933.
However, the extent to which the Statistical Unit and Committee influenced the methodology of
therapeutic assessment in the MRC prior to the Second World War, is debatable. Higgs considers
that from the mid 1920s, the MRC ‘could proceed with applying the innovations of Pearsonian
statistics to medical research’ 725 and credits Greenwood and his subordinates with a wide and
varied range of statistical examinations. Greenwood later reflected that the Statistical Committee
‘…had a large part in bringing statistical methods to bear upon laboratory researches as well as
upon those field or rectory inquiries which admittedly involved statistical analysis.’ 726 Writing in
1954, the then MRC secretary Francis Henry Knethell Green recalled that the MRC’s Therapeutic
Trials Committee (TTC), which existed from 1931 to 1939, had realised early in its life that ‘the
medical statistician is a valuable member of the planning team.’ 727 Austoker and Bryder assert that
‘expert opinion was frequently sought from the MRC’s Statistical Committee’ by the TTC, 728 a
claim repeated by Matthews, 729 although neither attributes this claim and it might simply be a
repeat of Green’s statement.
However, the designs of the therapeutic trials conducted by the MRC prior to the 1940s appear to
have been influenced very little by statistical considerations. When statisticians were approached
the consultation appears to have occurred rather late in the day – Bradford Hill was responsible for
the devastating post-hoc critique of the serum therapy trials, described in my chapter on serum
therapy, and reflecting in 1986 on his involvement with the MRC during the 1920s and 1930s he
considered that he and Greenwood had ‘worked hard and well in correcting and improving the
statistics in the reports the Council proposed to publish,’ 730 implying little involvement at the
planning stage. Even for clinicians working on flu vaccine trials in the 1940s, statistical
examination of their work was a post-hoc experience which generally amounted to a ‘cold water
douche,’ 731 and Greenwood’s published output prior to the 1940s appears to reveal more interest
in epidemiology 732 and statistical experiments on mouse populations 733 than in any application of
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statistical methodology to therapeutic innovation. Iain Chalmers 734 has analysed the impact of
statistical theory on Hill’s thinking and upon the development of the RCT, and considers that
formal statistical theory – for example, Ronald Fisher’s writing on randomisation – had very little
impact. Rather, he argues, Hill adopted randomisation in order to prevent doctors gaining
foreknowledge of whether their patients were to receive active treatment. He points out that
randomisation, often by alternation, had been an established technique since the early twentieth
century, and was adopted by workers such as Dora Colebrook in her light therapy study (described
in my chapter on the MRC’s trials of light therapy) without any reference to statistical theory,
simply as a device to avoid subjective bias on the part of the investigators. Ben Toth 735 similarly
presents the MRC’s adoption of statistics into trial design largely as a rhetorical device to enhance
the apparent scientific objectivity of their work, rather than as an enterprise driven by any
underlying statistical theory. Cox 736 claims that her analysis of the MRC files reveals no evidence
of written consultation between statisticians and clinicians during this period. She concludes that
not until the TTC was disbanded at the onset of the Second World War did the MRC begin to
reconfigure the therapeutic trial as a mechanised mass event devised by statisticians such as
Hill. 737 Nor did Hill appear to claim that trials prior to the mid-1940s were much influenced by
statistical theory; he regarded the first of his RCTs to be published, the streptomycin trial, 738 as a
very different affair to anything which had gone before. He certainly regarded this trial as having a
novel design at the time. 739 As discussed in the introductory chapter of this work, it constituted ‘a
landmark in medical research,’ 740 and formed a model for future work, albeit with subsequent
refinements. 741
The empiricist: Austin Bradford Hill
Austin Bradford Hill was born in 1897 to a prestigious family; his great-great uncle, Sir Rowland
Hill, had introduced the penny post and his father, Sir Leonard Hill, was an eminent professor of
physiology at the London Hospital. 742 A keen sportsman in his youth, Hill delayed his entry to
medical school in order to serve as a pilot during the First World War. The devastating blow to his
health came, not from flying – he emerged unscathed from his only crash, onto Chingford
reservoir – but on the Greek islands in 1917, when he contracted near-fatal pulmonary tuberculosis
and was invalided home to die. After nine months in bed, and a therapeutically induced
pneumothorax, he eventually began to recover, although two years’ convalescence meant that his
days as a sportsman, and his aspirations to study for a medical degree, were at an end. He gleefully
pointed out, towards the end of his life, that he subsequently received his 100% disability pension
for over 70 years.
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At Greenwood’s suggestion, Hill used his convalescence to enrol in an external degree in
economics at London University in 1918, studying through his own reading and a ‘rather
ineffectual’ correspondence course. 743 After gaining his degree in 1922 he attended, and was
inspired by, 744 part of Pearson’s statistics course at UCL. Medicine remained his primary interest,
however, and he avidly read textbooks both of medicine and statistics.745 Meanwhile his patron
Greenwood was instrumental in arranging an MRC grant to allow Hill to study mortality in
country districts, brought him onto the MRC Statistical Committee in 1923, and again to a
readership in epidemiology and vital statistics at the LSHTM in 1933. During the Second World
War, Hill was seconded to the Research and Experimental Department of the Ministry of Home
Security, but became disillusioned when his carefully researched report demonstrating that
Anderson air-raid shelters were effective, was promptly ‘marked secret and locked in a drawer’ 746
– whereupon he moved to the Medical Directorate of the Royal Air Force.
In 1945 Hill succeeded Greenwood in his chair at LSHTM and as head of the MRC Statistical
Unit, remaining in both positions until his retirement in 1961. He also held positions as a member
of the MRC, consultant to the Royal Navy, member of the Committee on the Safety of Medicines,
Secretary of the Royal Statistical Society, and from 1950 to 1952 as President of the Royal
Society. He was knighted in 1961.
Hill considered the RCT to be a new tool, requiring a new set of ethical considerations. 747 The
factors that he considered new about these trials were
…the most careful planning of the experiment in advance, and an experiment that usually,
though not invariably, makes the following demands: (a) the construction of two (or more)
closely similar groups of patients observed at the same time and differing in their
treatment; (b) the construction of these groups by some process of random allocation; and
(c) the withholding of a form of treatment from one or other of these groups. 748
These factors – statistical planning, and a randomised, controlled design – chiefly characterise the
trials which Hill was ultimately to refer to simply as ‘controlled clinical trials.’ Others also used
terms such as ‘controlled trials,’ ‘statistical-clinical trials,’ ‘statistical trials’ or ‘statistical
experiments.’ These terms appear to have been used interchangeably throughout the 1930s, 1940s
and 1950s and I shall assume in the following analysis that they were, in this context,
synonymous. 749
Hill was to become fervent in his claims that a properly conducted trial must involve statistical
considerations from the very start, meaning not only that the statistician ‘must be “in it up to his
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neck… that is, at the initial planning level,”’ 750 but also that the clinicians involved must
themselves be conversant with basic statistical theory and technique; he argued that the resulting
collaboration between statisticians and clinicians should ideally prove synergistic. 751 His first
opportunity to persuade clinicians to the advantages of statistics came shortly after his
appointment to the LSHTM, when he was given responsibility for teaching statistics to medical
postgraduates. 752 The potential opportunity to influence an entire generation of clinicians arose
when he published these lectures in 1937 as a series of 17 weekly articles in the Lancet, and then
as a textbook, Principles of medical statistics. 753 The book remained in print through 12 editions
until 1991, and was translated into numerous languages. In it Hill outlined statistical theory and
the design of a ‘controlled trial,’ rendering him – as Cox 754 has pointed out – the first statistician
publicly to claim clinical trials as his territory. Hill enhanced the considerable 755 influence of
Principles of medical statistics by lectures and articles over the following three decades, and
chaired an international conference in Vienna in 1959, at which the controlled trial was presented
as a uniquely British model for therapeutic research. 756
The rationalist: Almroth Edward Wright
Almroth Wright, one of medicine’s ‘most picturesque characters,’ 757 was born in Yorkshire to a
Swedish mother and an Irish father – a fiery clergyman given to loud and angry denunciation of
Rome. 758 Wright spent his childhood in Dresden and Boulogne, where his father held livings, then
spent 15 years studying in Ireland. His father’s clerical income did not permit Wright to indulge
his academic whims and he largely paid for his own education by winning scholarships. He
emerged with a degree in literature, and subsequently one in medicine, from Trinity College
Dublin, and took a Grocers’ travelling scholarship to study physiology in Germany. Returning to
England, he found that medical practice did not appeal and so returned to study – this time the law,
with a view to a position at the bar. This, too, was unappealing once his studies were completed
whereupon Wright accepted a clerkship in the Admiralty. 759
Finally settling upon a career in laboratory medicine, Wright took demonstratorships in pathology
at Cambridge in 1887, then two years later in physiology at Sydney. He returned to England to
take the professorship of pathology at the Army Medical School at Netley in 1891, where his work
on blood coagulation provided the basis for his attempts to quieten his sleepless infant with
citrated milk. 760 He travelled to India to serve on the Plague Commission in 1898, testing his
recently-developed typhoid vaccine, and on his return was appointed pathologist at St Mary’s
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Hospital in London in 1902, where he remained for the rest of his career. Much of his work was
concerned with developing and promoting ‘vaccine therapy’ – the employment of immunisation in
the treatment of established infective disease, rather than simply as a prophylactic measure. By
1910 vaccine therapy was in its heyday, universally praised as ‘…a triumph for English medicine
and for Sir Almroth Wright,’ 761 and Wright as its main progenitor was lauded as ‘epoch making….
The British Pasteur.’ 762 Although vaccine therapy was subsequently largely abandoned, Worboys
considers it of fundamental importance in enhancing the prominence and importance of laboratory
medicine in Britain prior to the First World War. 763
Wright’s colleague Leonard Colebrook recorded that human suffering disturbed Wright – he never
got used to walking though wards full of wounded and sick men in order to reach his laboratory
during the First World War 764 – and that much of his laboratory work was aimed at producing
direct therapeutic benefit. He worked on wound sepsis and gas-gangrene during the First World
War, during which time his department at St Mary’s produced four-and-a-half million doses of
anti-typhoid vaccine – a mass inoculation programme which was credited with saving the lives of
around 125,000 servicemen. 765 He was knighted in 1906.
An ‘uncompromising individualist’ 766 Wright expected nothing less than the fullest commitment
from his staff, who he regularly kept out of their beds into the early hours, several nights a week 767
– although midnight usually brought a break for a cup of strong tea and a discussion of one of
Wright’s favoured topics, most notably the shortcomings of the female intellect. 768 His friend
George Bernard Shaw characterised him in The Doctors’ Dilemma as the scientific, if pedantic, Sir
Colenso Ridgeon. 769 The portrayal apparently did not meet with Wright’s wholehearted approval,
for upon seeing the play for the first time he left in disgust during the interval. 770 Wright was
nevertheless a tireless advocate of the primacy of the laboratory as the proper place to generate
scientific, medical, and therapeutic knowledge. 771 He maintained that many physiological and
therapeutic experiments were simply impossible to perform in vivo, and that only the laboratory
offered the regulation of variables essential for a ‘crucial experiment;’ 772 claiming, ‘The all-
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important thing in science is not measurement but certainty.’ 773 He reserved his most scathing
criticism, however, for ‘statistical experimentation’ and the limited men of ‘mediocre ability’ 774
whom he perceived to be its practitioners.
Almroth Wright and the validation of therapeutic efficacy
Wright’s opinion of the statistical method was first born out of a series of clashes with
statisticians, principally Greenwood and Pearson, which have been documented by Matthews. 775
Wright, in 1904, published a treatise claiming success for his anti-typhoid inoculation, which
Pearson countered with a highly critical statistical analysis. The two clashed further over the
reliability of the opsonic index, a measure devised in 1902 by Wright and his colleague at St
Mary’s, Captain Stewart Douglas. Wright postulated a substance in blood serum, opsonin, which
facilitated the ingestion of bacteria by leucocytes. Measuring the activity of opsonin in a serum
sample could, he claimed, provide a reliable laboratory measure of antibacterial activity and even
detect infection while the patient was still asymptomatic, and would revolutionise medical therapy.
Wright considered that measurement of the opsonic index should also guide the dosage of vaccine
therapy for an individual patient. The opsonic index appears, however, to have been little used
outside Wright’s laboratory, and although vaccine therapy enjoyed considerable popularity during
the first decade of the twentieth century it appears that most practitioners employed it without
resort to the opsonic index. 776 Greenwood’s criticisms, on mathematical grounds, of the opsonic
index helped cement his early career as a statistician; at the heart of the ensuing debate was
Greenwood and Pearson’s conviction that biometrics and statistical analysis offered a means to
obtain scientific knowledge. Wright rejected the notion of a role for a professional mathematical
statistician, in favour of laboratory immunology and bacteriology. 777
Wright regarded the laboratory as the primary place to generate therapeutic certainty, with clinical
therapeutic experimentation having largely a secondary, confirmatory role. His proposed treatment
for war wounds, for example, was derived entirely from laboratory findings and physiological
principles. 778 This confidence in laboratory validation appeared to survive even in the face of bitter
personal experience. Whilst at Neteley, Wright developed a vaccine against Malta fever; once his
laboratory experiments had demonstrated that the vaccine successfully induced antibodies against
the causative organism, Brucella melitensis, Wright expected that it would therefore prove
therapeutically effective. He inoculated himself with the vaccine, then ingested live B. melitensis
organisms. It was several months before he fully recovered from the devastating bout of Malta
fever that followed. 779 Wright’s convictions regarding the value of laboratory experimentation in
determining therapeutic efficacy nevertheless remained unshaken. A single, properly-conducted,
‘crucial’ laboratory experiment would suffice; ‘One experiment suffices, if properly performed, to
establish the truth of a principle…. To devise a crucial experiment is a work of genius.’ 780
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Even when the time came to assess the effect of a new therapy upon a human subject, Wright was
dismissive of clinical acumen, preferring the certainty of laboratory measurement to assess a
patient’s condition – one of his favourite tricks to make his point, was to hide a half-crown coin
under some blankets and challenge clinicians to use their allegedly sharply-honed palpation skills
to find it. 781 He was equally sceptical of clinicians’ abilities to judge whether a treatment was of
genuine value; discussing the therapeutics of bacterial infection, he reasoned that patients treated
with topical antiseptics frequently improved following therapy, but also frequently deteriorated.
‘Clinical observation,’ he concluded, ‘leaves us in incertitude as to whether a method of treatment
is doing a modicum of good, or a modicum of harm, or is doing neither good nor harm.’ 782 Rather,
it was necessary to invoke the laboratory as an arbiter of therapeutic efficacy: ‘We must, in order
to discover the event of a therapeutic intervention, have recourse to laboratory technique and
scientific apparatus.’ 783
Nevertheless, Wright accepted that once a drug had proven its worth in the laboratory then some
form of clinical testing was necessary, in what he described as a real world outside the laboratory
where repeatable phenomena could not be relied upon and one had to tolerate a degree of
uncertainty. In this uncertain world, Wright concluded that ‘…there will needs have to come into
application a new logic and a new technique of reasoning.’ 784 He described two possible
approaches – the ‘experiential’ method, in which clinicians use the impressions that they have
accumulated after repeated experiences with the new drug to arise at generalisations, and the
statistical method. 785 The statistical method he regarded as limited, as it could only address a
single outcome, and observations by different practitioners could not easily be pooled and directly
compared. The experiential method he regarded as better aligned with the process by which
humans naturally form impressions and accumulate knowledge. The judicious and experienced
clinician would scrutinise all the features of each case, not simply those which had been selected in
advance as outcome measures. With repeated observations of different cases, anomalies would
stand out and so would easily be discounted, and the observer’s mind would filter out any factors
of importance. 786 Wright quoted a number of complicated case histories in which the success or
failure of vaccine therapy was not readily apparent; the statistical method would be ‘hopeless’ in
investigating such cases, he asserted, appealing instead to the judgement of the judicious,
impartial, clinical observer to unpick the complexities of such case histories in the uncertain world
outside the laboratory. 787
Quoting a number of examples where he regarded this experiential method to have proven its
value – the use of sulphur ointment to treat itching, quinine for malaria, salvarsan in syphilis, and
staphylococcal or streptococcal vaccines for local infections788 – Wright proposed as an important
clinical arbiter of therapeutic efficacy, the establishment through the experiential method of a
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medical consensus, ‘The fact that the medical profession, so far as it has experience of these
remedies, is unanimous in its favourable verdict is evidence that they are signally effective.’ 789
This view appeared to find some favour with his clinical colleagues; at a discussion on vaccine
therapy at the Royal Society of Medicine in 1910 the existence of a consensus in favour of the
treatment was taken as proof of its ‘self-evident’ efficacy, 790 and the opinion expressed that ‘the
difficulty in estimating the value of a new remedy is greatly exaggerated.’ 791 Wright, 792 and his
followers such as Alexander Fleming, 793 frequently quoted isolated case reports as evidence of the
clinical utility of remedies which they regarded as having already proved themselves in the
laboratory, apparently regarding such case reports as a form of crucial clinical experiment which
lent support to existing laboratory findings; large-scale clinical trials had little or no place in this
hierarchy of evidence. The laboratory, then, ruled supreme; the necessary clinical testing of
remedies could frequently be performed on a small scale, and experienced clinicians should find
little difficulty in reaching a consensus regarding a treatment’s worth through careful clinical
observation.
Guided by these principles, Wright deemed the statistical method wholly inappropriate when the
time came for clinical trials of a new drug, aethylhydrocupreinhydrochlorate (‘optochin’) which
had shown promising laboratory activity against Streptococcus pneumoniae in Germany. Rather,
he administered the drug to just eight Africans who had contracted pneumonia, and relied upon his
own judicious clinical observation combined with laboratory measurement of the subjects’ opsonic
index to ascertain its effects. Optochin proved to have a devastating side-effect; two patients were
permanently blinded, apparently by the treatment, which in any case appeared to be ‘dubiously
effective.’ 794 Although distressed at this outcome, Wright nevertheless regarded it as a vindication
of his methodology, which had identified the drug’s toxic effects and dubious efficacy with a
fraction of the number of patients (and of cases of blindness) that a statistical trial would have
demanded. 795
Wright did, however, allow some place for the statistical trial in the evaluation of large-scale
prophylactic measures, 796 or circumstances where there was little discernible difference between
treated and control subjects, 797 and performed a number of large-scale trials of inoculation against
pneumonia upon ‘natives’ in Africa. He first satisfied himself of the activity of his pneumococcal
vaccine by demonstrating a rise in the opsonic index of subjects who were inoculated with it in his
laboratory. He administered the vaccine therapeutically to 159 patients admitted to the
Witwatersrand Native Labour Association Hospital in Johannesburg, and compared its effects
against 149 untreated controls, allocated by alternation. The intervention appeared to be
‘absolutely ineffective’ 798 (50 treated subjects died, compared with 48 untreated) although Wright
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remained convinced by his laboratory findings that the vaccine did work, explaining away his
results with reference to incorrect dosing and the low resistance of African natives in comparison
to white subjects. 799
A larger study of prophylactic inoculation followed, subjects again being randomised to receive
inoculation or no treatment by alternation. The vaccine appeared to exert an effect; 61 deaths
occurred amongst 5963 subjects inoculated, compared with 116 deaths in the 5671 ‘controls.’ 800
Wright then attempted a more ambitious, larger-scale study of prophylactic inoculation in 20,000
to 30,000 Africans, again with alternate allocation to treatment or ‘control.’ Despite Wright’s best
efforts to instruct his medical and administrative staff in the correct procedures for the
investigation, a degree of organisational chaos ensued, and the study had to be abandoned. 801
Many subjects were lost to follow-up, the study population turned out to be composed of a number
of different tribal and racial groups, and there were differences between controls and treated
subjects particularly with regard to race. Significantly, Wright appeared to regard these problems,
not as flaws in the design and execution of his study, but as defects inherent to the very nature of a
large-scale statistical trial. His earlier trial, in India, of typhoid vaccine during 1898 and1899
involved 11,295 subjects and had also proved something of a shambles; Wright was not able to
administer all the doses of vaccine himself and was reliant on local medical officers for treatment
and follow-up of subjects, tasks which they performed with highly variable degrees of
diligence. 802 Record-keeping was frequently shoddy, and sometimes even deliberately faked. 803
Wright subsequently regarded the fact that a statistical trial required large numbers of subjects, and
therefore a substantial number of investigators some of whom would be ‘inferior medical
practitioners,’ 804 as a further reason why such trials were generally impractical.
There followed, in May 1912, a ‘new experiment on better lines’ 805 investigating a more limited
sample of 8,800 Africans; a further two similar trials ensued. Wright concluded from these six
trials that his pneumonia vaccine was effective. He performed no statistical analysis upon the
results, which he appeared to regard as self-evident. 806 Even then, one of his most significant
conclusions arose from deduction and the use of laboratory data to extrapolate from his results,
rather than from the mortality figures he presented. Wright noted that the small number of subjects
who were unfortunate enough co-incidentally to develop pneumonia within six days of having
received their prophylactic immunisation, appeared to enjoy a lower death rate than similarly
unfortunately infected ‘controls’ – though characteristically, he provided no statistical analysis to
support this claim. Wright argued that this implied a therapeutic effect of the vaccine when
administered in the early stages of pneumonia. He argued from his laboratory-acquired knowledge,
‘...as we know that the bacterioclastic power of the blood does not sensibly increase, when
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pneumonia develops, we think it reasonable to suppose that the favourable results which were
obtained... would repeat themselves if this treatment were applied in the early stages of
pneumonia.’ 807
Although Wright did not openly debate the merits of the statistical trial with Bradford Hill, he
continued to articulate and publish his views throughout the 1930s and 1940s, up to his death in
1947. During this time Hill was developing and promoting his ideas on clinical trials, and devising
the methodology for the MRC’s streptomycin and whooping cough trials. The following analysis
examines contemporaneous pronouncements of the two men concerning therapeutic
experimentation, and contrasts their rhetorical strategies. I hope to demonstrate that language and
nomenclature were of pivotal importance in forming notions of what should properly comprise
therapeutic experimentation.
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The right word for the job
Exposition, and correct vocabulary, were of paramount importance to Wright. As part of what
George Bernard Shaw described as ‘his efforts to excogitate a scientific method of reasoning,’ 808
Wright invented a considerable number of new words – many of which appear to be a rendition of
a relatively mundane English term into Latin. 809 Even a partial listing of these neologisms
occupies three pages in Wright’s biography by his colleague and erstwhile disciple, Sir Zachary
Cope. 810 Wright regarded new words as an intrinsic part of any genuine scientific advance, ‘Words
are the custodians of ideas (Mill). Each advance is signalized by the invention of a new word.’ 811
Shaw considered that these were ‘new and necessary words’ 812 for fields whose vocabulary had
hitherto been deficient; the leader writer in the Lancet, on the occasion of Wright’s death, appeared
less convinced, noting faintly that of Wright’s many neologisms, possibly ‘some… will
survive.’ 813
Wright was not alone in placing a high value on linguistic precision in the making of scientific
knowledge. The notion was central to much philosophical thought during the first half of the 20th
century; the philosophy of logical positivism arose during the 1920s among philosophers and
scientists of the ‘Vienna Circle’ and was influential in Britain throughout the 1930s. 814 Central to
its doctrine was the notion that philosophical questions are largely questions of language. A crucial
question within logical positivism, related to where meaning resides within a statement. A logical
positivist would only consider a statement meaningful if it could be verified – either empirically,
or through rigorous logic. The meaning of a statement therefore resided within its method of
verification, and the primary focus of the philosophy was directed towards language and meaning,
rather than knowledge. 815 Linguistic precision was of fundamental importance to this style of
analysis. The British philosopher Bertrand Russell subsequently worked to develop a hierarchy of
language, arguing that a statement in one language could only be considered valid in relation to
another, higher-level language. Ultimately, he argued, it should be possible to infer real properties
of the world from a properly-constructed, logically purified form of language. 816
Wright regarded the vocabulary of the statistical trial to be particularly lacking, and considered
that this reflected very poorly upon its practitioners. Any field of learning which was well stocked
with terminology represented, he reflected, ‘a study which has attracted to its service generations
of men of pre-eminent ability.’ 817 By contrast, ‘…a terminology which fails to provide words for
quite fundamental notions…’ represented ‘…a science which has attracted to its service only men
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of mediocre ability.’ 818 The statistical trial was such a science, ‘The vocabulary of Statistical
Experimentation is…. distressingly defective.’ 819 Frequently, he considered, its terminology
included words for specific cases but not the generic; for example, there existed no generic term
for those receiving a therapeutic intervention in a controlled trial, but only specific terms – ‘the
treated,’ ‘the inoculated,’ ‘the dieted.’ Wright employed this example to put the practitioners of
statistical experimentation in their proper intellectual place alongside primitive tribesmen, ‘…a
terminology which supplies specific but no generic names – has distinctly barbaric affinities.’ 820
He likened statisticians to the aborigines of Tasmania, who had a name for each species of tree but
no generic word for ‘tree,’ or the Zulus who had a word to distinguish each variety of cow but no
generic term for ‘cow.’
Wright set about correcting these perceived deficiencies in the vocabulary of statistical
experimentation. He proposed that subjects receiving intervention should be termed ‘inscripts’,
and those not receiving the intervention be termed controls or ‘contra-scripts.’ He distinguished
‘se-ispic’ or ‘auto-proteric’ controls, where the condition of a patient before treatment is compared
with the condition of the same patient after treatment, and ‘allotrious isochronous’ controls where
a group of inscripts is compared with a group of contra-scripts. 821 Inscripts and contra-scripts
must, he maintained, be similar in all important respects, and must be subjected to identical
conditions including their risk of infection. 822
The intervention being tested by the trial, Wright termed the ‘erg.’ However, he also used this term
to refer to any other physical agent which could affect the trial’s outcome; multiple ergs could act
simultaneously and it was therefore important to ensure that ‘no physical “Erg,” other than the one
we propose to investigate, shall intrude into our experiment.’ 823 Besides ergs, a trial could also be
confounded by ‘advects’ – ‘any passive agent which might, by quenching or buffering, nullify the
action of the erg whose action we are investigating.’ 824 Wright referred to the set of people under
investigation as the ‘community,’ and explained that he preferred this term to the statistician’s
‘population.’ 825 The measurement which was to be used to determine the outcome of the trial,
Wright designated the ‘eventus,’ 826 and stressed that the eventus must be chosen so as to admit
only an unequivocal ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response to whatever question the trial was posing.
Even where existing statistical vocabulary did provide its own terms, Wright was dismissive. He
criticised statisticians’ use of the term ‘significant’ – although whether through deliberate
disengenuity, or through ignorance of contemporary statistical concepts, he chose to define the
term very differently to the statisticians. Wright identified a statistically significant result as one
involving a difference of at least 10 per cent in magnitude between ‘inscripts’ and ‘contra-scripts’
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at the completion of a trial. 827 Statisticians at the time employed instead a probabilistic definition
of significance, an outcome with a less than one in 20 probability of having occurred by chance
being regarded as significant. 828 Wright’s definition of the term ‘probable error’ was similarly
non-mathematical, 829 and he also criticised the statistical term ‘random sampling,’ largely on the
grounds that it was tautologous – any sampling worthy of the name should, he maintained, be
random. 830
Wright offered his neologisms in order to fill the ‘notable lacunae in the vocabulary of statistical
experimentation.’ 831 However, his terminology potentially achieved far more than that. The words
he provided were not simply direct replacements for existing statistical notions; in naming these
concepts Wright re-defined them. The overall effect was to change, and substantially diminish, the
role of any statistically controlled trial conceived and executed employing his terminology. Wright
was opposed to the widespread use of statistical trial methodology, and his new nomenclature
served subtly to constrain and diminish its application. Before developing this theme I shall
contrast Wright’s approach with the rhetorical style of Bradford Hill.
Plain and simple; statistics for the uninitiated
In contrast to Wright, Bradford Hill preferred to adapt existing words to serve in his vocabulary of
statistics, generally choosing terms which would already be familiar to his non-mathematical
audience. Contemporaries commended his writing and speaking styles for their clarity and
avoidance of mathematical terminology or statistical jargon. 832 On the rare occasion that he did
feel constrained to introduce a new term, he did so almost apologetically – when, with Richard
Doll, he coined the adjective ‘prospective’ to describe a trial which follows its participants into the
future, he carefully provided a definition from the Oxford English Dictionary to support his new
use of the term. 833 He explained the specific meanings of words which he did adopt, for example
elaborating upon ‘the meaning which the statistician attaches to the word “selected”’ 834 in his
discussion of sample selection. In his Principles of medical statistics he frequently expressed
mathematical formulae as text rather than mathematical symbols, for example rendering the
formula for calculation of Chi-squared as
‘(Observed number – expected number)2’ 835
Expected number
Hill shared none of Wright’s difficulty with the absence of a generic term for those receiving
intervention in a controlled trial, for example referring variously to ‘the inoculated,’ 836 ‘the
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immunised’ 837 or the ‘treated.’ 838 The trial’s outcome measures he referred to as ‘the criterion of
success or failure’ 839 and in later publications also as ‘the questions asked of the trial,’ 840 simply
‘measurements,’ 841 or even ‘adding up the score at the end of play,’ 842 in contrast to Wright’s
neologistic ‘eventus.’ This use of common terminology and avoidance of specialist or
mathematical terms was, Hill later claimed, quite deliberate; reflecting on his 1937 Principles of
medical statistics, he stated in 1990,
I deliberately left out the words “randomization” and “random sampling numbers” at that
time, because I was trying to persuade the doctors to come into controlled trials in the very
simplest form and I might have scared them off… I thought it would be better to get
doctors to walk first, before I tried to get them to run. 843
These sentiments also illustrate Hill’s notions of the nature of his audience. He was writing and
speaking for practising clinicians, who had little grounding – and, frequently, little interest – in
statistics or mathematical theory. Even the medical postgraduates who he taught at the LSHTM
‘had little liking or aptitude for mathematics,’ 844 and clinicians in the wider world were frequently
even less receptive. 845 His chosen vehicle for publication was the Lancet, until he quarrelled with
its editor and shifted his allegiance to the BMJ 846 – both journals were accessible to the
mainstream of practising clinicians. His strategy of coercing mathematically reluctant medics by
straightforward words and phrases was one which he was later to regard as having been successful;
in 1952 he considered that, although it was a bold step for a statistician to venture into areas ‘in
which are practised the arts of the clinician,’ it was nevertheless a step which he had by then ‘been
fortunate enough to be able to take.’ 847 Hill regarded the conversion of the mainstream medical
profession to statistical methodology as his primary aim, and as one of his finest achievements;
receiving his honorary MD at Edinburgh from Professor John Croft in 1968, he cautioned, “You
know I did not invent the controlled trial. It goes back at least to Lind.” “I know that,” replied
Croft, “But you persuaded an extremely conservative profession which regarded change with
suspicion, to accept and use them.” Hill later reflected, ‘That was, and is, I think, a fair
judgement.’ 848
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Wright’s intended audience, by contrast, appears to have been simply those clinicians and
scientists who were amenable to his views. Rather than attempt to cajole the medical mainstream,
he denounced roundly those clinicians untrained in laboratories. 849 He published almost entirely in
the mainstream medical journals Lancet, BMJ and Proceedings of the Royal Society 850 but his
uncompromising approach hardly appeared calculated to persuade the medical masses; Henry Dale
reflected that
..his findings and his presentation of them were apt to excite opposition and dispute –
partly, no doubt, because he himself so enjoyed the clash of opinion and the cut and thrust
of argument, with a well-grounded confidence in his own prowess. 851
Capture the vocabulary, and their hearts will follow
The terminology being developed for the statistical trial, was of fundamental importance in
forming notions of the trial among the medical community. Providing a nomenclature for a
scientific discipline offers a degree of control over the very nature of that discipline, and of the
concepts it is possible to maintain within it. This is far from a novel insight, as briefly discussed in
the introductory chapter of this thesis. Jan Golinski, for example, describes how Lavoisier’s new
chemical nomenclature constrained thinking to within the boundaries of his own system of
chemistry, a criticism which was indeed levelled at the time. 852 Lavoisier’s own defence to these
charges appears reminiscent of Wright’s statements, by claiming that a precise and accurate
nomenclature is essential to the progress of any new science, ‘if languages are really instruments
fashioned by men to make thinking easier, they should be of the best kind; and to strive to perfect
them is indeed to work for the advancement of science...’ 853 Dudley Shapere emphasises the
importance of naming and defining concepts before a new scientific discipline can address them;
for example, he maintains that it would be impossible to have a debate about the process of star
formation until the term ‘star’ had acquired a certain, specific meaning. 854
Compare an imaginary controlled trial employing Wright’s nomenclature with one using Hill’s
terminology, and we have two very different affairs. The intervention under test is, according to
Hill, ‘the treatment;’ usually it is quite rigidly defined, although this need not be the case, 855 and
Hill subsequently allowed clinicians where necessary to vary dose regimes according to individual
patients’ idiosyncrasies. 856 Wright’s ‘erg’ allows no such variation; each erg in every experiment
must be qualitatively and quantitatively the same. 857 Furthermore, in Wright’s scheme the erg
under investigation is merely one of a number of ergs acting simultaneously. Together with the
action of numerous ‘advects,’ these potentially represent myriad confounding factors, which
render difficult or impossible the task of separating the action of the erg under investigation.
Designing our trial under Wright’s nomenclature therefore becomes a more complex affair,
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involving the difficult task of identifying and nullifying this multiplicity of confounding factors,
compared to Hill’s nomenclature which enables us to concentrate upon the single ‘treatment’ and
even to vary it as necessary to suit the needs of our patient. Hill’s response to potentially
confounding factors (Wright’s ‘ergs’ and ‘advects’) was largely to nullify them through random
allocation of treated and control subjects; as discussed below, this notion is also implicit in Hill’s
terminology.
Wright drew his subjects from a ‘community’ of persons, objecting to the statisticians’ term
‘population.’ 858 Although he did not explain the reasons for this preference, the term ‘community’
implies a collection of individuals with rights and responsibilities who are interacting, mutually
dependent, and whose actions will affect others; according to the Oxford English Dictionary
(OED), ‘social intercourse, fellowship, communion… life in association with others, society.’ 859 A
‘population,’ on the other hand, could be taken to represent simply an aggregation of people
without implicit interaction, as in the OED’s definition ‘the total number of persons inhabiting a
country, town, or other area.’ 860 A mutually interacting ‘community’ thus implies a less favourable
environment than a ‘population’ in which to isolate the effect of a chosen erg, since any attentions
of others in the community could confound or confuse the effects of the erg under study. Simply
by adopting Wright’s preferred term here, our study is beset with potential difficulties which are
not implicit in Hill’s terminology. A further problem when we are designing our trial according to
Wright’s nomenclature is that his ‘community’ must be composed of persons who are all
‘fundamentally similar,’ particularly with regard to age and race. 861
Hill’s terminology offered fewer implicit obstacles; he drew ultimately from a ‘universe’ of
people, meaning all people theoretically amenable to study – for example, in a study on treatment
for diabetes, the ‘universe’ would be all the diabetics in the world. 862 From this ‘universe’ a
‘population’ was selected, comprising the subjects who were to be involved in the study. 863 These
terms do not carry the same implications of complex social interaction as Wright’s term
‘community.’ Nor was it essential for Hill’s ‘population’ to consist of ‘fundamentally similar’
individuals, as was the case with Wright’s ‘community.’ Although this happy state would be
desirable, Hill maintained that it was still possible to study a more diverse population by applying
statistical techniques such as stratification or frequency distribution, 864 and by random allocation
of control or treated subjects.865 The constraints upon our imaginary trial in terms of the range of
conditions and subjects who we can study, appear far fewer when the trial is planned using Hill’s
vocabulary.
Having identified the ‘community’ or ‘population’ to be studied, the next step in our imaginary
trial is to choose the participants. If we are adopting Wright’s nomenclature and searching for
‘inscripts’ and ‘contra-scripts’ then we must look for individuals whom Wright defined as ‘in
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every important respect, similar.’ 866 This represents an extremely difficult task, because of
individual variation – Wright cautioned that ‘…even patients who are suffering from one and the
same infection cannot, because of the great differences which prevail among them, be equitably
assorted… into comparable groups of ‘Inscripts’ and ‘Contra-scripts.’ 867 He then went on to
ridicule the notion that alternation could achieve ‘any equitable assortment of patients.’ Hill, by
contrast, proposed random allocation as a solution to the problem of equitable selection – initially
by strict alternation, 868 and by the time of his streptomycin and whooping cough trials, by random
numbers – ‘…because in the long run we can fairly rely upon this random allotment of the patients
to equalise in the two groups the distribution of other characteristics that may be important.’ 869
Wright’s ‘Inscripts’ and ‘contra-scripts’ are not, therefore, the same as Hill’s ‘treated’ and
‘control’ subjects, but are more narrowly defined, and more difficult and laborious to identify. A
trial employing them would be a more limited affair than one designed under Hill’s terminology,
and in some circumstances would not even be possible at all.
Once our imaginary study is completed, we must analyse the results. Under Wright’s terminology,
we should inspect the ‘eventus.’ Since Wright was concerned that ‘…one can very seldom feel
complete confidence in purely clinical results,’ 870 his ‘eventus’ must be completely objective, and
chosen ‘as to admit of the question asked being answered in terms of an unqualified “yes” or an
unqualified “no.”’ 871 This stipulation considerably limits the scope of our trial, as few clinical
outcome measures are quite so unequivocal, with the exception of death – which, fortunately,
rarely constitutes a suitable end-point for a trial.872 Employing Hill’s terminology, we look simply
to ‘measurements,’ which should be as objective as possible, but which can also incorporate
subjective clinical assessment. Once again, Wright’s ‘eventus’ imposes constraints on the scope of
our trial which are not implicit in Hill’s ‘measurements.’
The consequence of adopting Hill’s terminology in designing a controlled trial is therefore to
enable an enterprise far broader in scope, capable of asking and answering a far wider range of
questions, than is possible under the narrower constraints imposed by Wright’s nomenclature.
Although the terminology developed by the two men ostensibly defined the same concepts, the
subtleties of definition were sufficient to render two very different notions of a therapeutic trial.
Wright, employing his new nomenclature to reinforce his argument, concluded that
‘…isochronous, allotriously controlled, statistical experimentation, is (as we have seen)
inapplicable to the testing of remedial agents.’ 873 Hill, by contrast, looked forward to his version
of the controlled trial being increasingly employed in the future to evaluate the burgeoning
numbers of new drugs and other treatments, such as physiotherapy. 874
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A controlled trial or a statistical trial?
The foregoing analysis is intended to demonstrate the importance of semantics in establishing the
role, scope and very nature of the emerging statistical trial. By defining differently the statistical
trial’s terms, Wright and Hill each presented a very different picture of the trial to the medical
establishment. Historically, Hill’s terminology – and hence his notions of a properly constituted
statistical trial – have dominated. Wright’s neologisms are now obsolete, and none will be found in
a modern textbook. The contrast between the two systems nevertheless demonstrates the extent to
which common notions of the statistical trial have been formed by its terminology – in other
words, by Hill’s terminology. Employing, wherever possible, words familiar to a nonmathematical medical readership, Hill promoted a trial which was inclusive – not only inclusive of
all doctors in its intended audience, but inclusive of a far wider range of patients and problems for
study than Wright’s limited affair.
Hill also exploited the rhetorical connotations of a ‘controlled’ trial. He utilised the term
increasingly as his notions of trial methodology developed, until – by the time of the 1948
streptomycin trial – a ‘controlled clinical trial’ had become Hill’s and the MRC’s shorthand for a
properly conducted trial. Alternative descriptions such as ‘statistical trial’ faded from the scene
during the 1950s, and by 1959 Hill and his MRC colleagues could convene an international
conference entitled simply ‘controlled clinical trials’ to present what they regarded as a
particularly British model for therapeutic research. 875 Hill and his colleagues consolidated the term
‘controlled clinical trials’ throughout the 1950s, but an analysis of this process is outside the scope
of this work. I shall, however, examine the increasing use which Hill made of the term up to the
publication of the 1948 streptomycin trial. By this time, he had effectively adopted the term – and
its rhetorical connotations – to describe his version of a therapeutic trial.
In early editions of his Principles of medical statistics, Hill used the term ‘controlled’ only once,
apparently to indicate the presence of appropriately selected comparison subjects. In the context of
a discussion of the allocation of patients into control and treatment groups, he concluded, ‘In the
long run it is probable that useless forms of treatment will be discarded and the good will survive,
but it may be an unfortunately long run which carefully controlled trials would have effectively
shortened.’ 876 He employed other terms besides ‘controlled trial’ to identify his methodology,
including ‘clinical trial’ 877 and – in an echo of Wright’s preferred term ‘statistical trial’ – ‘the
statistical method.’ 878
With the fourth edition of Principles of medical statistics in 1948, the same year as the publication
of the streptomycin study, Hill staked his claim to the term ‘controlled trial’ as a shorthand
description of his methodology. Although much of the book remained largely unchanged, a new
section noted that, ‘In the first and last chapters of this book emphasis is laid upon the necessity
for controlled trials of a new form of treatment…’ 879 The first and last chapters were unaltered
from previous editions, and made no specific mention of ‘controlled trials’ other than the one
reference noted above. However, Hill now chose to characterise the methodology to which these
chapters referred, as ‘controlled trials’. In doing so, he was adopting a term which was already in
common use by MRC workers to describe their own studies – which, as described elsewhere in
this work, had hitherto represented a diverse and idiosyncratic collection of methodologies.
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Inevitably, along with the term, Hill borrowed its rhetorical associations, which he successfully
applied exclusively to his RCT methodology.

117

Chapter 7: Conclusion: What’s controlled about the
controlled trial?
Should the gastroenterologist Harold Conn suffer the misfortune to bleed from oesophageal
varices, 880 he would hope to be included in a randomised controlled trial, enter the trial, and then
refuse treatment. 881 Thus he would maximise his chance of successful recovery – for simply being
selected for a trial is a powerful predictor of a favourable outcome. Subjects entered into RCTs are
likely to be carefully diagnosed, free from other serious diseases, and compliant with their
treatment and any strictures it imposes. They will receive meticulous clinical scrutiny doctors from
doctors following a careful treatment protocol, and probably also from additional supplementary
staff. 882 Thus most RCTs are designed to assess what the British epidemiologist Archie Cochrane
designated efficacy – whether a treatment can possibly work, under the idealised conditions of a
trial – rather than what he called effectiveness, whether the treatment works in real-life clinical
practice. A third question concerns the treatment’s efficiency, or whether its benefits are worth the
resources it consumes. 883
In summary, this thesis has examined the utilisation, by physicians associated with the MRC, of
the powerful rhetorical connotations of the term ‘controlled’ in order to promote their own work in
therapeutic assessment prior to the publication of the MRC’s streptomycin trial in 1948. These
therapeutic trials were idiosyncratic affairs and the methodology of a proper clinical trial was, at
this time, neither unified nor codified. But the MRC nevertheless referred consistently to its own
trials as ‘controlled.’ The term encompassed an eclectic assortment of methodologies, and carried
a variety of rhetorical associations, as the preceding chapters have demonstrated. The unifying
characteristic which bound the various uses of the term ‘controlled,’ was its use as a rhetorical
device at a time when the authority to determine the proper means of testing a remedy was very
much up for grabs. The MRC, by describing its own therapeutic experiments as ‘controlled,’ was
exploiting the powerful rhetorical connotations of the term. Ultimately, the MRC’s ‘controlled
trial’ became a construct – prior to 1948 there was no single methodology which could define the
term, no published trial which could exemplify it, yet the ‘controlled trial’ was exploited as a
rhetorical device to enhance the authority of a therapeutic experiment performed under the
auspices of the MRC. This concluding chapter argues that the rhetorical associations of the
‘controlled trial’ were unaffected by the codifying of RCT methodology in 1948, and remain
inherent to the discourse on therapeutic efficacy today – where debate still attends the RCT.
Harold Conn is not alone in his cynical view of the relevance of RCT findings to the wider world.
The development and execution of RCTs is a multi-billion pound industry – unsurprising, given
the current hegemonic position of the RCT as the gold standard for evaluating therapeutic efficacy.
But critics of the RCT have by no means gone away over the past 50 years. Trial methodology has
frequently been insufficiently rigorous in the past as a result of which, according to Sir Iain
Chalmers, ‘a massive amount of research effort, the goodwill of hundreds and thousands of
patients, and millions of pounds have been wasted.’ 884 Particular problems can attach to RCTs
designed to assess, for example, surgical procedures, 885 complex social interventions, 886 or
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performed on children. 887 Patients are generally motivated to participate in trials through perceived
self-benefit rather than altruism; 888 they frequently object to – or fail to understand – the notion of
random allocation, 889 and are particularly apt to decline recruitment into a trial containing a
placebo arm. 890 Authors including Evelleen Richards 891 and Steven Epstein 892 have described how
patient resistance to aspects of methodology such as randomisation and placebos, led to protocol
modification of RCTs investigating HIV therapy in the United States during the 1980s.
Practitioners have even questioned the validity of comparing a therapy against placebo at all,
arguing that this denies the importance of human factors and the doctor-patient relationship in
healing. 893 Persuading physicians to recruit patients into a trial may also prove difficult, due to
operational factors in a busy clinic, doctors’ ethical concerns about randomisation, or their lack of
faith in the intervention under test. 894 Even when an RCT does provide an unequivocal result,
doctors frequently find it difficult to apply its population-based conclusions to the individual
patient facing them. 895
Modifications of RCT methodology have been proposed, and adopted, to address some of these
concerns – patient preference trials, in which patients with a strong preference receive their chosen
therapy, with others being randomised; 896 ‘n-of-1’ trials in which the effects of a drug are
compared with placebo (or another drug) in a single patient; 897 cluster randomised trials, where
whole sets of patients are randomised together; 898 standardised complex intervention trials, where
complex interventions are redefined and treated as simple ones; 899 ‘computrials’ where no
comparison subjects are recruited, but controls are identified instead from existing computer
records; 900 and even a return to non-randomised, observational trials. 901
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However there is potentially another, more fundamental, problem with the RCT – that of how to
interpret and apply its results. The eminent epidemiologist Richard Peto and the MRC scientist
Colin Baigent bemoan the fact that clinicians not infrequently draw the ‘wrong conclusions’ even
from good-quality, large-scale RCTs, and advise physicians how to approach trial results in order
to avoid such errors. 902 But their caveats assume that there is a single ‘right conclusion’ to draw
from the results of an RCT. Recent scholarship has examined the interpretation and application of
RCT findings in social and political context, and argues that such considerations are essential to
understanding the use which has been made of RCT results. Evelleen Richards describe trials of
vitamin C in the treatment of cancer during the 1970s and concludes that establishment physicians
ultimately rejected the therapy, not through consensus over the results of trials, but because it
represented a threat to their own conceptual authority. ‘Evaluation,’ she comments, ‘may be better
understood as inherently a political process,’ 903 and she warns that the effectiveness of the RCT
‘…is increasingly compromised by patient and consumer resistance to its principle of
randomization and by professional resistance to the implementation of those of its findings that
conflict with established professional practices.’ 904
James McCormack and Trisha Greenhalgh have analysed the interpretation by authors, editors and
the wider scientific community of a large RCT, the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study
(UKPDS) which was published in 1998. They describe how commentators drew conclusions from
the study which were not supported by the data, but which accorded with the commentators’ own
professional or political agendas. They conclude that ‘Biases arise when different stakeholders
assign their individual values to the interpretation of the final results of randomised controlled
trials.’ 905 In a similar analysis of the evidence in favour of routine mammography for women aged
40 to 49, Jane Wells concludes that in 1997 the American National Cancer Institute modified its
interpretation of RCT data, as a result of public and political pressure, in order to support such
screening. 906 Marcia Meldrum has examined the interpretation of a number of RCTs between 1946
and 1970 and claims that RCT methodology and interpretation is socially constructed and socially
determined, and that the RCT is a device employed by particular workers to construct a claim of
scientific objectivity for their activity. 907
RCT methodology, then, has continued to undergo modifications since 1948. The conduct of an
RCT and the interpretation of its results are socially and politically constructed, and critics
continue to attack the scope and function of RCTs. This is all rather reminiscent of the state of play
prior to 1948, when the MRC was exploiting the rhetoric of the ‘controlled trial’ to promote its
own work in the face of criticism and opposition – which analysis represents the principle subject
of my thesis. The rhetorical associations did not end abruptly in 1948, however, and are powerful
and relevant today. Prior to the MRC’s publication of its streptomycin trial in 1948, it lumped its
various trial methodologies under the label ‘controlled.’ Such a ‘controlled trial’ did not designate
a single methodology, but signified approval for a trial conducted under the proper supervision and
regulation of the MRC and which should therefore, by implication, be regarded as trustworthy and
reliable. The MRC nevertheless referred to its ‘controlled trials’ as if the term did refer to a distinct
entity. In this sense, the ‘controlled trial’ was a construct prior to its methodology being codified in
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1948. Crucially, however, the rhetorical power and effect of the term ‘controlled trial’ changed
little after 1948. The streptomycin trial codified RCT methodology, and embedded – and in some
respects, enhanced – the principal rhetorical associations of the term ‘controlled.’
An analysis of the rhetorical function of the term ‘controlled trial’ in current discourse is outside
the scope of this work, but a few examples might serve to illustrate the fact that the term is
ubiquitous in lay use, besides medical and scientific writing. Strictly speaking, in twenty-first
century parlance, the phrase ‘randomised controlled trial’ is tautologous. ‘Controlled,’ in its
technical meaning, refers to the presence of an untreated, or differently-treated, comparison group.
But the presence of such a comparison group is implicit in the description of the trial as
‘randomised,’ since this refers specifically to the random allocation of subjects into different
groups in order to receive, or not receive, the therapy under investigation; and nowadays, few trials
would contemplate a comparison group without such random allocation. A description of a trial
simply as ‘randomised’ should suffice – indeed, the current issue of the influential Oxford textbook
of medicine employs the term ‘randomized trial’ in its account of evidence-based medicine. 908
However ‘controlled’ will not die, and the description of therapeutic trials as ‘controlled’ remains
commonplace. The term is ubiquitous in medical writing, but newspapers, radio and TV also
frequently emphasise the ‘controlled’ nature of evidence favouring, or opposing, a therapy,
particularly when controversy surrounds the treatment in question. Assessing the effectiveness of
Chinese herbal medicine, the Daily Mail advises its readers that there are ‘…few scientific trials to
show that it works. However, a controlled trial carried out at North London’s Royal Free Hospital
showed that Chinese herbs helped treat 60 per cent of patients suffering from eczema.’ 909 The
author of this article did not define a ‘controlled trial,’ but to use the term in juxtaposition with the
statement that ‘there are few scientific trials’ implies that the ‘controlled’ status of this trial carries
scientific respectability. The presence or absence of a comparison group is not mentioned.
Similarly, in an examination of the evidence supporting a commercially-available allergy test the
Daily Mail suggests that ‘more clinically controlled trials’ 910 are required to establish its
usefulness. ‘Clinically controlled trial’ is not defined, and is not a phrase which would be familiar
to any medical researcher – not a problem, since it appears in an article for the lay reader – but it
does beg the question as to what the writer intended to convey. Not, apparently, a trial which
necessarily employs a comparison group; rather, perhaps, one possessing a degree of scientific
rigour and establishment acceptability.
Phil Barker bemoans in the Guardian the paucity of ‘rigorously controlled trials of ECT’ which,
he considers, ‘reflects badly on the scientific pretensions of psychiatric medicine.’ 911 ‘Rigorously
controlled’ trials are, he implies, a prerequisite before one can aspire to scientific pretensions;
again, the meaning of this phrase is not defined, but it seems unlikely that the rigour for which the
writer is calling refers solely to the careful allocation of comparison and treatment subjects.
Rather, the phrase ‘rigorously controlled’ offers a rhetorical stamp of scientific respectability. In
another Guardian article, Jenni Russell awaits ‘controlled trials on humans’ 912 to establish whether
the chemical acrylamide is carcinogenic; Jerome Burne, also writing in the Guardian, notes that
‘one small but controlled trial’ 913 has shown that the drug Ampligen appears to be effective in the
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treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome. The actress Jane Asher makes a plea for animal
experiments, arguing that ‘…carefully controlled, humanely conducted experiments’ 914 are
unobjectionable; Celia Hall, medical editor of the Daily Telegraph, concludes that antenatal
screening tests for Down’s syndrome do not work in real life ‘…outside carefully controlled and
monitored clinical trials;’ 915 another Daily Telegraph health correspondent warns that a ‘controlled
study of 300 people’ 916 suggests that indigestion remedies might predispose individuals to food
allergies.
In none of these instances do the writers appear to intend ‘controlled’ to convey the presence of
comparison subjects in a trial. Rather, the word appears to serve predominantly a rhetorical
function in endorsing the scientific credentials of a piece of evidence. This impression is
reinforced by the frequency with which the word ‘controlled’ is used with a qualifying adverb,
‘carefully controlled,’ ‘rigorously controlled,’ ‘clinically controlled.’ Such qualifiers should have
little or nothing to add to the technical meaning of ‘controlled’ as a study possessing a comparison
group, but they contribute substantially to the term’s rhetorical impact.
Possibly these writers are simply sloppy, or do not know, or care, what is the current technical
meaning of a ‘controlled’ trial. This is, however, an unlikely explanation for the widespread use of
the term. Writers with a lay readership can, and do, employ the technical meaning of ‘controlled’
on occasions when it suits them – for example, Wendy Moore puzzles in The Observer why
doctors cannot prescribe placebos ‘except in carefully controlled trials,’ 917 and Roger Highfield
describes in the Daily Telegraph how a doctor investigating brain tissue implants in the treatment
of Parkinson’s disease ‘designed a controlled trial by taking the controversial step of including a
placebo group who had “sham surgery”, holes drilled into their skulls but no tissue implanted.’ 918
The ‘controlled trial’ to which these writers refer, represents just as much a rhetorical construct as
the MRC’s ‘controlled trial’ prior to 1948 – an idealised, scientifically valid, establishmentapproved endeavour. The RCT is, and always has been, one of a number of available
methodologies for assessing therapeutic efficacy. It achieved, and maintains, its current hegemonic
position partly through the rhetorical power of its ‘controlled’ status. This argument is by no
means intended to deprive the RCT of any authority – given current understanding of the nature of
health and disease and of the mechanism of action of treatment modalities, the RCT is by general
consensus the most appropriate tool for the large part of therapeutic assessment. But there are
other methodologies – observational studies, 919 case reports, 920 ‘computrials’ 921 – whose
advocates feel they have been rather left out in the cold. And practitioners – even those with an
avowed commitment to evidence-based practice – are influenced by factors such as experience,
anecdote, rationale and even intuition, besides published RCT data, when they make real treatment
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decisions in practice. 922 Understanding the rhetorical dimension to the randomised controlled
trial’s historical and current hold over therapeutic assessment, might help practitioners set it in its
place as one of a range of available methodologies.
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